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Competitions
The winners of our Oct/Nov competi-
tion were W M Waite of Stoke-on Tlent
(who wins the Microvitec monitor), and
G M Darling from Ruislip Manor in
Middlesex (winning Opus Supplies'
monitor). Congratulations to them
both.

Information
First a few apologies arising from the
last issue:

The review of last month's books was
by Gordon Taylor who we mysteriously
called Nicky Trevett (she of this
month's reviews) - sorry!

The caption on p.23 regarding the
pictured monitor was wrong, but con-
fused readers are referred to this
month's reappraisal.

Another matter revisited this month
relates to GST's assembler and OS -
pages26-27 set the record straight.

Finally a note from Microvitec for all
CUB Ql-compatible users. Owners of
models 1451/DQ/3 and 1451/MQ/3,
with serial numbers between 85692
and 103317, are asked to phone David
Kaye on Bradford 726500 to arrange a
free up-grading service which may be
necessary.

With sales
hardware and
widening.

QLN
increasing steadily,
software support is

Open Channel
Your letters on the machine and its
software.

Nicky Trevett peruses the stack of
books for the QL.

User Group News
More Ql-specific info from group
Chairman, Leon Heller.

A comparison of two monitors:
Data Efficiency and Centel.

Sir Clive - Live!
Peter Rodwell spends an afternoon
conversing with Clive Sinclair.

Aspects of QDOS
In-depth analysis of the QL's Mi-
crodrive operating system.

Gunfight at the
GST Corral

The heat's on and Cambridge has
neverbeen so deserted . . .

Bookmarks

QL Screen Duo

QL vs Plus 4

A'no-holds-barred' comparison.

Unix Potential
With 32-bit capabilities, the QL is
a prime Unix candidate - or is it?

Four new languages Pascal,
BCPL, Lisp and APL - reviewed
and discussed.

A spectacular 3D chess game, with
some novel features.

The SuperBasic Special
Adam Denning concludes his
authoritative study of Sinclair's
extended BASIC.

There aren't many around yet, but
we've rounded them up and played
'gm.

Alternative Graphics
Extend the screen potential for
your favourite displays.

Dialects on Demand

Psion Chess

Games of Chance

Interfaces in Print
First of a two part feature on
printers and interfaces, designed
specially for the QL.

Making the most of
Multitasking

One of the many exciting possibil-
ities offered by the QL - programs
executing in parallel.

'The Progs'
Readers'program to type in and
run.

As from the next edition, due
to response QL User will be
on sale monthly.

So, look out for the Febru-
ary issue - in the shops 21st
January.



DOT MRTRIX PRINTERS
EPSON

This ever popular range of dot matrix printers set the
industry standard and provide reliability and quality
'second lo none'. The budget RX80T & RX8OFT have 100cps
and all standard printing and graphic functions with tractor
teed on RX80T and both tractor and friction feed on the
RX80FT. The deluxe FX80 has all the above, as well as a
160cps, buffer, programmable characters etc. For wider
paper use - upto 15' - the RX100/FX100 are ideal.
RX80T 8210(a)
RX80FT 230(a)
FX80 t312(a)
RXl00 e345(a)
FX100 t435(a)

KAGA
This new range of printers with EPSON compatible control
codes feature NEAR LETTER QUALITY print using a 23 x 18
matrix in addition to the features one would normally
expect from good quality
dot matrix printers. Text
modes include Normal,
Italic, Enlarged,
condensed Super & Sub
script and Proportional
spacing. Defined
characters can be
placed in a rom to give
personalised print.pef SOn aliSed pf int. :. i': r: sl dffll:,:i ::i! :r,:r l::::i;:iail !i:r :
An integral 3K buffer, both friction and adjustable tractor
feeds with built in paper roll holder, etc, etc make these
superb 'value for money' printers unique.
KP810 (80col) 02a9(a) KP910 (156 col) 8369(a)

Kaga Serial lnterface c/w 2K buffer €85(c) (€77.50 if bought
with the printe0
Serial Lead QL/Kaga: 2m long t12(d); 1m long t8.50(d)
Spare Ribbon Cartridge 86.75(d)
Enquire about the special font roms.

EPSON Serial lnterfaCe ciw 2K buffer 860(c) (€52:50 if
bought with the printer)
Serial Lead QUEPSON:2m long t12(d); 1m long 88.50(d)
Spare Ribbon Cartridges: RX/FX 80 €5.00(d)

RXFX 100r11.so(d)
Dust Covers: RX80 €4(d) FX80 €4.50(d)
Paper Roll Holder €17(b)
Tractor Attachment for FX80 832(b)

DHISY WHEET PRINTERS moNrToRs
J U Kl 6100 t340(a)

Serial Interface Juki e65(c) Tractor Feed Attachment t99(a)
Single Sheet Feeder [199(a) Ribbon t2.50(d)

2Kadditional RA[,4 forJuki buffer t7.50(d)

BROTH ER H R15 t340(a)
Serial lnterface integral with the printer.

Tractor Feed Attachment S90(a) Cut Sheet Feeder t199(a)
Ribbon t4.75(d)

Plain Fanfold Paperwith extra f ine perforation (Clean Edge)
2000 Sheets 9.5" x 1 1" t13(b);2000 Sheets 14.5" x 11" e18.50(b)

Serial Lead lor Daisy Wheels t8.50(d)

SOON TO BE IN STOCK
PARALLEL INTERFACE FOR THE OL

The British made
MICROVITEC 14' RGB
Monitor with high
clarity 85 character
display offers a
consistent and reliable
perf ormance.
MICROVITEC
1451 DQ3 t239(a)
Slanting Plinth for
Microvitec 88.50(b)

KAGA SINCLAIR QL Super Hi Res 12" RGB Monitor
A high quality monitor with anti glare screen t273(a\

ALL MONITORS SUPPLIED WITH SUITABLE LEADS
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News Editor Wanted
Sinclair and Psion have
hired a professional
journalist to run their
bi-monthly QLUB
Newsletter.

Thanks to his efforts,
members - who indignantly
recall the four loose sheets
which masqueraded as Issue
One - can now read
interviews with QL
personalities and inside-info
about forthcoming products
(which this news area will
shamelessly plagiarize).

Life, however, isn't always
easy for the earnest
scribbler, one of the most
respected journalists in the
industry, and he's obliged to
explain to potential
Newsletter contributors that
critical remarks about
Sinclair, Psion and their
products won't necessarily be
welcomed by his employers.

One freelance,
commissioned to describe his
near-daily use of Quill, was
forced to abandon the project
after discovering the
impossibility of 1500 words
on the wonders of QL word-
processing which made not a
mention of numb keyboards
and slow screen handling.

However, at f,90 per 1000
words, I'm still not sure I
couldn't have found a way.

Monitoring
Controversy
One of the more obscure
firsts clocked up by the QL is
Sinclair Research's
agreement on badging deals
with two hardware
companies.

Sinclair's attitude to
peripheral manufacturers
has always been tolerant.
The company has never
worried that small firms,
like birds behind the plough,
might pick up scraps from its
passage, deciding instead
that what mattered about
modems and printer
interfaces was that they
existed, not that they were
made by Sinclair.

However, the process
begun with sofbware for the
Spectrum has now extended
to hardware for the QL; MBS
has already issued its
'Sinclair' monitor (made bv
Kaga ofJapan), and an
equivalently-endorsed
modem, complete with matt-
black go-faster QL fluting,
will shortly appear from
OEL of Cumbria.

There's no mystery about
this choice of OEL as modem
manufacturer By
Appointment To Sir Clive;
the company has probably
sold more of the devices than
anyone else in the UK. BUT
how does Bradford's own
Mierovitec, Queen's Award
to Industry-winner,
government subsidised for
sales into schools, and itself
manufacturer of an all-black
QL monitor, feel about
Clive's patronage going to a
Japanese device?

'We're not bothered,' said
the company's Tony Fall.
'Our monitor has a bigger
screen, the same resolution,
and everybody tells us it's
the best around. The Kaga
one is more expensive as
well.' (In that case why
didn't Microvitec get the
Sinclair deal?)

'They offered it to us, and
we'd have liked to go along
with them. We just decided
that the terms they offered
weren't financially
attractive.'

QLN

Birth 0f A Modem
Details of the most
important QL peripheral in
the history of the world (I'm
prejudiced, though) can now
be revealed.

The Sinclair/OE modem,
due for imminent release, is
part of a three module
communications package
which allows applications
including links to a DEC
mini, and down-the-phone
connection to a deciicated QL
area on Prestel.

The whole tri-partite
package is called QCOM.Its
base module is a controller
and terminal emulator (ie, a
device which allows the QL
to act like a terminal linked
to a larger computer) called
QCON; in the upper surface
of QCON is a plastic plug
which can be removed to
allow a second module, the
QMOD modem, to be stacked
on top; a final QCALL
module can likewise be
stacked atop the modem,
giving it an auto-dial and
auto-answer capability.

The QCONmodule
contains the software heart
of the system. With this bare
unit connected, and its
partly microdrive-based
software installed, the QL
can be linked to large DEC
computers via the DEC
VT100 terminal emulator
standard, or to a modem of
the user's choice. QCON

runs all the modem control
software, including bi-
directional buffers to cope
with the inadequacies olthe
QL's serial ports.

The bare QL has been
widely criticised for allowing
only a single baud (bits per
second) rate for both serial
ports. The new unit will
permit baud rates of75,300,
600, 1200, 2400,4800 and
9600 to be independently set
for the two ports, its most
important application being
implementation of the 1200/
75 Prestel rates.

QCON also supports the
XON/XOFF handshaking
protocol and the VTS/RTS
protocol - whatever they
may be. It boasts an RS232
port for access to standard
modems, and is powered
from the QL's power pack
with a lead then running to
the computer itself.

The module allows the
phone transmission of any
unprotected mdv file, and
includes a data encription
capability. Great ease ofuse
is claimed for the device, its
more awesome applications
being invisible until invoked
by the menu-driven
command structure.

No firm price has yet been
fixed, but a figure between
f,90 and f 100 seems likely.

The modem is a very
straight-forward unit, thank
goodness, giving either 1200/
1200 or Prestel-style 1200175
baud rates. No 300/300 rate
is installed, since such
orovision would increase
tosts merely for the sake of a
few one-man bulletin boards
which are always engaged
anvwav.

fite Qtttol modem has a
telephone extension socket
for manual dialing, but if
you want to get into the
really fancy stuffthen the
final module, QCA.LL, allows
autodial and autoanswer.
This latter facility is a real
hacker's delight, permitting
incoming calls to be
accepted, even in the user's
absence, and to trigger pre-
programmed activity from
the QL;its more legal
applications might include
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receiving data, printing it
out, and then - via the
autodial facility - passing it
on to a third QCOM unit. €50
has been mentioned as a
possible price.

difficult.'
'A high resolution image,

in which a small part of the
screen moves about, would
be OK and I wouldn't be
surprised if somebody was
doing a super-dooper version
of Manic Miner, for instance,
or The Hobbit. But although
the 68008 is slightly faster,
you can't compare moving
32K of QL screen memory
with the 6 to 7K of the
Spectrum. Games like
Defender, requiring
scrolling, would be out of the
question.'

So if, by some remote
chance, Psion were to move
games over from the
Spectrum, which ones would
they choose?

'Things Iike Tennis, and
Scrabble,'said Davies
carefully. 'And not things
like Chequered FIag.'

Processing Power
An add-on which gives the
QL access to the huge store
of software written for the
CP/M operating system has

been announced by QL PIus
Ltd.

An extension card
containing a 280 processor
and 64K RAM which plugs
into the ma.chine's main
external bus should be on
sale before Christmas for the
remarkably low price of
8199.

John Fuller, MD of QL
Plus, says,'There are
literally thousands of
business, educational and
games programs available
under CP/M. That isn't true
ofany ofthe other operating
systems available for the QL.
And unlike the four Psion
packages supplied with the
machine, major CPiM
programs such as dBase II
and Wordstar have been
proven over a period ofyears
by millions of users.'

GiantretailerWHSmith
is also involved in the
venture, converting CP/M
software onto microdrive and
raising speculation about
High St distribution for the
card.

The link between the 280
second processor (or, third, to

be pedantic) and the QL has
partly been engineered by
the ubiquitous Tony Tebby
who is himself confident oi
the appeal ofthe new device.

The 4MHz 280 will run in
parallel to the QL's 68008,
with the latter being used for
extremely fast I/O
operations. The additional
64K RAM offers the prospect
ofa capacious print buffer,
and a reduced reliance on
microdrive accesses.

Two 8-bit parallel ports on
the card will be sofbware
configured as a mouse
controller and a parallel
printer interface, though the
company intends to release
alternative software which
will allow them to be used as
a disk interface and robotics
controller.

John Fuller claims that
his product will be the most
potent argument so far for
persuading small businesses
toinvestinaQL...He
could well be right.

"Dragging Their
Feettt

Quill ll
The new version of QL Quill
won't be available until after
Christmas. Despite the
hopes of Psion MD David
Potter, quoted in our last
issue, an upgrade ofthe
'slow'Quill version I missed
its September deadline; a
Psion executive has
explained that the new
version is presenting
unexpected diffi.culties.

After signing his name in
blood to all kinds ofhair-
raising promises, your
reporter has been given sight
of a pre-pre-pre-production
version of Quill II, but is
allowed to say almost
nothing - except that the
program, to be issued to new
owners and QLUB members
only, should be altogether
splendid.

Equally desirable is the
new Psion Chess game,
reviewed in this issue. Psion
willrelease more QL
material, says Software
Manager Charles Davies,
but stops short ofsaying
what it might be.

Has he any idea why there
is still so little games
software available for the
machine?'There just haven't
been the tools around so far.
At least there are a few
assemblers available now,
but even that's not the
complete answer; most
people writing for 280
machines have been working
with disk-based systems of
some kind, and it takes a
long time to set up new
hardware like that.'

'If Imagine were still
around, they'd be well-placed
because they had Sages, but
very few people are in that
situation.'(One of the few
QL games known to be in the
offing is the ex-Imagine
Bandersnatch'megagame',
now acquired by Sinclair and
expected out in the first
quarter of '85.)

Davies wasn't surprised to
hear that the only decent
non-Psion games we'd come
across were two adventures.

'Adventures will do very
well on the QL, but you won't
get too many fast arcade-
style Invaders routines -
simply because the QL's
screen handling is so
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Of mice and CPIM ! Add-on and on and on .

Sinclair Research intends to
release a microdrive
cartridge containing around
58 extra SuperBasic
commands. But the author of
the extension is threatening
to take his product to
another publisher.

Plans are well advanced at
Sinclair for the early release
ofthe cartridge, the original
intention being to have it in
the shops for Christmas.
However, the man who wrote
the extra commands is the
fearsome Tony Tebby,
author ofQDOS and scourge
ofSinclair: he's so annoved
bv what he describes as"
'unforgivable feet-dragging'
at the company that he's
already had discussions with
two other publishers about
an alternative deal.

'Sinclair have
documentation which is
ready for the printers, and
software which has been
used by testers without
significant difficulty for over
a month. And yet they've
just told me the material will
be delayed for a further five
weeks. It's absurd.'

The extra commands will
include all kinds ofgoodies,
such as direct file handling
from BASIC and a full
screen editor, which Tony
was discussing in our last
issue. Many of the
commands, he says, would



have been included in the
standard QL if the hardware
had been delayed in
development for another few
weeks; they are also likely to
appear in the QDOS up-
grade promised for'85.

'I've had meetings with
Sinclair in the last week,'he
told us,'and things are
looking bad. Somebody needs
to go in there with a very big
boot.'

Pi ln The Sky?

CST, manufacturers of the
Q-Pi centronics printer
interface, have announced a
second QL device. Their
Q-488 interface enables the
computer to exchange data
with the numerous scientific
and laboratory instruments
which use the IEEE-488
protocol.

The company already
markets a high-quality
IEEE interface for the BBC
Micro, and feels that the
Sinclair machine will
likewise benefit from access
to devices such as
voltmeters, oscilloscopes and
frequency counters.

The Q-488 responds to any
high level language installed
in the QL (it says here),
incorporates an on-board
QDOS device driver, and can
handle up to 16 connected
devices.

CST promise further QL
add-ons, though they
wouldn't tell me precisely
which; 'to equip the
computer for serious
industrial and research
work'.

The Q-488 costs f170 (ex
VAT), and is available from
CST on (0223) 323302.

Quest For The
Engram

price of 'less than f30,000'.
(How can we resist?)

And Quest have leaped
into the increasingly
competitive RAM extension
market with a range of
devices offering 64K (S99),
128K (f 159), 256K (5299)
and 512K (f499). The two
product ranges will be
important for liberating the
QL from its untrustworthy
microdrives. The RAM
extensions will relegate
microdrive access to an
initial booting up and final
storage offiles, while access
to disk drives will please
potential business users of
the machine.

Speaking of which, Quest
have released a QL
accounting suite called
Tally. The program will run
under both CP/M 68K and
QDOS, and consists of Sales
Ledger, Sales Invoicing and
Stock Control, and costs f99.
A version called Tally II,
costing f50, covers Purchase
and Nominal Ledger.

Stock Control package is any
indication then Tally should
be something special.

Spot The 0S
By the time you read this,
ICL should have launched its
Personal Workstation
device, built around the QL
board.

Twin microdrives and the
Psion Xchange suite on ROM
- all of which explains the
sighting of a twin microdrive
computer down at Psion HQ.

It also explains the heavy
hints from Sir Clive about
another company employing
this technology.

The most intriguing
question in advance ofthe
launch, h<lwever, is which
operating system the device
will employ. Nigel Searle
has told your reporter that
ICL haven't used QDOS;
development schedules for
the two companies
apparently didn't
synchronise.

Sir Clive, in turn, told me
that ICL has gone for GST's
68K/OS; GST says it hasn't.

According to yet another
insider, ICL have produced
their own OS, but have gone
through hell in the process.

Whatever happens, the
already complex world of
68008 operating systems
Iooks set for a further twist.

No running out of memory now as Quest pile it on and wrap it
all up in a sleeh black executiue console.

Right on schedule, Quest
have released their range of
disk systems and RAM
extensions.

Firmly establishing
themselves as the biggest
peripherals maker for the
QL, Quest unveiled Shugart
5.25" floppy drives of 200K,
400K and 800K capacities,
with corresponding prices of
8249 to 8599.

The company also plans a
7.5Mb (formatted)
Winchester hard disc system
for f990, and have exhibited
a staggering 2 Gigabyte
laser disk for the QL at a

Modules integrate
with themselves but
four Psion progs, and

not only
with all
if the

Want a portable QL? Well, this new case from
Management Science Ltd costs f,69 (plus f,4 p&p) and
lets you carry the QL, power supply, manual,
miciodrives and cables with one hand.

The colour scheme is guaranteed to match Sinclair's
own (ie, it's black), and the case is constructed with a
rigid framework to shrug off the knocks.

Management Science can be found at 17 West Hill,
London SW18, and if you get your order in quick they
reckon to fill it by Christmas.
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IQLUG is a non-profit making
group, with officers democrat-
ically elected by members at an
Annual General Meeting.
Accounts are independently
audited and made available
to members. The group is af-
filiated to the Association of
Computer Clubs.

Membership is by subscrip-
tion to Quanta, the group's
monthly newsletter, currently
containing 28 pages of mem-
bers' letters, hints and tips,
news on the QL scene, progYam
listings and so on.

The group maintains a (most-
ly) free software library, which
currently contains 15 programs.
All library software is written
by our members, and only non-
commercial items will be held
there. In addition a free advice
service is provided: members
can phone in with their prob-
lems, and be put in touch with
someone who can help them - a
register of members with exper-
tise in various areas is'kept.

Membership details are avail-
able from:

Brian Pain,
24 Oxford Street,
Stony Stratford,

Milton Keynes MKf f UU.
Following the non-renewal of some
members' subscriptions, we were
not totally unsurprised that the
reason turned out to be disenchant-
ment with Sinclair and the QL.
Those members in question had
either cancelled their order, or
returned the machine for a full
refund. I have sent the responses to
Sinclair's Customer Relations
Manager, in the hope that they will
mend their ways in future.

DIY Pascal
Compiler

One of our members is adapting
the Tiny Pascal compiler, featured
in Byte magazine some years ago,
to run on the QL. The original
compiler was written in North Star
BASIC, which had to be translated
into SuperBasic, for the QL.

User Group News

However, a Pascal compiler writ-
ten in SuperBasic is not really
suitable, so the compiler was re-
written in Pascal and then com-
piled into object code, using the
SuperBasic version of the compiler.
The Pascal version of the compiler
is then used to compile itself, and
the resultant object code should be
identical to that produced by the
original SuperBasic compiler.

Terminal Emulator
All it takes to turn your QL into a
very dumb terminal, for connection
to a modem or another computer, is
a simple seven line program:

100

110
t20
130

140
150

160

CLS: BAUD 300: OPEN
#4,ser2t
REPeatterm

char$:11168Y$(4)
IF char$.r""THEN
PRINT char$;
char$:1q6BYg
IF char$.r"'THEN
PRINT # ,ehar$;

END REPeat term
Due to the fact that the QL serial
ports require the same baud rate
for data input and output, this
program will not work with the
L20Ol75 baud modems used for the
standard Prestel service, but it
worked well enough for me to leave
a message on a couple of compu-
terised bulletin boards.

Psion Response
Times

A few members have complained
about the speed of Psion's response
to their queries, so I wrote on their
behalf to David Potter of Psion. I
received the following analysis of
their performance in responding to
queries sent in by QLUB members:

65Vo of enquiries answered and
posted on the same day as received.

lSVo of enquiries answered and
posted in the following 24 hours.

8Vo of enquiries answered in the
following 24 hours.
The remaining L2Vo are usually
printer-related queries which re-
quire a lot of additional research.
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As their database gets bigger, they
expect this figure to drop.

Archive Limitation
A couple of members using Archive
have complained about a problem
that arises with relatively large
files (about 500 records). When
they try to add more records, they
get an Error 80 'out of memory'
message. This is due, apparently,
to there being insufficient space for
the index needed to access records
in the file. The problem will be
overcome when the upgrades to the
Psion software become available.

httting The
Brake On

I have found that the safest thing
to do if a file has become corrupted,
and the Microdrive won't stop, is
just to pull out the cartridge.
QDOS then returns an eror mess-
age, and you are back in control.
You will have probably lost the file
it was trying to read, but you wiII
not have corrupted any other files,
which might happen if you just
press the reset button or switch off
the power.

QDOS Version
Nwnbers

I suppose everybody now knows
about PRINT VER$, to find out
which version of QL you have.
What might not be- so'generally
known is that the version returneil
(JM for the machines currently
being shipped) is the version of
SuperBasic. QDOS has its own
version number, which is not ac-
cessible directly via SuperBasic,
and can only be found by going into
assembly language.

An Apologryr
In the last issue, I stated that
Computer One's assembler for the
QL *q. written partly in Super-
Basic. In tact, it is written entirely
in assembly language.



lleGDGueFuthing Andeueruilting
uouwantin. uoud0n1,0ut.

Static and dust, the biggest enemies of the home computer.
Fortunately there are nowTargus computer bags.

Thanks to the protectastat, specially treated material, these
unique bags giveyour computer total anti-static and dust protection.
OnlyTargus can do this.

COMPLETEPROTECTION
And thafs not all. Beneath the hard wearing nylon outet is a

high-density, impact-proof,foam padding and atlrermal liningtostop
the build up of condensation.

lrs also fire-retardent and once sealed with the hea\4/-duty
nylon zips, rain-proof as well.

APLACEFOREVERYTHING
There3 also a handy compartment foryour programmes,joy-

sticK, cables, leads, accessoriesand manuals; soitsidealforneathome
storage, aswell astransportation between homeandworkorschool.

FTNSANYCOMPUTER

FREEMICROW|PES
Orderany bagandwdllalsosendyou a dispe. nserof microwpe

anti-static treated screen cleaners - absolutely free.

C'NLYAVAILABLEDIRECT
Targus computer bags aren't on sale in the shops, so orderdirect

from us now.
Simply tick box A, B, or C, clip the coupon and send it with the

correct remittance. plus E1.75 to cover postage, to: Personal Purchase
Ltd., En gineers Way, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OEB.

Allow 2l-28 days for delivery.
Check this list for the bag to fityour modelof computer:

A, SINCTAIROL B. TOSHIBA-MSX-64K C. SAISNODRTO
A.AMSTRADCPC464 B. SHARP-MZ_7OO C.COMMODOREI53O

C. COMMODORE64 PRINTERS
c. coMMoDoRE-c-16 B. coMMoDoREMPSS0l
c. vtc20 c. oRlc
c- oRrcATMos Dlscs

These sturdy, attractive bags are black with a red trim and come
in 3 sizes, fitting any model. Just check the listto see which bag

B. BBCMICROB
B. DRAGON64
B. ATARIEOO4SK
B. ATARISOOXL64K
B, ENTERPRISE64
B. MITSUBISHI

-MSXML-8OOO RECORDERS
B. SANYO-MSXWAVYIO C. TR-I7
B. SONY-MSXHB-75 C. TR-30

Signature

C. ACORN ELECTRON
c. soRD

c. oRlc
C. ZX SPECTRUM
C. ZX INTERFACE
c. coMMoDoREr54l

A.€r9.95I
Name

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

Address B. F24.951)

Yourremitunceshould be madepayableto Personal Purchase Ltd., attheaddress specified.
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SuoerBasic Bue?
I haie found a bug in ffie QL
BASIC, and this has caused
me much head scratphing, as
it was giving errors in a
program which I had
successfully used on my
Spectrum. To illustrate it try
the following:
10 DIM A$(10) : DIM

B$(e)
20 LET

A$:'QWERTYUTOPA"
30 LET

B$:'QWERTYUIOPA'
40 IFA$:B$: PRINT,rg:,r;B$(0)

This will give you 9:10. It
seems to be that
dimensioning a string of less
than 10 characters gives one
more character than it should.

Note: A$(0) and B$(0) do
exist and contain the length
ofthe string.
G L Riddle
Kettering
lYell spotted. You'll find this
confirmedin'QL
SuperBasic'byAABerk
( Granada P ublishing ) pag e
95. Howeuer, with obaious
differences between
Spectrum BASIC and
SuperBasic it would seem
g e nerallg inadv isab le t o
expect that a progrdm
working on one machine
would work on the other
without extensiue
modification

Uncertain Futures
Sid Smith's news item in the
OctiNov issue implies faults
in QL hardware prior to the
D07 level release. I have a
D06 machine and would
appreciate information on
faults and weaknesses.
GR Chatburn
Essex
In your latest issue ofQL you
mentioned that if the first
letters after the D on the
serial no are 07 then the
version is supposed to be
good. But what about mine
which is '06'.

I am a student, I cannot

This is the spot where we turn the mqgq,zine ouer to you, our readers. We u)elcotLe
any comments , criticisms or anecdotes about either the QL or QL U ser .

155 FarringdonRoad, ECIR 7AD.

afford to maintain my
computer with further
charges for updates.
M M Patel
Couentry
Proaided, that you haae
either uersions AH or JM of
the operating system then
you haue no womies as far as
the firmware is concerned.
At least this would appear to
be the uiew ofSinclair
Research who maintain that
the differences between the
two are so slight as not to
merit an upgrade.

As regards hardware, all
we haae to go on @re runxours
that later releases
inc orporate improa e me nt s to
the microdriues and
keyboard.

$lggl*lstopwatch
Timothy Fuller's letter in
your last issue concerning
amongst other things
timing.

I use the following
procedure that calculates the
lapsed time of a program
runnrng.

DEF PROC USED-
TIME (TYPE)
SELECT ONTYPE
ONTYPE=O: LET
FT=DATE
ONTYPE=I: LET
UT=DATE_FT:LET
UT$:DATE$(UT)
END SELECT: END
DEF USED-TIME
then at the start of my
program I put
USED-TIME(O)
and at the end
USED-TIME(1)

S Dudley
Sussex

Timelv Reouest
The QL is my fiist computer
and I have no knowledge of
computers; rather like
buying a Rolls Royce then
learning to drive.

I am using a Panasonic

portable colour TV and
whilst SuperBasic gives a
satisfactory picture, the
Quill, Abacus etc, are wholly
unreadable. This seems to
nullify any future
advantages that I might
expect. Please advise.
Peter Bunley
Colchester
If you read the introduction
to our monitors reuiew gou
will appreciate some of the
pro b le m s as sociate d w ith
TVs. It is worth adding that
display s on J apane se TV s
are generally worse than
those produced on the home
gro.t)n aariety.

A Word to the Wise
Thank you for the very
favourable review of Psion's
EASEL program which
appeared in your October
issue. It is a generally
accurate and well written
piece, but the criticisms
levelled in the paragraphs
headed'Fraught Filing' and
'Invisible Exports' are
unfounded. The Save and
Export commands in Easel
in fact deal with all those
sets offigures (eg, Costs,
Sales, Prices) which are
currently on display. This
allows some choice in
precisely what you save to a
file.

An error in the manual
would appear to be to blame
for misleading your reviewer
into thinking that all figures
in memory would be saved,
and evidently, by some
accident, he never tried to
Save or Export with more
than one set offigures on
display.
Dr Martin G Brown
EASEL's author
We haue beenintouch with
our reviewer and he confirms
this to be the case. He also
adds that this puts EASEL
on an equal footing with both
ARCHM andABACUSin
terms of qualitg and
pre s e ntation. S h ame about
the manualthough!
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AnYone for a Game
I feeT that the QL is an
excellent machine despite its
premature launch. I would
like to see some games for it
and I have read that Psion
are currently working on
some. Any information?
JWallace
Glasgow
Aside fromTalent and
Psion, both of which qre
dealt with in this issue, no
other software houses would
appear to kaae giaen the QL
a look-in as far as games are
concerned.

There would appear to be
three reasons for this, One;
g&mes software houses with
a few exceptions simplg dn
not haae the expertise
necessaru to write 68000
machine code games.

Two; there would appear
to be q somewhat misguided
notion that the QL is
exclusively a business
machine andthat any games
written for it will not sell.

And three (and bg far the
most important reason); the
cost and limited aaailability
of microdriues plus the fact
that theg cannot be
duplicated in the same wag
as cassettes, acts as a
considerable deterrent to the
e nter prisi ng i nde p e nde nt.

Beeinnerts Luck
I am-a salaried architect. . .

I received my QL in mid-
August. It is my first
computer and I have been
exploring ways to use it to
advantage in my work. I find
the QL to be very powerful
but very perplexing at times.
Sometimes it seems to have
a mind of its own and will
not accept instructions
which it ran quite happily
the night before. Whether
this is the machine or the
operator has yet to be
assessed.
JohnMcKeuitt
Newry
With its nunlerous teething



problems atnd the dubious
re liabilita of its mic rodri v e s
nothing is certain on the QL.
Houeuer, driues aside, if
there sre errors in QDOS,
SuperBasic or Psion's
packages these will occur
the night before as well as
the morning after. So your
problems ere more likely to
arise from inexperience.
Which is hardly surprising
bearing in mindthe QL's
idiosy nc ratic and e xac ting
commandsyntox.

Edir Aid
Mv QL seems to be different!
At least I haven't seen the
following procedure
explained anywhere.

Where there is a program
in memory and if AUTO has
to be used or is entered, then
the DOWN CURSORwiII
step through the program
and at the end continues to
produce blank spaces.

Similarly the UP
CURSORwiII step
backwards (missing out
blank lines created) but if
you go past the start you
cannot get back without
entering AUTO. Edit also
works but doesn't produce
blank lines at the end so you
cannot step back again so
easily. Also lines can be
edited without loosing the
AIJTO facility.

I find this useful for going
back a few lines but it is a bit
slow when editing in the
middle of a program.
BrianC Bird
Aberdeen

Luckv Bliehter
Maybel am oie of the lucky
ones who have received a
production version ofthe QL
with all ofthe errors
corrected. As yet I am not
sure as I have not yet
thoroughly put the machine
through its paces but
certainly some of your
criticisms seem wide of the
mark.

How much more useful
your magazine would be if it
took a positive approach to
getting the best out of the QL
instead of always comparing
it to a VAX or 11/73 machine
and pointing out things that
the QL cannot do.
RonaldCWally
Kent
In many ways your criticism
has been anticipated bg the
eomparison, in this issue, of
the QL with an equiaalent
8-bit machine. It is worth
pointing out, however, that
documenting the machine's
faults is hardly negatiue as it
often gets things put right.

Psion ROM
I am a newcomer to
computing, and I find the
manual supplied with the
QL difficult to follow. Can
you advise me of any
publications which might
prove easier. Also I have
read somewhere, that the
four programs provided are
going to be updated and
loaded via the ROM socket.
Will people, such as myself,
who have already purchased
the machine receive copies of
these.
D H Scott
West Yorhs
There are a number ofbooks
g e ne rally aa ailable w hic h
deal with most aspects of the
QL and Psion's programs.
Howeuer if gou want a good
all rounder we suggest'Desk
top computing with the
Sinclair QL' by Barry Miles
and published by
Hutchinsons Computer
Press.

As regards your querU
concerning ROMs and
upg rade s, S inc lair R esearch
haue informed us that
Psionls programs will
continue to appear in
Microdrit:e form.

Manual Endeavour
A few days after I sent offmy
Registration Form I received
my QL and have had some
time to try it out.

I find that when I follow a
'Stored Program'on p.10 of
the instruction manual the
answer appears on a
different background colour,
obliterating the first line of
the program.

Also, on the'pens' program
on p.12 it is only after the
RUN command has been
given that the question'How
many pens?' appears - and
again this is over the top line
of the program, the inserted
number appears in the
position ofthe 1 in 110 and
the total cost covers the 12 in
t20.

There is no note in the
manual to say this is how it
should happen.

I'm also having difficulty
in finding the way to store
information in the
Microdrive!l

Incidentally I'm retired,
have bought the QL mainly
for the benefit ofthe next two
generations of rny family.
Arthur Nunn
Ripon

ln A Nutshell
Many thanks for the
communiqu6, and a
magazine which piomises to

become the forum for all QL
users in Europe (and if Big
C's plans bear fruit Stateside
too?)

The problem with such a
radically different machine
is that no one has the
technology to support it.280
whiz kids are having to go
back to the drawing board
and methinks it will be some
time before they start
turning out machine-
stretching software for the
baby 68008.

Hardware support is
essential too, and the minute
the profits are enough to give
Sinclair Research the launch
it deserves in the world of
public finance, the price ofa
microdrive cartridge must
come down to reasonable
levels (byte for byte it will
have to become cheaper than
disk.) A scunilous rumour I
picked up in Cambridge puts
the cost of manufacture of
the cartridge itself
(presumably neglecting the
over-the-top packaging
which fools nobody, Nigel) at
under twenty pence!

The explosive days ofthe
computer Big Bang were
fuelled by one simple factor:
accessibility. Anyone who
wanted to write software and
maybe start off a small
business only needed a
Spectrum, a twelve quid tape
recorder and a bit of
imagination. The inherent
inventiveness of the Brits
might prove to be as
bankable as it was in
Victorian times once more?
So let's see a policy of
support for the QL that
allowsthe maximum
number ofpeople to refine
their techniques. Keep it
simple and in sequence, Iet's
have some series of in-depth
teach-ins. QL User eould do
worse than to track down
electronics firms known to be
using MC68000's (like
Quantel, the TV effects
people) and induce their QL-
owning staff to part with
some of their secrets. Maybe
the mag can carry a Societies
section, be instrumental in
helping readers set up their
local user-groups, and aid
their efforts to communicate
between groups.

I must confess, I am a
Sinclair believer, I have no
wish to see Foreign Powers
do to our computer industry
what they did to our motor
bike, auto, engineering,
shipbuilding and consumer
electronics rnarkets. Death
to MSX! Gentlemen of the
press, careful what you say,
the rest ofthe world are
watching. To see the
frustrations of the magazine
sector working themselves

out on paper in the age ofthe
'kludge', you would think no
computer launch had ever
before been premature. If the
Jolly Blue Giant can get late
on computer delivery, there's
an excuse for everyone . . .

Which brings me to add-on
systems: a process akin to
Darwinism leaves us with
'preferred producers' after a
short while, (computer
standardisation is so
enormously in the interests
of the consumer that market
forces inevitably favour the
leader, as Spectrum
competitors have already
found to their cost). A modest
editorial effort from QL User
to hasten this process by
including comparison
reviews of all add-ons that
hit the market is vital. As a
consumer I want to be able to
identify the preferred
producers ofprinter
interfaces, floppy disk
systems, modems, software
utilitie.s and user support
magazlnes as soon as
possible. In the case ofthe
latter there is already no
doubt in my mind. (Well
done QL User!)
Rob Carter
London

Errors!
As a beginner at computing I
had anticipated that I would
get help from the'User
Guide'; unfortunately it
bears all the hallmarks of
having been rush6d out,
even though my machine
was issued in August. It
appears to be full ofprinter's
errors as well as clearly
incompletely edited sections.
For the expert probably only
a momentary annoyance, but
for a beginner it is almost
totally inhibiting, since he
can never be sure iffailure
to solve a problem is due to
his own stupidity, or to an
editorial oversight. I have in
consequence gone through
the guide up to Chapter 7 of
the'Beginner's Guide' twice.
Some of my early problems
were solved on repetition due
to obtaining an answer
further on - for example, the
fact that one cannot use the
word'width' when invited to
calculate the dimensions of a
carpet is nowhere explained
(it is reserved as a
'Keyword').

I have struggled away
despite this, but to-day, after
my fourth attempt to solve
the 'Buzzword' program
(with many different
solutions for individual
lines) my patience has gone.
W GTaylor
Ay,
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ASSEMBLER
The ADDER 68K Assembler is a professional, lully integrated
editor/MACRO assembler development package for the QL.
Providing a quick turn-around on the editing, assembling,
debugging cycle, it assembles Motorola lormat source liles to
produce multi-tasking programs, additional Super BASIC
facilities plus much more. Features include:

* FULL 68000 MACRO Assembler
* lntegrated full screen editor
* Conditional assembly
* External library lile inclusion
* Complete error checking diagnostics
* Comprehensive manual
* MACRO ASSEMBLER only t29.95.

THEBOOK
The QL Advanced User Guide (t12.95.) has been written by
Adrian Dickens in collaboration with Tony Tebby (ODOS
System designer). lt is the complete guide to QDOS and the
Sinclair QL, covering multi-tasking, transient programs,
resident procedures, heaps and stacks, traps and utilities,
68008 assembler programming plus much more. All of these
features are illustrated by practical examples, and the
power{ul QDOS experimentor program allows many facilities
!o be tried out from BASIC. All of the programs from the book
are available on a microdrive cartridge which can be

tyj:l?::9Iil1!l ?::I.9? ?? 1 .... .. .... ....x
ORDER FORM

I Assembler development package e34.95 incl. VAT and p&p
! 0L Advanced User Guide Book 914.45 incl. p&p (no VAT)
! 0LA.U.G. programsfrom book S11.95 incl. VATand p&p
tr SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
All three items from above (normally f61.35) 855.95 ALL inclusive

I enclose cheque/PO for e .....................

City............................ Postcode....,.......................
Send to: ADDER PUBLISHING LIMITED,
P.O. Box 148, Cambridge CB1 2EQ
Dealer enquiries welcome
QL and QDOS are tradematks ol Sinclak Research Limited
'Price excluding VAT and p&p

ADD ER
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t39;,?.5
PARALLEL

PRINTER
INTERFACE

Sinclair and QL are
trademarks of

Sinclair Research

* 12 months guarantee
* Fully self-contained with connectors and 1 .5 metre cable
* Plugs into Sinclair QL's RS232C port and
* Drives any CENTRONICS compatlble printer, eg Epson,

Seikosha, Juki, OKl, NEC, Shinwa, Star, MCP-40, Canon,
etc, etc

* Fully QDOS and SuperBasic compatible

To order send name and address with cheque to:
MIRACLE SYSTEI/S Ltd
Avondale Workshops
Woodland Way
Kingswood
Bristol BS15 1QL

0272603871 Ext210
@ AvaitaOle at larger branches of WHSMITH
Access orders welcomed

FromTim Hartnell, the
author PCW magazine
called'Mr Sinclair' comes
this major games book for
theQl.. . .

Not only does it contain
listingrs for more than 20
complete games, butthe
detailed instructions and
ideas will help you
developyourown
games, while improving
your prognmmlnel as you
do so. There is even a
complete chapterto
teachyou howto create
moving graphics games
on yourQL!

The programs include:
ELIZA - in which your QL acts as a psychiatrist and taiks to you
QTHELLO - challenge your QL to a round of Reversi/Othello
MAGICIAN'S MAZE - high adventure exploring ruins
aftergold
DETECTM Q - solve the murder; different each time it runs
STOCKBROKER - a challenging simulation puts thousands
i_n_your control as you work towards getting a million
QL RACER - real-time moving graihics, in a game few will win
TRYST WITH MEPHISTOPHELES - nearly 20K of

-t
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I

I
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Despite its brief history, the QL has acquired considerable literary support -
Nicky Treuett selects from amongst the latest.

Books, books and more books
continue to appear, jostling
for the QL user's attention,
as book publishers cluster
round what they perceive to
be the QL honeypot. Buzzing
round at the moment may be
found the likes of
Hutchinson, Century,
Granada and Sunshine.

Series Bookings
Hutchinson extends its
Sinclair QL Series with two
volumes on SuperBasic - the
QL's unique (and often
superior) version of BASIC.
Whilst one book is designed
to be an introduction; the
other a more advanced
study, they do not
necessarily form a two-part
whole.

Introduction to SuperBasic
on the Sinclair QL, is a

simple view of the subject
aimed at anyone interested
in writing, or learning to
write, SuperBasic programs
on the QL. It treats the topic
in a logical series of steps,
starting with'plugging in'
and'switching on' (for the
true beginner) and
fundamental commands, like
PRINT. Readers then
progress to bolder things -
actually writing simple
programs - by chapter three.
The book follows this with
the usual aspects of

programming - inputting
data to the program,
selection and repetition,
standard mathematical
functions, strings, variables,
arrays, procedures and
functions, rounded off with a
quick look at subroutines.

Sample programs are
drawn from every subject,
including games, random
numbers and
straightforward conversion
of Celsius to Fahrenheit
(demonstrating the DEFine
FuNction). There are
exercises at the end ofevery
chapter to enable testing of
your new-found skills, with
the answers (mostly in the
form ofprogram listings) at
the back. There is also a long
section on SuperBasic
keywords, plus a glossary -
particularly relevent here,
but prob4bly familiar to
readers of Hutchinson's
Desk-top Cornputing with the
Sinclair QL and I nt rodu cing
the QLbooks.

Aduanced Programming
with the Sinclair QL adopts
quite a different approach to
the above; though
complementing much of the
other book's material.

Author Martin Gandoff
presents a personal view of
SuperBasic programming
based on his own experience
and specifically aimed at
commercial applications.
Thus the sample programs

personnel files, invoicing and
so on, which is likely to
dismay all but those wishing
to write programs for their
business.

It would be a pity if the
title were to put off
inexperienced prqgrammers,
because while a ebrtain level

of programming knowledge
is assumed, the down-to-
earth and practical hints
provided throughout the
book would be ofreal value
to any commercial user. Two
chapters, called'SuperBasic
1'and'SuperBasic 2'
respectively, run through
the workings of that
language, more or less
summarising the content of
I ntroduction to S uperB asic.
The rest ofthe book looks at
the theory and practice of
programming within a
commercial context, and
other thoroughly practical
matters like error detection,
program development and
debugging. This is followed
by a series ofprogram
listings demonstrating a
variety of applications.

Both books embody a vast
amount of information and
are subsequently a real snip
at €6.95 each.

Family Frolics
Century Communications
has likewise dreamed up an
idea for a series ofQL books
- if you buy one, you might
as well buy them all. And as
an incentive, the team of
authors has thought up a
cunning gimmick- all the
books are based around the
often hilarious activities of
the eccentric Blake family
and their friends.

Take QL Quill,by
Francesca Simon and Clare
Spottiswoode. No-one could
accuse this of being just
another introduction to the
Quill word processing
package. Presented in a
clear, easy to read format,
the reader is expected to
work through the book,
doing all the'exercises', until

every aspect ofthe program
has been learned and
practised.

ffi
here deal with payroll,

It wouldbe tedious, except
that the exercises take the
form ofletters and
documents composed by
members of the Blake
family. Readers are urged to
correct, for instance, Nigel
Wooten's pretentious letter
to Harold Blake, asking for
permission to marry
Harold's daughter;
experiment with typefaces
and underlining while
writing a business letter to
Joyce Blake's trading
partner in Bangkok;
manipulate margins in an
attempt to reproduce the
tricky directions to Nigel
and Miranda's wedding; and
create headers and footers as
you compose Harold's
marketing strategy for his
company's new toy,
'Lawrence Lizard' (phew!)

Frivolous maybe, but a
relatively painless way to
learn. Before you know it
you've covered ail the editing
commands, justifi cation,
stationery and printing,
tabs, search and ieplace,
standard paragraphs and
forms, andeven looked
(briefly) at the integration of
Quill with its three
companion packages -
Abacus, Archive and Easel.
This brevity no doubt
suggests similar titles are on
the way to cover each of
these individually.

One that has already
arrived is QL Easel. Written

OL
E'rXu'6

by Alison Spottiswoode, this
continues the theme of QL
Quill, tgfiough to less effect.
The bo<#'costs the same as
its word processing cousin
(f7.95) and even manages an
extra 30 pages or so, but
given that Psion's Easel
manual is reasonably
adequate it doesn't give the
same impression of value for
money.
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Like Qtr Quill,the book is
entertainingly written and
professionally presented, but
almost goes into too much
detail. There's the obligatory
chapter introducing the QL,
two chapters on plotting
numbers and sets of
numbers, setting up graph
skeletons, choosing the best
graph type, designing
graphs, special sections on
bar charts, line graphs and
pie charts, saving and
copying graphs. . . get the
picture? There's even a quick
look at using Easel with
Abacus, Archive and Quill.

You'll certainlv find
everything yon e"ver wanted
to know about Easel, and
probably more; but does one
really need it?

The Sober
Approach
Budding QL programmers
are likely to be spoilt for
choice as far as SuperBasic
programming manuals are
concerned. QL SuperBasic,

by A A Berk (f6.95 from
Granada) approaches the
subject in much the same
way as Hutchinson's
I ntroduction to S uperB asic
but rather more soberly. The
blurb on the back cover
claims that "Many programs
are provided as examples,
setting out the principles of
structured programming and
the applications which are
possible with the QL", but I
can't say they leapt offthe
page. Most of the sample
listings are short, abstract,
and concentrate on
illustrating a specific
programming technique
rather than demonstrating
any practical application.

No context is given for
day-to-day progams, which is
a particular drawback for
the beginner.

The book is, however,
competent and
comprehensive, covering
input and output, loops and
decisions, strings and arrays,
calculation, graphics and
sound, Microdrives, files and
devices, procedures,
subroutines and functions.

Here Comes
The Sun
Intrepid programmers might
like to tackle Sunshine
Books' Assern bly Lang uage
Programming on the Sinclair
QL by Andrew Pennell, price
f7.95. This deals with
programming the QL's
Motorola 68008
microprocessor, and

manages to combine a chatty
style with technical content
and the sort ofjargon that's
probably unavoidable -
'trace mode','interrupt
priorities'and the like. It
will be most accessible to the
QL user already familiar
with the principles of
machine code programming;
though newcomers are
catered for in a chapter that
covers some of the
fundamentals, like ROM and
RAM, hex, binary and
addressing modes. Other
chapters look at ways of
using the QL's hardware,
including a sideways glance
at the Intel 8049 slave
processor and the coding of
68008 instructions - a huge
A-Z of 68008 instructions
taking up a third ofthe book.

Usefully, a complete
disassembler is provided to
convert sections of memory

from numbers back into
recognisable instructions.

From programming we
move on to applications -
D eueloping Applications on
the Sinclair QZ, by Mike
Grace, professes to offer
practical ideas for home and
business use, but it's really
not much more than another
book on Quill, Archive,
Abacus and Easel.

Mike Grace is a genuine
Sinclair enthusiast ('After a
very short time I had fallen
in love with both the QL and
the software . . .') and his
enthusiasm lends this book a
certain liveliness; although
the Sinclair/Psion hero-
worship gets a bit wearing.

Target readership seems
to bejust about anyone who
possesses a QL. Each ofthe
four Psion packages is dealt
with in turn, approaching
them with the cheerful
assumption that readers are
quite ignorant ofthe
program's great potential.
For example, the chapters on
Quill discuss the variety of
uses to which the word
processor can be put,
examines the way Quill
works and offers advice on
how to get more from the
progTam.

The book is short on
applications ideas and long
on how to use the software. It
would be ofvalue, perhaps,
for the QL novice confronted
with four mysterious
packages and willing to pay
f6.95 for some friendly
advice on what to do with
them.

OfficialArt?
And so to one of the most
fashionable applications in

home computing - AI. Keith
and Steven B r ain' s Artificial
Intelligence on the Sinclair
QZ arouses expectations
which are not entirelv
fulfilled. 'Make your inicro
think' blusters the front
cover. Inside, the authors
embark on a merry jaunt
through the world of sci-fi
fantasy which might be fun,
but has little to do with AI.

This frivolous foray is
followed by a short section
summarising the history of
AI and discussing the
attributes of modern robots -neither prepares you for the
anti-climax to come.

What is possible, however,
is implementing a few AI
techniques within the
SuperBasic programming
framework. There's an
interesting chapter on the
knotty problem of natural
language, wherein your QL
tries to make sense of
sentences and come up with
plausible replies, and
another on building your
own expert system. There's a
quick look atfuzzy
matching, and an
entertaining digression into
ways of teaching a computer
to find its way round a maze.

Very little of all this is
likely to prove ofreal,
practical use in the everyday
running ofa business or
home, but for 16.95 there is a
great deal of entertainment
here_for those with enquiring
minds and time to spare.
Anyone genuinely interested
in the complexities of
artifi cial intelligence will
find the subject treated at far
greater depth elsewhere, but
the newcomer will find an
adequate introduction to an
important and potentially
far-reaching subject.
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-l-l-ERE are dozens of qualityprinters &omwhichto choose.Wrth
.|. quality price tags of around I2S0.

The Brother M-1009, however, breala all the mles.
Stays defrantly below the €pOO barrien

Though it has far more than its fair share of features, it maintains
the extraordinarily low price of L199.95.

Thavels at a steadyfrfty.

^ ,. 
I" &.".rpq"d stakes, the M-1009 is certainly no slouch, being

fuJly capableofup to 50 characters p"r r""ond. '
. Providing bi-directional and logic seeking printing for normal

characters and uni-directional printing for srr[er arrd siub .cript
and graohics. prints onanypapen

Being an impact printer, theL\41009 will print on virtually
any paper, including letter headings, invoicei and standard-office
stationery.

It will even print two copies together with your original.
A superb character recorrunendation

. In is price rangg the M1009 has a great deal more character
than many printers.

95 no less, plus intemational qpe and graphic characters.
Reliabilit5r cornes as standard.

Built to the same exacting standards as Brothels elite offrce

printers, the Brother M-1009 already has fauldess credentials for
reliability.

.. Its 9. pin dot matrix head, for example, has an astonishing 20
million character service life

One printer that doesn t block out the light.
Many home computers tend to be a litde on the large side.

,. In conhasq the compact M-1009, at only 7 cm high, keeps a
drscreet protrle

Well designed, reliable - and conscierrtious.
The BrotherMl009.

DEPT R BROTHER OFFICE EQUIPMENT DI\,ISION,JONES + BROTHER, SHEPLEY STREET,
GUIDE BRIDCE, AUDENSHAV{ MANCHESTER M34 5JD,

TEL: 061-330 5531 (t0 LINES) 061-330 0llt (6 LINES) 061 330 3036 (4 LINES) TELEX: 569092
BROTHER NDUSTRIES LIMmD, NAGOYA, JAPAN.

- 

AVAILABLE FROM
BOOTS, WTLDINGS, SPECTRUM,JOHN MENZIES, MICRO MANAGEMENT

MAJOR DEPARTMENT STORES AND ALL GOOD COMPUTER SHOPS.



Centel's neat little monitor in customary black.

ffiL
Few would dispute that the QL has
Iowered the threshold of profes-
sional computing. With its 32-bit
processing power, microdrives and
128K RAM it occupies a unique
niche in the market. However, its
f400 price tag is deceptive. Whilst
this buys a powerful machine, it
does not include the instruments
that will enable you to make the
most of it.

This is especially true of the QL's
video display, which handles 85
column text. However, standard
TV can barely support the Quill's
default 64 column format, let alone
the 80 column one. If you doubt
this try typing in a five page
manuscript in a single session. By
the fifth page you will almost
certainly be bleary-eyed and suf-
fering f'rom a mild headache. So,
buying a monitor for your machine
is not a luxury but a necessity.

The QL produces two kinds of
video output: composite video and
RGB. With the former a single
signal is transmitted from the com-
puter to the monitor and then split
up into three separate colour sig-
nals controlling the red, green and
blue colour guns. With the latter
the three colours are transmitted
separately.

Unfortunately, not only is the
QL's 85 character data window
unique, but also the manner in
which signals are transmitted
would appear not to conform with
certain industry standards. The
choice of monitor is therefore lim-
ited to those specially designed for
the machine.

Feeling The Width
First, most manufacturers specify
a minimum bandwidth for signals
the monitor is capable of receiving.
This figure is a useful measure of
the machine's display capability.
As approximately lMHz is re-
quired to accurately display 60
pixels on a line and the QL is
capable in high res mode of produc-The official'Vision QL' monitor from Data Efficiency.
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Paolo Baccanello assesses two
of the latest QL-specific

monitors - D ata E ffi.ciency' s
official'Vision QL' and

Centel's new model.

ing a5I2 pixel line, it does not take
a brilliant mathematician to work
out that a minimum of gMHz
would be required to produce a
reasonable picture (TVs transmit
at4.5MHz).

Secondly, unwarranted empha-
sis is often placed on the dot
resolution that a monitor is cap-
able of. The important thing is it
does not fall short of the QL's
maximum, namely 512 dots hori-
zontally and 256 dots vertically.
Any surplus can safely be ignored
until such time as Sinclair feels it
necessary to swop the existing
video chip for something more
powerful.

Finally, it is easy to get carried
away by the first monitor you set
eyes upon simply because it is such
an improvement upon a TV.
However there is no excuse for not
testing it. The following checklist
identifies some potential shortcom-
ings. All could easily be detected by
running a straightforward Super-
Basic program displaying graphics
and characters with different-fore-
ground and background colours in
low and high resolution modes.

DIY Checklist
1. Are the characters easily leg-

ible at normal reading distanie? -
2. Do colours adjacent in the

spectrum stand out against each
other? For example, can yellow
characters printed on green back-
ground be made out?

3. Are characters distorted at the
edges ofthe screen?

4. Is the screen rock steadv or
does it shimmer or fade?

Vision QL
Made in Japan, this unit seems to
have benefited from that country's
flair for making things smaller
without any loss in quality. The
display is ad crisp and sharp is that
found on the more typical 14"
medium resolution - 

?nonitors;
thoqgh at maximum intensity the
smaller characters do tend to blur

Greelt

in a dazzle of light. Phosphc'rs are
of short persistence leavirrg no
decaying image when switched off.

The unit is anti-glare, meirning
that it is less tiring on the eyes.
Furthermore, with the screen at a
slight tilt and raised above the
Ievel of the QL's keyboard, displays
are easy to view. Finally, the fiacia
has four built-in clips which 'vill
presumably afford the user the
option of fitting a separate protec-
tive cover over the screen.

The orVoff switch and brightnerss
control are located at the front of
the unit making them readily ac-
cessible. Mains and RGB leads are
permanent fixtures at the back:.
Both come complete with the
appropriate connector so that in.,
stallation is simply a matter of'
'plugging in'.

Housed in a semi-textured black
plastic casing the monitor blends
in well with the QL. Bearing in
mind that the QL itself is a com-
pact machine, the two make a
handsome couple and if the legend-
ary reliability of Japanese TV's is
anything to go by then Sinclair
Research's patronage has been well
deserved. However, this does little
to resolve the mystery as to why
the smaller scredr,. commands th"e
higher price? Nevertheless if space
is at a premium at your worksta-
tion the Vision QL would certainly
be in contention io fill it.

Centel Monitor
Centel would appear to have gone
to some lengths to produce a sturdy
product destined for use in the
office. The monitor's anti-glare in-
ternally etched CRT is designed to
minimise reflection from the strio/
fluorescent lighting. The high
quality foam moulded cabinet is of
the kind adopted by the more
prestigious computer companies,
namely IBM and ICL. Black and
semi-textured. it provides a suit-
able match for th'e QL. Also, the
absence of any sharp 

-edges 
should

u0

please the safety conscious.
The medium resolution monitor

is easily capable of supporting any
display that the QL can generate.
Dots are bigger in size than on 12",
giving a I57o greater picture size.
This means that characters are
larger and legibility is improved.
Whilst not as brilliant as smaller
or unprotected screens, clarity was
sharp and characters easily dis-
cerned on a variety of coloured
backgrounds.

Resting firmly on four plastic
pads, screen raised and tilted at the
optimum angle for easy viewing
there is little to fault in the
machine's design. One small criti-
cism: with the power switch and
brightness controls located at the
rear of the machine, turning on or
off and adjusting the display in-
volves crooking your arm around
the back.

Well finished and robust, Cen-
tel's monitor should appeal to the
more professional usei looking for
reliability and practicality. No sac-
r"ifices have been made in the
i nterests of cosmetics.

Vtsi"r aL 12" nCg M
Sutpplier: MBS Data Efficiency,
Maxted Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herrts
Pri ce: f299 inc VAT
Size: Height 250mm

Width 315mm
Depth 320mm

Banclwidth: 18MHz-20MHz
Dot uzidth: 0.38mm
Dot resolution: 640(H) x 440(V)

Centel 14'RGB Monitor
Price:1i299 inc VAT
Supplirrr: Centel, Unit 5, High
Technology Park, Shearbridge
Road, Briadford
Size: Heilght 325mm

Width 370mm
Dept;h 345mm

Bandwidtlh: 18MHz-20MHz
Dotwidth:0.42mm
Dot resolution: 650(H1 x 440(V)
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'It's not true that I have lost
interest in computerc - it's
the computer side which
overwhelmingly takes up my
time and excites me.'

Sir Clive Sinclairwas
sitting in his surprisingly
modest- but tastefully
decorated - offiee at the top
ofthe rather pokey Sinclair
Research building in
London. He was referring to
a comment we made in QL
User a couple ofissues ago
when we alleged that he
appeared to be more
interested these days in his
electric car and flat-screen
TV than in c.omputers.

We hadn't meant it as a
criticism" but Sir Clive
wanted ternake it clear that,
even though he might have
steppedback from the day-
to-day manufacturing and
selling operation, he was
still very much involved in
researth and development.
That R&D work is taking
place in Cambridge, where
Sinclair has two
labo-ratories, one of which is
the famous Metalab, a pure
research establishment
where the only brief seems to
be a blue sky' one. Sir Clive
andhis researchers are
deeply into a fifth-generation
eomputer project, it turns
out.

A fi-fth-generation
cnmputer is an artificial
intelligence machine, a
super-expert system. If you
saw the fi1m2001: A Space
Odysseythen you'll
remember HAL, the
machine with a mind of its
own. When it (he?) was
functioning properly, HAL
was pretty much the sort of
thing we mean when we talk
ffih-generation; but I hasten
to add that unless we're
crazy we won't build
computers which take
matters into their own hands
inthewayHALdid.

Developing Al
Currently, the USA and
Japan seem to be putting the
most into 5G; Britain has the
Alvey project, which comes
nowhere near to matching
the scale of the US and
Japanese efforts and which
Sir Clive is already on record
as considering inadequate.
So - true to form - he's
decided to go his own way.

'We've got involved in this
fi fth-generation proj ect
much more deeply than
people suppose, because we
can see the Japanese pouring
in enormous investments
and the US has got two very
big projects,' Sir Clive
explained.'In Britain there'rs
us, so we won't find ourselve:s
out ofthe club - there's
no-one else in Britain with a
fi ft h-generation project as
far as we can see.l

SlrGllrc
Llrc!

Peter.Rodwell talks to Cliue Sinclair about the industry generally
a.nd the QL specifically.

Of course, Sir Clive isn't
going tt spell or rt precisely
where his reserrrch work is
heading or whrrt the outcome
will be. With nnuch 5G work
pushing hard'against the
'techno-bound.ary' anyway,
there may as yet be no
clearly-definr:d goal. He
makes it clea.r, though, that
some sort of riow-cost expert
system maclrine is on the
cards:'The f irst artificial
intelligencer machines will be
enormousll t sxpensive but
eventually you will see
domestic n rachines.'

I could lrave talked futures
all day wi th Sir Clive - he
has long trcen a source of
interestirrg and sometimes
controve:rsial ideas. But
what about the present?

Spin-fOffs
Weil, orne advantage of
runnir:rg a 5G research
projecr; is that you can spin
offsorne ofits findings into
real prroduets as you go
alonS;.

'Tomake afifth-
genr:ration computer we're
goirrg to need enormous
am,ounts of memory- we're
goi ng to need gigabytes,'
ex'plains Sir Clive.'I don't
krrow how many, but we
crin't do it with ordinary
F;,AM technologies.'

The solution is called
'wafer integration and
requires a little explanation.
Currently, chips are
manufactured in batches on
discs ofsllicon about four
inches in diameter called
wafers. Fach wafer contains
dozens ofidentical chips and
at the end ofthe production
line they are cut up into
individual chips. What
Sinclair is proposing is to
produce super-sized chips,
where each wafer is just one

enormous chip containing
perhaps millions of memory
cells in one big component.

This may seem a rather
obvious step, but the
problems are huge.
Designing a chip of this
complexity will be
horrendous; many normal-
sized processor chips are
already too complex for any

one person to understand
and require extensive
computing power to design.

Then there's an economic
problem. A wafer is
expensive to make and the
process is very delicate: a
speck of dust or an impurity
in one of the chemicals can
ruin all or part ofa wafer. If
the wafer is a conventional
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one, containing many
identical chips, you just
throw away the faulty ones.
The secret ofsuccessful chip
making is to get the yield -

rate - the percentage of
working chips on each wafer
- as high as possible. Horror
stories abound of plants
running for months with
zero yield rates as they try to
put a new chip into
production.

If a wafer is one huge
component, then the yield
rate is even more important:
you can't afford to throw
away very many of them and
have cash left over for the
staff ChristmaS party. In
fact, you can't afford to let
one speck ofdust or
whatever ruin an entire
wafer so you have to build
redundancy into the design:
you duplicate parts ofthe
circuitry and iffaulty areas
are found during testing, you
reconflgure the'chip' to use
the extra parts instead ofthe
damaged ones. But this does
ofcourse add to the chip's
complexity . . .

Sir Clive seems confident
that he has - or will - solve
these problems. 'We are very
confident that we do know
how to do it and we expect to
have a product some time
next year,'he said.

And what will that

product be? A solid-state
Winchester'disk', that's
what. It will come in half-
megabyte modules which
you'll be able to stack
together to build up a
massive data storase.

What it comprise"s is
actually a wafer-sized
memory chip with battery
back-up and what sounds
like a complex system for
detecting any errors and
recovering from them. It will
behavejust like a hard disk
with one important
exception - it will work more
quickly, maybe 100 times
faster than a Winchester
disk. If you've been cursing
at your Microdrives'
slowness. an ordinarv
Winchesier would se"em Iike
magic; these solid-state
'disks' will seem positively
psychrc.

'The speed is so high that
you will be able to store
whole screens of information
and then play them back
quickly, to produce
animation,' says Sir Clive,
adding that at the moment 

.

the plan is to produce them
only for the QL to start with.
And the cost?'About f200
per module.'

Software Solution
One interesting feature of
the Sinclair offices is the

almost total lack of
computers on view. Sir
Clive's secretary has an
Olivetti machine on her
desk, but Sinclair himself
appears to have no machine
within reach. Why not?

'Much of the work I do
personally is not particularly
computer-oriented,' he said.
'And the program I need
doesn't reallv exist vet.'

What he #ants, ii turns
out, is a package which will
allow him to type in
mathematical equations just
as though he was writing
them on paper and then
allow him to play around
with them, altering them,
observing results in graph
form, etc. It seems there are
a couple ofsuch packages
available in the States, but
neither do exactly what he
wants.

Now there's a challenge if
ever there was one - write
Sir Clive's ideal program!
Who knows, he might give
you an AI machine for your
iroubles. Pity I failed maths
'O'-level three times . . .

There's another reason
why Sinclair doesn't use
computers much: 'I move
around a lot and at the
moment I can just dump
everything in my case.-I'm
personally pushing very
hard for us to get into the
portable computer field.'
Aha! A portable QL?'No,
there isn't a CMOS version
of the 68008 at the moment
so we can't do that. However,
we will be making a portable
Spectrum as soon as
possible.'

This led naturally to a
crucial problem with
portable computers: display
technology. Conventional
CRT displays are too bulky,
delicate and power-hungry,
while LCD displays are still
unsatisfactory: even the 80-
column, 25-line LCD on the
ACT Portable isn't too
brilliant and that's one ofthe
best around.

Sinclair naturally intends
to capitalise on his flat-
screen technology. This is
rather similar to a
conventional TV but is bent
at right-angles, producing a
very small, flattish, low
power display. The screens
used in Sinclair's flat screen
TVs are too small for
computer use, so a projection
version is on its way, which
will use lenses to back-
project an enlarged version
of its image onto a more
conveniently-sized screen.

'We are now developing a
12-inch full colour display
which will have a 

"erolutiortof 1000 dots by 1000,' he
said,'although the early
versions may be 700 by 700.
The whole thing will weigh
ounces.'

QL Questions
We then turned to the QL.
Its history was most
unfortunate to start with:
production delays,'kludged'
machines. extra RC)Ms
hanging offthe back.
Altogether rather
unsatisfactory, no?

'We had the most
appalling problems with it,'
he admitted. 'It just turned
out to be a bigger job than we
thought it was. We launched
it too early.'But it does seem
that most of the QL's
problems havb been solved,
and as Sir Clive pointed out,
some of the criticisms
levelled at early machines
centred around the way the
software was using the
Microdrives. In particular
the Psion word processing
package was almost
unusable as it needed to
access the drives for each
command. This, he pointed
out, was no longer the case
as Psion had re-written the
product to eliminate this. I'll
bet the early version was
written on a machine with a
hard disk!

A problem that the QL
faced, which Sinclair's
earlier machines hadn't
come up against, was that
very few people were able to
write software for it. The
Spectrum. for instance, was
based around the familiar
280 processor, but
programmers familiar with
the 68000-family processors
are few. Hence the long
delay in third-party software
becoming available.

Now, though, it looks as
though this situation is
being resolved, with the
Sage accounting system
becoming available ( through
Sinclair) in January. There
are, says Sir Clive, some 10
companies working on QL
software products.

We ended the interview by
running quickly through the
software which will be
coming soon from Sinclair:
By the end of this year we
should be able to get our
hands on a QL Toolkit, a
68000 debugger and a BCPL
compiler. A Pascal compiler
will be available during
January or February and the
long-awaited {by me}C
compiler will appear in
February or March. It will,
incidentally, be a version of
Lattice C, published through
Sinclair. An IBM PC to QL
cross-compiler and a 68000
assembler are also on their
way.

On the hardware side, the
promised half megabyte
RAM expansion (not to be
confused with the silicon
disk) is'fairly imminent' and
a hard disk interface has
also been developed.
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Aspects

all but the lowest leuel

0f QDos
Hidden from the scrutiny of

program.m.ers, QDO S lurhs
unseen yet aII -powerful.

AdamDenning sinks to the

depths and reueals its true
nature.

goes into supervisor mode for one of
a couple of reasons. It may want to
ensure that some operation is per-
formed immediately, without dan-
ger of the system stopping it half-
way through an operation because
its time slice is up. Or it might
want to do something which wontt
work unless the system is in super-
visor mode, such as a change of
interrupt priorities. Each job runs
independently by keeping a record
of all the 68000 registers in a
defined place, so that switching
between jobs simply involves sav-
ing all the registers to this area for
the current job at the time, and
then retrieving the registers of
anotherjob from its allocated area.
There is a physical limit on the
number ofjobs which can be in the
machine at any one time, but as
memory is going to be a more
immediate constraint'it is unlikely
that this condition will ever be
met.

Extendability
As programs do not ran under
ODOS. it has been written to take
uh.ruttiag" of whatever it finds.
Adding more memory to the sYs-
tem is an instant and obvious
example - as soon as QDOS finds
that it's there, it makes use of it
and tells everything it controls
that the memory is Present.
Another feature in this ilk is the

The QL's operating system has
been variously praised, criticised
and ignored, despite the fact that
onlv - software and peripheral
manufacturers have so far been
able to get to grips with it. As the
first real home-orientated multi-
tasking operating system it war-
rants a closer appraisal to see just
how well it really does perform.

First things first. QDOS was
written by Tony Tebby, formerlY
with Sinclair Research before he
resigned just after the Qrt's launch.
The-system was ostensibly written
as a test-bed for the SuperBasic
interpreter, which would imPlY
that it was never meant to see the
light of day publicly. Somehow, it
dld - not neiessarily a bad thing.
In fact parts of it are damned good
and only a foolhardy comparison
with bigger mainframe operating
systems *ould show up any weak-
nesses. It does support multi-task-
ing, it is in the main well written
an? it is satisfactory for a machine
of the QL's calibre.

Tebby says that QDOS is not the
sort of system which programs run,
'under', it is merely a collection of
useful routines and utilities which
the programmer may find he wants
to ule. Such is the scope of these
utilities that it's almost alwaYs
certain that a programmer will
want to use the facilities of QDOS.

Multi-tasking
This aspect is looked at in greater
detail elsewhere in this issue, but
it means that the system can run
more than one program by allocat-
ing a slice of the processor's time to
eaih one. These time slices are
small enough to make the system
appear to be running all the pro-
giams ('jobs') at the same time, but
ofcourse only one is running at any
one instant- Jobs execute in the
68000's user mode for most of their
duration, while the program which
controls all the jobs, the scheduler,
runs in supervisor mode. A job only

ability to add I/O devices using
what is known as a device driver.
QDOS has some of these already
built in, such as those for micro-
drives, the serial ports and the
screen. There is also a system
which makes provision for adding a
device driver, making such addi-
tion (for, say, floppy disks) a lot
easier. You merely have to control
the disk and build the hardware -
the QDOS interface is almost com-
pletely written for you.

Redfuectahle YO
When a programmer wants to talk
to the outside world, it has to be
done through input and output
devices. Although each device -
screen, keyboard, Microdrive and
so on - is entirely different, there
should be no need for the program-
mer to take account of this. If
you're talking to the outside world
why should it matter if that outside
world is a printer or a microdrive
file? By using redirectable input
and output, QDOS gives the pro-
grammer an environment wherein
the outside world 15 the outside
world. Once a name has been given
to open a channel to, that channel
is the same as any other channel.
So, sending a byte down it, is one
process and reading bytes from it is
another.

The device driver, which the
general programmer never sees,
decides how to treat the device to
which' the channel is connected.
This arrangement inevitably
means that each channel is in-
herently capable ofboth input and
output, so it is up to the device
driver to react accordingly ifthis is
not the case. Unfortunately, QDOS
lets itself down in this area - a
channel open call is not device
independent, particularly in the
case ofthe PIPE device.: Considering the price of the QL,
QDOS is wonderful. There are
problems here and there, but who
cavreally complain?
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QLw+4
Paolo Baccanello weighs up the opponents.

Until recently the QL has defied
comparison for the simple reason
that equivalent systems have cost
two to three times its price. This
has meant that analyses of the
machine and its bundled software
have suffered from chronic lack of
perspective. The appearance ofthe
Commodore Plus 4 remedies this
situation.

The Plus 4 can be seen as the
8-bit riposte to the QL. With a suite
of programs contained in ROM,
offering facilities for word process-
ing, records filing, spreadsheet op-
erations and the creation of simple
graphs.

Technically, the machines have
little in common. The Plus 4 uses
established technology throughout.
The 7510 processor is a revised
version of the 8-bit 6502, capable
only of addressing a maximum of
64K of memory at any one time.
The keyboard mechanism is solid
and easy to use and the disk drive,
if a little slow, is robust and
reliable.

The QL, on the bther hand,
completely breaks with conven-
tion. The membrane keyboard
whilst adequate has a quicksand
quality which requires some fam-
iliarisation. Also the machine,
without a cassette interface, relies
exclusively upon microdrives.
Whilst these have a combined
storage capacity equal to the Com-
modore disk drive they are slow,

and are not noted for their reliabil-
ity. Also the cartridges that they
use are byte for byte more expen-
sive than disks.

On the plus side, however, the
QL comes with 128K RAM built-in,
of which 90K is available even in
high-resolution mode. This com-
pares very favourably with the
Plus 4's 60K maximum user RAM.
Furthermore, in terms of expan-
sion possibilities, the QL with its
two standard RS-232-C ports may
more easily be linked up to a
number independently manufac-
tured devices.

Also, whilst the QL sound facili-
ties are considerably more limited
than those on the Plus 4 its video
display is far superior. Far higher
resolutions are possible and, even
though the QL supports only eight
colours these may be varied in
contrast and composition to create
a very broad spectrum of differing
shades and hues.

Finally, and most importantly,
the QL's 68008 32.bit processor is
capable of operating at very much
faster speeds than the 7512 as well
as processing larger chunks of
data. In real terms this means that
the QL can support programs of
a sophistication and quality far
superior to those possible on the
Plus 4. This is reflected both in
differences in the BASICs that
either machine supports as well as
the bundled software.

Specification Plus4 QL
Microprocessor
Clock Speed
Keyboard Mechanism
Storage Medium
ROM
RAM(expandable)
Expansion

Screen Resolution
Text Display
Sound
Colour

7510 (8bit)
0.89MHz-1.76MH2
Typewriter (67key)
Cassette, Disk (170K)
32K
64K
Serial, cassette, Disk, ROM
slot, 2 xJoystick, Video,
UHF

320x200 (10K)
25x40
4 channels
16 (8 luminances)

68008 (32bit)
7.lMHz
Membrane (65key)
Microdrives (2x100K)
48K
128K (640K)
2 xRS232-C,Expansion Bus
Slot, ROM slot,
2xNetwork,2xJoystick
,UHF,RGB
512x256(32K)
25x85
1 channel
8

Languages Plus4 QL
BASIC
Other

Editor

V3.5-Extended
Assembler, disassembler,
Machine code Monitor
FuIl screen

SuperBasic-Structured
None

Line

The battle of the ginnts - Sinclair and Cornmodore - is about
it be a triumph for innouation or
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Bundled Softwarc
Both PIus 4 and QL support slow
BASICs. These incorporate com-
mands which give the user easy
access to the machines' respective
special features such as disk or
microdrive handling, graphics,
sound and error trapping. How-
ever, only SuperBasic goes beyond
these essentially conventional
facilities permitting the user to
construct well organised and
self-documenting programs using
definable procedures similar to
those found in the much praised
BBC BASIC.



On the side of the Plus 4, whilst
its BASIC may not be as powerful
and as velsatile as the QL's, a full
screen editor makes programs
easier to maintain and a built-in

machines geared for the profession-
al and small business user who will
be looking to put his machine to
work with a minimum of effort but
maximum return.

As the QL and Plus 4 are recent
introductions in the marketplace
both include a suite of practical
programs available for immediate
use. Whilst these mav not be reDre-
sentative of all the s'oftware yet to
come they do illustrate inherent
shortcomings in either machine
and such provide a useful in-
dicator.

The Plus 4's word processor,
benefiting from faster acCess times
afforded by a disk drive and the

monitor, assembler and disassem-
blgr provides a useful, albeit some-
what-primitive (no trace facility),
vehicle for the user to extend 6id
programming experience into the
realms of machine code.

Whilst technical and language
considerations have an impoltant
place in any assessment- of a
machine, the principal determi-
nant must be quality and the
quantity of software available forit. This is especially true of
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fact th-at the program is per-
manently resident in ROM, is
faster at carrying out commands.
Furthermore, as the word proces-
sor may be easily linked 1o the
database printing out mailing lists
or c-irculars is quite straightfor-
ward.

QL Quill, on the other hand has
a more advanced and larger reper-
toire of functions which a-fford con-
siderably greater co4trol over
printed output. It has the benefit
that all operations have their effect
on screen so that what you see is
whal you get. It is c-apable of
displaying the entirety of a docu-
ment on screen without the need to
scroll across its width.

In many respects the two word
processors are suited to verv dif-
ferent applications. The Phis 4's
with its clumsy command entry
and awkward screen display bul
fast access times and easyiniegra-
tion with file manager is ideai-for
mail shots where short standard
forms are repeatedlv printed out.
Quill on the other 

-hand is with
its slow access times and poor in-
tegration but excellent and easv
to use formatting facilities lendi
itself to_the production of lengthy
reports, books and even articles-.

On the Spreadsheet the Plus 4
faster access times are not so pro-
nounced. Indeed the packages -sin-

gle advantage would appear to be
its capacity to show the spread-
sheet (seven rows deep) on a split
screen along with the word proces-
sor. Eeyond this the package is
very limited.

On the other hand Abacus has a
great deal to offer. It is capable of
handling more information. ROW
and COLUMN commands permit a
vast amount of calculation with a
minimum of effort. Headine mav
be used as labels and theieafte-r
incorporated within formulae.
Complicated formulae may be en-
tered in a single cell without hav-
ing to be broken down across a
number of cells. Month names mav
be easily inserted. Text may b'e
easily justified and the spreadsheet
may !e printed out diiectly and
control codes may be passed across.
Finally, Abacus provides a number
of extremely specialised features
such as lookup tables, conditional
statements that mix text and
numeric arguments together and
even a facility to create user-
defined prompts.

Business Graphics
The Plus 4 graphics package is
Iittle more thln -a 

cosriretic Extra
attached to the spreadsheet. Quite
simply it permits data from a
single row to be used to create a
low resolution bar graph. Provided
that the informati6n is stored on
the first row on the sheet the graph



may then be transferred across to
the word processor and from there
printed out. Automatic scaling is
used to create a graph 20 charac-
ters high between maximum and
minimum values. However no
labels of numeric value are
attached and the horizontal axis is
permanently fixed at 18 characters
wide.

Psion's EASEL, unlike the Plus
4's graphics package stands on its
own right. Data may be entered,
saved and loaded independently.
Again, scaling is automatic but in
this case along both axes and
Iimited only to the amount of pixels
that may be displayed on screen.
Furthermore more than a single
set of frgures may be displayed at
any one tirne in a variety of dif-
ferent formats (Bar and Pie eharts,
line graphs). Background and fore-
ground colour may be altered,
labels, text and keys may be
attached and the result may be
printed out directly.

Inside the Plus 4 - nothing new here.

Rear uiew of Plus 4.

Filing System
The Plus 4's database resembles a
card index in its operation. When
number of fields per record and the
size of each field has been defined
the program formats a disk in such
a fashion that equal amounts of
storage are reserved for each re-
cord. Once f,ormatting is complete

the program returns the maximum
number of records available for
use. Thereafter the user may enter
and amend records, search and sort
fields and transfer information to
the word processor to be printed.

Psion's Archive performs all
these functions at its lowest level.
Beyond this it provides a well
structured programming language
that enables the user to define
complex filing operations and
thereafter call them by name.
Further the package permits more
than one file to be opened and
allows for additional fields to be
added to current databases. Also,
variable field lengths within re-
cords greatly simplify file creation
and make efficient use of the lim-
ited memorv available on micro-
drive (100Ki. To speed up execu-
tion. all operations are carried out
in fieU dnd the database is only
saved at the end ofa session.

Integrated
Software

Both suites of programs purport to
be integrated, however in either
case this is true only to a limited
degree. On the Plus 4 information
may be passed to the word proces-
sor from the other packages but the
flow is one way. With the programs
permanently resident in ROM the
transfer of information is virtually
simultaneous.

With Psion's program the trans-
fer of information is slower as data
must be transferred to an export
file on microdrive and loaded back
in after the next application has
been run. As the user must ensure
that information is stored in the
correct format the process is also
quite complicated. However, the
flow of information between all
packages with the exception of
Easel-Quill is two-way making this
feature very much more po=werful
than its equivalent on the PIus 4.

The Plus 4's packages provide
little or no on screen aids to facili-
tate data or command entry. All
information must be gleaned from
the manual. Furthermore there are
very few procedures that are com-
mon to all the packages. Overall,
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The QL's PCB (donele uersion).

despite being unsophisticated the
suite is unfriendly.

Throughout all their packages,
Psion have tried to standardise
formats enabling the user to very
quickly accustomise himself to the
displays and providing him with a
knowledge of where to look for
particular aspects of a package.
Careful use of colour throughout
not only makes the packages more
attractive but provides guidance as
to which area of the screen does
what. AII packages have extremely
well structured commands and
with the exception of Archive sup-
ply prompts for every step in the
command process and defaults
where necessary.

The Last Word
The QL is a considerably more
powerful machine than the Com-
modore Plus 4. Furthermore, the
bundled software that comes with
it is of a far superior standard in
terms of capability and perform-
ance.

However, in terms of reliability
and speed of execution the Plus 4's
unsophisticated set of packages
comes up trumps. This has little to
do with the programs themselves
and a great deal to do with the
inadequacies of microdrives as a
storage medium compared to disk
drives.

Sinclair QL from behind.



* SNOWSOFT *
SPRITE DESIGNER: Create fantastic multi-colour, multi_size cartoon type
characters for inclusion in your own programs with the supplied M/C
routines. Greatfunl- requires no previous knowledge. flb.Oo
A/so discover the full power of your eL, phone for details of a ,6g00g

Tutor Program'for beginners wanting to learn machine code
programming.

*SNOWSOFT* Tel: 0325312417
6 Bousfield Crescent, Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham DL5 4HZ

OL UTILITIES
FOUR Programs on Microdrive for Sinclair OL to
prevent Directory overflowing the screen, provide
single-key LOADing or DELETion of files, repeat
FORMATing of cartridges and back-up COpying of
whole or part of cartridge.

f1 0 from WDSoftware, Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.l.
Tel: (0534) 81392

QLPRINT
Your QL documents/listings printed t2 per lile any length

inc. p&p. Send your tape and cheque or PO to
QLPRINT, Chubbs Cottage, Buddle Lane, Hatherliegh,

Devon EX20 3HX or phone Hatherliegh 535

DEQUILL.:;Ifi: i
* EXPORT OUILL PROGRAM & DATA FTLES TO SUPERBASIC
* OPTIONAL SYNTAX VALIDATION & COMMENT STRtPptNG
* SENE ONLY€9.95TO: SOFTSELL,3 MALLORYCOURT,
* GONGLETON, CHESHIRE CW12 4NW (02602771791

PROVE TO YOUR FRIENDS THAT YOUR
COMPUTER IS REALLY USEFUL.

Plan their garden with our data base on plants. Send
f9.95 for data base on Sinclair QL microdrive cartridge
from:

Llangeitho Nurseries, Llangeitho, Tregaron,
Dyfed SY25 6OG or phone 097 423223.

OL GRAPHIC SGREEN DUMP
100% m/c loaded as resident procedure for Epson-type printer.

Also monitor program includes Hex-memory dump to screen or
printer, alter memory, Hen/Dec Converter, etc. All on one cartridge

supplied with instructions.
Send cheque/PO for f9.95 or SAE for details to:

LOTUSSOFT :
4il Maes Road, Llangennech, Llanelli, Dyfed SA14 8UH

Tel: 0554 820473 or 0554 759524

OL PAYMASTER
A COMPTETE PAYROTUTAX SYSTEM FOR THE Ot
Covers all tax rates and codes, pay rates and NH codes
up to 'C' contracted out.
All tax bands, percentage tax rates, NH codes, etc,
alterable by the user. No need to return program for
updating.
Printout replaces normal tax records for up to 50
employees.
SSP handled by the system with printout of amounts
paid, totals carried forward.
Monthly tax.liability printout, year carried forward totals;
generally, and for each employee.
Simple to operate with comprehensive on-screen
prompts.
Program on MICRODRIVE cartridge complete with
instruction booklet. Price, including VAT, f59. lnstruction
booklet only - f3, which is refundable on program
purchase, from:

WILTDEN SERVICES tTD
28 Beaconfield House, Beacon Road
Growborough, East Sussex TN6 1AX

Strathern UTltlTlES
for the 0L

lile Utility Program
Bidirectional scrolling
directory with file length,
copy complete cartridge,
single key multiple copy and
delete, full wildcard named
copy and delete, print
directory, print file block
sector map, single key
multiple format, verify file.

BOOT PROGRAM
Bidirectional scrolling
directory with file length.
Single key load or run.

f8.50 + 25p p&p for both

M. STRATHERN
174 Richmond Road

London E8

OL ron BUSINESS
A programme of linked courses.

lntroductory and Advanced Applications

DllJ L coMpurER TRATNTNG

o442827302
FREEPOST. TRING. HERTS HP23 48R

Houu .lUILC OVCL h.i stmds
Mrcrovitec
Coto,rr Monit.or
wiLh cobLe {or

FULLy rNcLrrsrvE

inclqir GIL Compuber

LSa9-r:i[
c-crseebLes in urcrtteL €19
Q,L TooLKib { t+ - qS

rnicrodrive
AL Cent"onics Drinber
rnLer$oce fi)

P[c.ose s"r.d 
- 

OL .-o,'.pvbcr(

- 
OL cub Honibo(.s) ond

- 
QL CcnLronics lnLerf ace(9).
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DeurvenY
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57 REPToN DRI vE
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Last month, the reviews of
GST's assembler and 68K/OS
stirred up quite a reaction at
their Cambridge offices. Subse-
quent correspondence revealed
several aspects of these prod-
ucts which went unmentioned
and it was clear that a reap-
praisal was in order.

So, to clarify matters, Adam
Denning re-assesses the
assembler and GST remark
upon some features of IVOS . . .
The 68000 assembler comes on a
microdrive cartridge along with a
reasonably large manual and can
be started either by using the
EXEC / EXEC-W commands or by
loading and running the boot pro-
gram. Also included on the car-
tridge are a number of utilities to
help the programmer. One of these
is the Metacomco screen editor,
which may not have been GST's
first choice. Along with the editor
are two very large files containing
all the QDOS trap keys, system
variables, equates, offsets and
masks. Any of these can be used
during assembly with the .IN-
CLUDE assembler directive.

Other files supplied are the
aforementioned boot program, a
cloning program and a small collec-
tion of library routines. The latter
can also be included in an assembly
if required, or the library can be
extended to include user-written
subroutines.

When the assembler is run it
first opens a small window and
asks for a console definition to use.
Pressing ENTER alone causes the
system to use the default of CON-.
The heading is then printed and a
prompt appears asking for the com-
mand line. This method of invok-
ing assembly still seems a little
unfriendly, but then it's really a
matter of what one expects. -

The command line is used to teII
the assembler what file to assem-
ble, what listing to produce, where
to send any listing and so on.
Numerous assembler options can
also be included here.

Once assembly has been started
it ends very quickly - this assemb-
Ier is extremely fast! As files to be
assembled must be postfixed with
-asm and the resultant listing and
binary files normally have exten-
sions of-list and -bin respectively,
the command line could be as
simple as mdvl-asmtest, as the
defaults would be used in each case
resulting in a code file called
mdvl-asmtest-bin and a listing
file called mdvl-asmtest-list.

GSTGorral
a

marshals u)ere gunning for
thatDenning boy. The row
about last month's reuiew
meant the time for talhing

was ouer. There was only one
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Naturally enough, the user is able
to alter this in most respects.

The listing produced is fairly
standard, giving a heading and the
resultant hex code; though it also
includes the time of assembly and a
full symbol table listing at dhe end
of the assembly. Contiary to our
earlier reports, the assembler also
produces error messages - very
comprehensive ones in fact. Indeed,
considering the price of f,39.95 and
the fact that it can theoretically
assemble larger files than Meta-
comco's, it's difficirlt to recommend
one over the other.

Featwinq IUOS
Many prospective purchasers of
QLs are more inteiested in raw
hardware power than SuperBasic
or Psion software. These users will
be writing software for themselves
or to sell to others as a turnkev
system. Here, 68K/OS is a serious
proposition, because it offers a lot
of features QDOS doesn't have.

The first thing noticed when
ru4ning 68K/OS is that the hard-
ware power is much more impress-
ive. Microdrives run faster, pro-
grams load quicker and the re-
sponse is much faster. The main
feature, however, is the window-
ing facilities. Each task under
IVOS has its own window that
the user can 'expand or shrink
up and down the screen as is seeln
fit. Each horizontal window can
be split vertically into further
sub-windows - it's not quite up to
4lso_ standard, but it's still very
flexible.

The editor uses between 2 and 4
separate windows; one for the main
text, a single line window for the
ruler line and a menu window on
the right-hand side which can be
removed when the user is familiar
with the commands. Other menu
windows appear after a help key
prompt.

The multi-tasking is a delight to
use. You can run two copies of the
editor or transfer information
along 'pipes' from one file to
another. For example. selectins
blocks from a stanilard file an[
merging them into a letter is easy.
68MS also offers full multi-task-
ing. Once there were 15 separate
tasks running, which is more than
enough for any practical applica-
tion. The only real limit is screen
slze.

A lot of the programs use a
standard menu facility which is
actually built into the operating

system. This means using the
menus on the standard products is
easy because the controt commandi
are all the same. Users can write
programs to call the menu handler
which reduces the code to set up a
menu to a few lines.

On the negative side there's not
a lot of software available for
68K/OS yet. GST have an assemb-
ler on microdrive (a ROM-based
version will be available at the end
of the year) and a word processor.
They expect to get C, Pascal and
FORTRAN up early in 1985.

Another slight irritation is that
QDOS and K/OS tape formats are
not compatibte. GST said that this
was essential to improve micro-
drive performance bul it is a pity
all th-e same. A utility wili be

available to read and write QDOS
files under MS, but it wouid be
much easier if the two formats
were compatible.

Supplied on a small board, 68IV
OS_plugs into the expansion bus,
with a switch that flicks from
QDOS to K/OS. The board has two
slots for ROM software (such as the
assembler) and comes with a mi-
crodrive eartridge with 12 utilities.
Users can easily blow their own
prog?ams into ROM and put them
onto the card, giving instant access
to prograrns.

Gene*ally the purchaser who
wants to run standard software
wont frnd K/OS of much interest,
but for software developers with
the QL in mind it is wel-l worth a
look.

E$I computer systems Limited
91 High Street, Longstanton.Cambridge C84 5BS telephdne: Crsfts Hill {0911)81991 felex: 817057 (GSTUX G)

TiE Editc
QL User !.lagazine
Sciptc Court
'155 Fffiingdon Road
Idd@ EC]R 3AD

24 october 1984
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1. 68K/G is not @n as an altoriritire to ems. It is interded for tie
sgi@s sftmre Ei.ter wtb dog8n't wt SuperBasic or psim sftwe
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With a 68000 processor, the

QL cries owt for som.e exciting
32-bit firmw&re. Paolo

Baccanello considers the case

for Unix.

The QL's built-in operating sys-
tem, QDOS is unique. QDOS is
unlikely to appear on any other
machine. The case for some kind
of standard operating system to
complement or replace QDOS is
therefore particularly convincing,
both from the point of view of
software houses intent upon get-
ting as much mileage from their
programs as they possibly can and
from users wishing to expand their
systems.

Unix, an operating system de-
veloped by Bell Laboratories, is
well placed to enter the fray.
Already Unix and its look-alikes
(Venix, Xenix) are well established
on more powerful 68000 machines.
A move down-market would not
only extend the user base, but also
reinforce the system's dominant
position.

Sharing The Load
Unix offers many advantages over
competing systems. To begin with
it affords true multi-user and
multi-tasking facilities. On the one
hand it permits a number of com-
puters to be linked together to
share data and hardware re-
sources. On the other, it allows
individual users to run more than
one task at any one time. Further-
more, as it is written mostly in
machine-independent code, the
system is extraordinarily portable.
Unlike CP/M or MS-DOS, applica-
tions written within lJnix may run,
almost without modification, on
machines with differerit micro-
processors. Coupled with the excel-
lent communications facilities that
Unix affords, users would have
easy access to a potentially enor-
mous and rapidly expanding pool of
software.

Unix also provides the best poss-
ible environment for program de-
velopment. The system includes a
C compiler and an arsenal of built-
in reusable utilities and system
commands. An advanced filing sys-
tem permits data and program files
to be split up into related groups or
'directories' on disk. Such director-
ies are hierarchically organised in
a kind of inverted tree structure,
providing a simple and coherent
Iayout within which to develop
even the most complicated of ap-
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plications. There are also a range
of built-in software protection fa-
eilities, permitting access security
codes to be set for any file
or directory.

Design Drawbacks
Designed as a powerful tool for
computer professionals, IJnix's
principal shortcoming lies in not
being user-friendly. Unix's
abbreviated commands are not self
documenting and many of the utili-
ties provided require a thorough
understanding of a number of com-
plex concepts. However, the system
permits programmers to construct
a simplified menu-driven command
shell. Inside this, users may caruy
out all the operations required
with relative ease.

At the heart of Unix lies the
'kernel'. This controls machine re-
sources, manages the processor,
directs I/O and organises the filing
system. The entire system is made
up of some 20,000 lines of code.
Around a thousand are written in
Iow level assembler and the rest in
C. To transfer the system to a new
machine, the low level code must
be rewritten along with a further
4000 lines in C relating to pro-
bessor and memory management.

The major obstacle to im-
plementing Unix on the QL is its
size. Consisting of approximately
200 programs, the system would
require some 500K simply to house
it. Plograms would also require
more than the 128K RAM current-
ly available in which to run. As a
consequence, a 256K RAM exten-
sion and a 10Mb Winchester hard
disk would seem to be required.
Whilst both are now available, the
overall cost ofthe system is close to
f2,000. The QL being aimed at the
home and small business-user,
such a cost is likely to prove
prohibitive.

Whilst most QL users are unlike-
ly to come into contact with Unix
directly, however, there can be
little doubt its influence will be
felt. Already smaller operating sys-
tems are evolving into toned-down
Unix look-alikes. For example,
MS-DOS * the dominant 16-bit
operating system - mimics the
kind of software development en-
vironment afforded by Unix.
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WHAT FUTURE FORTHE OL?

ln the coming months OL users can expect a mass of software and hardware to
expand the OL. We believe that the OL has great potential and with this in mind we set
about designing a quality unit that will not be outdated as the OL grows. The unit in
question is a serial to parallel converter, but unlike other converters it is the only one
with switchable baud rate. This is necessary because the baud rate on the two serial
ports cannot be set independently, and unless you can set the baud rate on serial to
parallel converters your printer will be inoperable while using modems and other
com m u n ications devices.

Specification is as follows:
* BAUD RATE SWITCHABLE from 75 right through to 9600 baud
* CRYSTAL CONTROLLED for reliable transfer of data

i g}H:'!1"frHH{f,?T"fiF:i'b';iY;;;i;i'r-da'la a* You are not restricted to a set length of printer lead because we have fitted a six-way pcc 7oA\ 
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A HIGH RESOTUTION MONITOR
FORTHE SII{CLAIREL

AI A tOwlf 3299ss( r r{c.YATt

This is the much acclaimedJVC colour
monitorfrom Opus.

And it gives Sinclair QL owners a lot more than
just excellent high resolution.

As you know, the QL gives out information
in 85 characters on the screen instead of the standard
80 characters.

And the loss of those five characters means
that ordinarymonitors simply can'tshowyou the
whole picture.

Opus, however, have overcome this problem
by adapting theJVC, via a special interface and cable,
so thatthe QL can nowwork 1000/o effrciently
on it.

Nl for the lowly price of just e299.95 includ-
ing VAf, carfl ge and, of course, a year's fu 11 guarantee.

You can order it by post by filling in the
coupon below and sending it to: Opus Supplies Ltd.,
158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 0EE. (You'll
receive it within ten days by courier service.) Or you
can telephone 01-7018668 andpayby credit card.

Nternatively, you can buy at our showroom
between 9.00 - 6. 00pm Mond ay to Friday,
or 9.00 - 1.30pm Saturday.

MODEL REFERENCE 1J02 2 Hish Resolutlon

RESOLUTION 580 x 470 Pixels
C.R:T. 1,4',

SUPPLY 22Ot 24Ov.5r, 6UHz.

E,H-T, \4inimum l9 ik\ Mr\imum 22.;k\
VIDEo BAND \(IDTH 10MHz.

DISPLAY 85 characters bv 2 5 lines
SLOT PITCH 0.41nm
INPIIT: VIDEO R.G.B. Analosue/TTl InDut

SlNC ScprrJtc 5ync on R.G.B. Positive or \cgativr
F,XTERNAI, CONTROI-S On,/off switch and brishtness control

To: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE.

Please send me:

-High 

Resolution Colour Moniior(s) at
s299.9 5 each (inc. VAT).

I enclose a cheque for S-Or please debit my credit card

accountwith the amount of S-My Accessparclaycard

Name

Telephone

ou12ta4(please tick) no



WHAT MAKES VIRTUALLY EVERY
HOME COMPUTER CLICK?

Simple! A fully compatible printer or to be more
precise the DWP1120 from Quen Data.

The DWP1120 is a real value for money, letter
quality daisy-wheel that's so versatile, it can be
interfaced with virtually any micro on the market.

Originally designed {or professional users, the
DWP1120. combines stylish good looks with total

practicality. With features you'd only expect to find
on much more expensive machines it's a powerf ul
companion {or any home micro, giving you
complete word processing, documents and data
listing facilities all at the touch of a button. ln {act,
whatever your particular printing requirements, the
Quen Data DWP1120 is almost certain to make your
computerclick. . .

JUST SOME OF THE POPULAR
MICROS EASI LY I NTERFACED
WITH THE DWP112O
*SPECTRUM

BBC
+COMMODORE 64
oRtc
DRACON
APPLE
SIRIUS
SACE
OSBORNE
PET

NEW BRAIN
SINCLAIR QL*Special interface.

SPECIFICATIONS
Printing speed of 18 cps, bi-
directional and logic seeking.
Exchangeable 96 character print
wheels.
Friction feed as standard, tractor
ieed and single sheet feed are
easily attached options.
lnterface examples; either 8 bit
parallel/ centronics, or RS232C/V 24
on Sinclair QL or standard
centronics.
Characters per line, 120c-15p with
character spacings of 10.12.15 pitch
and proportional spacing.
CONTACT ANY OF THF DEALERS
LISTED BELOWOR QUEN DATA
DIRECT FOR FULL SPECIFICATION
DETAILS.

FLEXIBILITY AT THE TOUCH OF
A BUTTON
* HOME CORRESPONDENCE
* BUSINESS USF
* DOCUMENTATION
* WORD PROCESSINC
lnstantly compatible with
sophisticated word processing
programmes such as Tasword
2, Wordwise and Wordstar, etc.
12 months full replacement
warranty
DWP1120 RRP f295 or less
Also available: the DP1100 and
shortly available a complete
new range of competitively
priced Dot Matrix piinters.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

Available from: Datafax Systems Ltd, Basingstoke (0256) 464187; Rams Computer Centre, Bletchley (0908) M77aa;
Computer lntelligence, Weybridge (0932) 49723; Leigh Computer Systems, Hinkley (0455) 631579; Soft Shop,
Chalfont St. Peter (0753) 8B9010; EEC Distribution, Barnes (01) 441 1590; Southern Software, Maidstone (0622)
51736
Plus Spectrum Dealers and all major computer retailers and department stores.

Quen Data Business Machines UK Ltd.
25 Clarke Road, Mount Farm, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, Bucks MK1 1LQ
Telephone: (0908) 649412
Telex 826343 QUEN UK G
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Up until now the first software
available for any new micro has
been games and'applications' sofb-
ware, such as word processors and
accountancy packages. In the case
of the QL, the latter are rendered
less important by the bundled soft-
ware supplied with the machine.
That leaves the games market,
which could be expected to be
flooded. However, this is not the
case. The first major products have
all been utilities. And after
assemblers and operating systems,
it's time to look at some languages.

Computer languages are an im-
portant part of any micro's reper-
toire, as there's always someone
who won't touch a machine until
Ianguage X is available for it. Well,
the QL now has BCPL, Pascal,
LISP and APL, and more are com-
ing - fast. Lattice is reputed to be
developing a version of its C com-
piler for the machine and Meta-
comco is developing a full ISO
Pascal compiler and planning a
version of the renowned Cam-
bridge LISP system. In the mean-
time that company has used its
BCPL knowledge to write a BCPL
cornpiler and a LISP interpreter.

BCPL
The forerunner of C, BCPL is the
hacker's delight. It is noted for its
lack of data types and its brilliant
compromise between a high level
language and a low level systems
language - many prefer it to C for
just these reasons.

A BCPL program is liable to be
very compact and generally quite
efficient. Rather than typing its
data structures, BCPL provides
just one * the word. 'Word' Iength
is implementation dependent,
being 32 bits on the QL and 16 bits
on the BBC Micro. The word can
hold any sort of data, and the
compiler does not need to know
what the data refers to. This is
because it is the programmer's
responsibility to know what he is
using a word to represent. This
places the onus of meaningful pro-
gramming firmly on the program-
mer's shoulders, which many feel is
just how it should be. Words can
hold addresses, acting as pointers,
or numbers, making them integers,
or characters, making strings. By
declaring an area of store as being
a contiguous series of words (of
arbitrary length) and putting a
reference to the first word of the
series in a variable connected with
an identifier, we have what is
known as a Vector. This is the
nearest equivalent BCPL has to an
array. Variables and Vectors are

Dialects on Demand
AdamDenning andPaolo

Baccaruello get to grips with
four new languages -BCPL,

LISP,Pascal andAPL.

declared with the LET statement,
so that:

LET serial.port, count : ?,0
declares a variable serial.port, but
does not initialise it. At the same
time a variable count is declared,
with an initial value of 0. Simi-
larly:

LET input.vector : VEC 5
declares a vector of 6 words GCPL
vectors start at their zero'th ele-
ment) pointed to by input.vector.
To access elements of a vector we
use indirection, with the (!) pling
operator. Thus input.vector!0 is
the first element of the vector and
input.vector!5 is the last. The ! is
associative in this context, so
input.vector!0 and 0linput.vec-
tor refer to the same thing. Natur-
ally enough, strings would be held
in vectors, but if we had one
character to each word we would
waste three bytes (in this imple-
mentation). per character. For this
reason various procedures exist to
pack a string into a vector, one
character per byte, and a further
indirection operator, 7o, allows us
immediate access to each charac-
ter. In the case of a true string,
string7o0 contains the length of
the string and string7ol to
string%(string7o0) contain the
characters of the string.

The language is block structured
in many respects, a block being
defined as a group of statements
and declarations between section
brackets, $( and $). Procedures
can be defined with LET and AND,
depending on the scope required,
and variables can be local to each
procedure. Procedures which re-
turn results are called functions,
and the result is returned either by
use of the : sign, or more usually
by returning the value of a VALOF
block containing one or more RE-
SULTIS statements. Even BCPL's
case statement SWITCHON can
return a value, so that a routine to
report an error could use SWITCH-
ON to return a pointer to a string
to print depending on the error
generated.

Perhaps the most fundamental
feature of BCPL programming is
the global vector, an area ofstore
dedicated to holding the values of
variables and the addresses of

routines which have been declared
as global to the whole program.
This mechanism allows for elegant
overlays, where a program can load
in another segment of code and
communicate with it through the
global vector. By the same token,
assembler routines (or even
routines written in another lan-
guage which follow the right con-
ventions) can be included in a
program just by passing addresses,
or whatever, through the global
vector. Ever since this writer dis-
covered BCPL, its clarity and abil-
ity to do anything have proved a
constant delight.

The Metacomco QL Compiler
cornes on a microdrive cartridge
with a manual which assumes you
know how to program in a high
Ievel language already. BASIC
programmers beware!

The compiler contains the stan-
dard syntax, translation and code
generation stages, resulting in a
compact code which must be linked
with the global vector and run-
times using the supplied linker.
The resultant program is native
68000 machine code and is ex-
ecuted as a job, meaning that it
will, of course, multi-task.

It's a standard BCPL in most
respects, thank God, but it also
takes advantage of the floating
point and graphics routines built
into QDOS so that just about any-
thing that can be done from BASIC
or assembler can be done in BCPL.
Procedures for setting the baud
rate ofthe serial ports, and chang-
ing the screen mode are missing.
However, all of these can easily be
written (mainly in assembler).

The program shown is a simple
serial file transfer system, used to
send data to and from a BBC Micro
(the disks are more secure!). It first
reads in the standard header file,
which declares all the global proce-
dures and variables and defines a
few constants ('Manifest' declara-
tions in BCPL). All BCPL pro-
grams must have a procedure cal-
led START somewhere, as that is
where execution begins. Our pro-
gram declares a few variables and
then proceeds to close the channels
automatically opened for it. It then
opens its own console device and
selects it for both input and output.

The next few lines manipulate
the screen and print a header.
Then the user is asked whether he
wishes to send or read a file. The
conditional expression -) assigns
a value of either TRUE or FALSE
to send.flag depending on the key
pressed. A filename is then col-
lected and converted to a BCPL
string, and if a file is being read in,
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the end-of-file marker is collected.
Depending on the value of send.

fltg, one of two procedures is
called; SEND.FILE or READ.
FILE. Their functions are obvious,
but notice that the sending of the
file is a lot more efficient than the
receiving; as we can send'buffers-
ful' of data at any time. We can't
with READ.FILE because we
need to check for the end-of-file
marker.

That's BCPL. At f59.95 I would
rate it as the most worthwhile of
the bunch so far, but then I'm a
BCPL convert.

L$P
Next up is LISP, again from Meta-
comco. This versionof the language
also costs f,59.95 and comes with a
manual describing the langudge
and its implementation. It was
written in the main by Dr Arthur
Norman,. who was respon'sible for
the Acornsoft LISP interpreter on
the BBC Micro. Consequently this
veriion follows the same s6rt of
path, with similar functions and
methods of definition as the Acorn-
soft product. In fact, the Acornsoft

publication 'LISP on the BBC Mi-
cro'by Arthur Norman and Gillian
Cattell, is probably the best book to
buy as an accompaniment to the
QL LISP package.-

Naturally, this LISP takes
advantage of the facilities avail-
able on the QL, coming with a full
turtle graphics package. It also has
most of the functions which were
much missed on the BBC Micro.

LISP is an odd language which,
like BCPL, is not really meant for
number-crunching program de-
velopment. It is, of course, fabled
for its artificial. intelligence ap,

It
This progril copies files to or {ror the serial port l;er1()
A: there is no lf,tll) protedure in BCPL the current setting i: used

As thp progril uses unbuf{ered ieyboard ingut it nust be run usinq EIEI_I
lriiten by Adar Denning [opyright {C) 1984 Adar o€nning

Ver:ion 1,0 20th t)ctober 1984

*l

oEI 'libhdr'

r,rAlilFEsr l(
oPEn,shared ' I

open'ner = 2

rax.len .36
bu{+er.5i:E.512

t)

LET START{) 8E

l{ LEI send,{lrg,spBrerterpri . ?r?r?r?

LEI {ile,narr = lEC l0
LEI pblock = TA8!t 440,200,36r16 //rindor ridth 440

//rindEr height 200

lhindor I poe J6

//riidor Y poe 16

EilDBEADIl ; Ell0lflIIt{)
SYSIIt !. FINDINPlJI("con-") ; SELECTII'IPUI{SYSIil)

SYS0UI :. SYSItt ; SILECT0UTPU1{SYS0UT)

llNDoL{rindor. de{ine,pbl0ri,7, I )

SCREEII(screen,si:e,3, I )

SCREEI{(r(reen,rlEar)

IRtTES('Serial File Trani{er SyEtenr)

5Cfl EEtl(ecreen. sl 2er0r0)

SCRtEI'l(silEen.rtr l0r l0)
IRITES('Filenarer ")
terp != REA0!lltE({ile.ninerrax, len+l)
TESI.terp ) 0 THEIi

terp := te4 - I
ELSE

ierp != -tFrp

F08i=tErp-lT00EY-tD0
{ile.narel{i+l} :. {ile,niletri

+ile.oioel0 r. terp

TEST rend,{laq IHEI{

SEN0.FILE{{i le,nare)
ELSE

t{

READ,FILt (ii le.nErE!eof ,n.rler)
t)

SELEIIOUTPUT I SYSOUT )

IRITES{'tt{rltFi le trens{erredrlio )

//l pirel $ite border
//set CSIIE I,l
//clear the gcreen

lirerEt CSIIE 0,0

SCREENlscreen, at,28,6)
IRIIESI'8y Ader Drnning")

SIREElt(screen, at, 10,8)
IRITES('oo you rint to Eend: {ile or rereive a {ile (S/R)?")

send,{la9 :: CAPITALCH{RI}CH0 ) : 'S' -) ffiUE,FALSE

//rollect {ilenriP {or
//read / rritr

l/ronvPrt {ilPnile to strinq

LEI Eo{.nertFr : ? //get El)F tErtPr
liRlTES("rl{tlhich chirrct€r rre you using sE the end 0{ {ilE rarler?')
eo{,nerker !: Rl)CH{)

//se[d {i Ie to serlc
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/irEad lile {ror serlc

//re.d bytes until E0F

l*
SEI.|O,FILE s:nds thF nined file to the serial FDrt! using a bu{ier
allocatEd {ron the conron hpip, An iiplicit CIRL-I €0F rarker is sent
rhen ihe {ile hr5 bFen 5ent.
*l

AilD SEl,iD,Fllt{nere,o{.{iie) !E
l( LET out,itrea.rln.streir,in.bytee . ?r?r?

LET bu+{er,vector : EETVEC(bul{Er,Blre/4)
IF bu{{€r,vector = 0 IHEil ST0P(Err.o[)

ii,Etrear :. FlN0lliPllT(nanp.ol.f i Ie) //Dpen Iile ior input
IFin.strean(0THEl{

J ( {RITEF ('fllcannot open XSrlt" !i.tre,ol. ti I e)

SToP(in,streer)
t)

out, 5trern :: FlltDl)llIPIJT r"sprlc- )

IFout,sirear{0THEI{
t( CL{}SE(ln.sireer)

IIRITEF ( "rlicrnnot 0pen SERlclil" )

SlI)Plout,etrEail)
tl

//Bpen sPrlc {0. output

IRITEF{'rltSendinq 15,., " !ni0e,o{,{ile)

SELECTIIIPIJI I i n,strean)
SELECT0UTPIJI (out, :trean)

f ( in,bytes l. R€ADBVIES(but+er, vector rbu{{er,5i !e)
IRITEBYIES{bu1+er. vErtor, i n, byter)

ll REPEATIHILE in,bytEe ) 0

Et{I}RtA0{) ; EN0IRIIE(}
l)

//send {ile

lr
nEA0,FILE rrrdB charBEtere lror thr serial port (sarlc) end tranB{ers
then to thr naned lile until th€ speEi{iEd end o{ {iie narlpr is iet.
This end o{ {ilp frrrk€r is nDt sent io the {ile.
+l

ANo REA0.Fllt{nane,of ,{iletrirlerl BE

t{ LEI out.str?arrin,streantin,byte = ?,?r?

Eut,strpir r= Fll{D0UTPIJI{nsre,0{,{ilE) //open {ile {or output
IFout,Etretr(0THEll

I I IRITEF ("*l{Crnnot open lSfN',nare, o{,f i le)
ST(}Plout,strear)

$t

in,strear :: FIN0ll{PuT{"serlc")
lFin.strear(0lllEll.

l( CLoSE(out.stretn)

DELEIE {nue. o{, l i le)
IRITtF|,*t{Cennot open SERlErt, )

SToP{in,rtrEat)
fl

lRlT€F('+t{fieading ll$,,, ",nine,of .{i I e)

SELE[TlltPlJT I in, streer)
SELECTOIJTPIJT (out. strean)

in.byte:: nDCHll

IHILE in,byt? llE narter 00

t1

IRCH{ii,!ytP)
in.byte := fiDCH0

l)

ENDREAo0 i Ell0lRlTE{)

//open serlc {or input



plications, but there's a whole lot
more that LISP is capable of. A
LISP program consists of function
definitions, often using recursion,
and the invocation of a function is
the equivalent of running a pro-
grarn. Just about everything in
LISP is an expression and can
therefore return a value, but this
value is not necessarily a number.
LISP stands for LISI Processing,
and a list is a series of itenis
enclosed in parentheses (this is a
very simple view, but it serves for
description). LNP functions, Iike
CAR and CDR, return various
parts ofa list as their values, and of
course a list part can still be a list.

The function CONS creates lists
out of more basic units, and in
theory at least, every LISP pro-
gram cquld be written in terms of
these three functions. It would not
be fun! As there is no clear defini-
tion of LISP, different implementa-
tions are often uery different, and
this version includes such loop
constructs as WHILE and UNTIL.
An interesting feature of the QL
LISP, which wasn't present on the
BBC version, is the ability to
execute a source file and send its
output to another file. This could be
simulated on the BBC Micro using
*EXEC and *SFOOL; though hav-
ing one function to do it is nice.

Whether vou should consider
programmin! in t Ne depends on
where your interests lie. LISP is
not as generally useful as say
BCPL, but it can do some truly
wonderful things. Our short exam-
ple is the SORT function from
Norman/Cattell (published with
permission).

PascaI
One of the most popular languages
at the moment is Pascal. Every
variable must be associated with a

lde{un nakE-node {vrl le{t right}
{list le{i vrl right)}

(de{un le{i:subtree (tree)

lcrr tree) )

lde{un riqht-subtree {iree)
(crddr tree) )

ide{un iier-in-node {tree)
{radr tree} }

{deiun print-tree {tree) {tond
({null tree) nil)
(t {print-tree tle{t-subiree tree) }

{print {iterr-in-node tree} )

{print-tree {right-subtree tree)) } ) )

{defun.sori (iter-list {tree))
(loop

{until (nuli iten-list) (print-tree tree)i
(setq tree {add-iterr {car itei-list} tree))
(Eetq iten-list {cdr iien-}ist}) }}

lde{un edd-iten (itan tree} {cond

1(null iree) (nake-node iien nil nil))

iype, such as CHAR, INTEGER or
REAL. To assign from one type to
another is generally an error,
which means that the compiler can
detect many more logical errors
than an equivalent BCPL compil-
er, but it also means that the
language is less flexible.

Pascal's sheer formality has
caused it to be very popular
amongst students and a surprising-
ly large number of systems pro-
grammers. It is not a language
which one can ignore and its struc-
tured approach tends to make it
very readable and easy to code, It is
not capable ofsuch low level inter-
facing as BCPL, but its ability to
enumerate types and forin complex
data structures does make it more
suitable for structured data
processing and arithmetic, algo-
rithmic problems.

Pascal programs can be written
in such a way that functions and
procedures are local to other f,unc-
tions and procedures, making the
scope of temporary variables that
much less, which obviously means
that a student programmer will
make fewer mistakes.

The Computer One Pascal com-
piler is a whole system, using a
boot program to define a machine
code procedure called PASCAL.
Invocaiion of this procedure loads
the system from Microdrive l and
presents the user with a menu.
Options from this menu allow pro-
gram editing, compilation and run-
ning, along with a number of.other
useful utility options. The screen
editor supplied is quite reasonable
but is not in the same class as the
Metacomco screen editor or GST's
editor.

Source code is compiled into a
compact interpretive code, similar
to p-code or CINTCODE, which
means that the object programs are
small, but incapable of running

{ {orderp iten {iten-in-node tree) )

{put-in-le{t-subtree iteB tree) }

(t {put-i n-ri 9ht-subtree i ten tree) ) ) }

(de{un put-in-le{i-subtree {iten tree)
{nake-node

'.il-t,r-,t**' 
rlr+t-srltree tree) )

(right-subtree tree) ) )

{deIun put-in-right-subtree liteo tree)
(nake-node

(iten-in-nodE tree)
(le{t-subtree tree)
{add-iten iten (right-subtree tree) ) ) )

{deiun orderp {a b)

{orderpl {explode a) {explode b) ) )

(defun orderpl (rl bi) {cond

1{null al) t)
t{null bl) nil)
{ leq (car al ) {car bl ) }

(orderpl (cdr al) {cdr bl)))
It {lessp {ordinal (car al)}

(ordinal (car bl))))))
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outside of the system. The interpre-
ter for this code is contained in the
Fascal system, so it needs to be
present to. run a prograrn. Never-
theless, the resultant programs are
reasonably fast and able to take
advantage of all the QL's facilities.
This does seem to preclude the
distribution of commercial soft-
ware written in Pascal though, but
no doubt Computer One is pre-
pared to come to some arrange-
ment here if necessary. Unfortu-
nately, this Pascal is not really
standard, so it is unlikely that
anyone would consider writing ap-
plications in it anyway. When the
full ISO compiler is available this
will compile to pure 68000 code, so
programs could be distributed
without the need for any interpre-
ter. The programs thus produced
will also be standard QL programs,
so could run with other prbgrams.

Computer One Pascal costs
f39.95, but is only suitable for
users' own programs and not really
intended for serious applications.
Having said that, if Pascal is your
language it will suit you down to
the ground.

APL
APL is a high-level, interpreted
language designed for non.com-
puter professionals. It provides a
concise and consistent notation
which lends itself to writing in-
geniously condensed programs.

Wherever possible, APL rele-
gates the spadework to the com-
puter leaving the programmer free
to concentrate on how best to solve
his problems using an arsenal of
built-in mathematical functions.

APL provides extremely power-
ful, but simple array handling
facilities. It dispenses with counts,
Ioops and the like, allowing the
programmer to manipulate com-

PR06RA11 Sieve;

c0ttsT
hi ah : ?AAA'

VAfi

prinE : ARRAY tl.,highl 0F 800tEAlt;

divisor, next, i: INTEGER;

EESIN

iivrc6..: t,

FOR I := 2 T0 high D0

prrneli):. Tf,IJE;

prioettl F FALSEi

i,lHi!t SoRldivisorl {= hiqh D0

sEEilt

nExt t= S0R{diviror)i
t{lltrLE next (. high D0

EEGIll

prineInext):= FALS€;

next:. next + diyisor
ENDi

REPEAT divieor:: divisor r I i.Jlllll 0riftetdiviEorl
ENO;

ilRlTELili'P.rnes up to', highli
FOR I r= I Miqh D0

IF prineti) THEN I'IRITE(i:8);
END.



plex data structures in the same
fashion as he would single items.
In this way matrix addition (which
in other languages would require
lwo loops and half a dozen state-
ments) becomes, quite simply
"A + B".

Typically, APL programs are
made up of short, user-defined
routines which may call each other
or themselves. Each routine may
be tested separately, prior to being
tagged onto the body of a progxam.
In this way errors are easily de-
tected and programs modified.

Concise and easily debugged ap-
plications, written in APL, enjoy
significantly faster development
times than those written in other
languages. Studies undertaken by
the Data Control Corporation re-
veal that a 5000 line APL program,
equivalent to some 20,000 lines in
PL/1 and some 50,000 in COBOL,
takes less than a third of the time
to write.

APL, then, has traditionally
been used as a kind of 'throwaway
code', ideal for one-off 'what-if'
analyses or for systems designed to
evolve alongside the needs of their
users. The emphasis here is on how
fast a program can .be written,
rather than how fast it will run.

Whilst APL cannot compete with

compiled languages in terms of the
speed of execution, it is faster than
some other interpreted languages.
The reason for this is that APL
stores all information used bv an
application in iirternal memory.
This area of RAM is known as the
'workspace'and in it both data and
functions rub shoulders. Work-
spaces alone can be saved and
loaded, though items mali be
dropped from them to make room
for others.

The concept of the 'workspace'
coupled with an extensive com-
mand structure means that APL
requires a relatively Iarge amount
of memory in which to run. In the
past this has hindered the lan-
guage's progress, making it avail-
able only on machines considerably
more expensive than comparable
systems running BASIC. However,
because of advances in micro-
processor capabilities and reduc-
tions in the cost of memory chips
this is no longer the case.

Another reason why APL has
made so little impact since its
conception in 1962, is that the
language makes use of a non-
ASCII character set. APL state-
ments resemble a mysterious
shorthand made up of Greek letters
and overstrike characters. This has

proved particularly off-putting to
users familiar with other lan-
guages (including English!) In
addition, it has meant that APL
requires the use of dedicated
keyboards and printers thereby in-
creasing cost of implementations.

Addressing themselves directly
to this problem, MicroAPL Limi-
ted, at the request of Sinclair
Research, will be bringing out a
keyword version of APL alongside
their standard version. Both are
expected to cost in the region of
f,90, occupy 95K of memory and
permit the use of a 28K workspace
(which may be increased to 140K
using a 128K RAM extension).

It should be noted that some of
the more advanced APL.68000 fea-
tures have not been implemented
and also that multi-user filing fea-
tures have been removed. These
may well be available as exten-
sions at a later time. Meanwhile
the various extensions to take
account of the QL's special features
such as colour, windows, redirec-
tion ofoutput, sound and graphics,
more than make up for the loss.
Finally, with the novice foremost
in mind, the keyword IF sirnilar to
the APL'/' operator, but with the
arguments reversed, has been
added to simplify operations.

APL
CEAR.

KEYVORD UP

ROTATE
TRANS
LOG
LOCK
EXEC
FI{T
PRAdPI
I'TATDIV
LT
LE
8Q
dT

OR

ND
NE
0n
OVER
PICFTTT
DECODE

Itilt
il
DEFII
INDEX,
OUTER
ABS

ENCODE

TRIG
EXP
RAT]D

SIZE
ItIAX

ilaT
DROP

IF
TAKE
IS
GOTO

GE

u
E
I
E
Y
rt
I

FHOLD
FDROP
FGET
FPUT
n0R
NAND

Dqtil

t
0
a
a
?
t
Y

U
E

3

v
A

t
/
\
q

T
o
*
?

I
I
+

u
i
+
+
:

I
L
€
v
t
o

I
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<r> !

<2> !

<3>
<4>

<l> !

<2> !

<3>

EnDpleE of slople functtong rrlttea ln keyrord APL

defn R is A CENTRE B

centres Eext on PaSe
A 1s page wldth, B ls text. as vector or natrlx

A is nln 0.5*A - -l take slze B ls (-2 take I l,slze B) size B

R ls (((l take stze B),A) slze' '),8
defn

defn R ts A UNDERLINE B
Underllnes a vector
A is underllne character, B is vector

R ts (2,size,B) slze B,(sJ.ze ,B) size A
defn

defn R ls A NPV B;I
<l> ! Calculaces net present value of nonthly flowa B at rate A perceot
<2> I ls index slze B

<3> R ls +on B/((l+A/100) exp l/12) exp I
defn



Write programs to unlock the multi-
tasking power of your QL!

Metacomco now offers you three
languages for the QL:
) Use ASSEMBLERfoT its speed, and
for complete access to the QL's many
features.

) Use BCPL for systems
programming : writing games,
utilities, and applications packages.

) Use L|SPfor manipulating data
structures, and for exploring the
world of artificial intelligence.

Each language comes as a
complete development kit with a
screen editor and documentation,
for only f59.95.

THE ASSEMBLER
) Standard Motorola 68000 mnemonics.
) English error messages.

) Produces code which can be EXECed, and
run as a concurrentjob.
) External references allow linkage to high
level languages and other assembler
modules.
) Macro expansions.

) Position independent, absolute or relo-
catable code can be produced.

) Conditional assembly.

) Large range of directives.

) Fully formatted listings.

) 30 character variable names and
32-bit values.

KPL
) True compiler.
) Multiple BCPL programs can run
concurrently.
) Full runtime library includes interfaces

to QDOS graphics, window handling,
file operations, etc.

) Exception handling provides
diagnostics for debugging.
) Link loader allows linkage of
separately compiled segments.
) Assembler and BCPL modules can be
linked together.
) 32-bit variables use the full QL
address space.

LISP
) Full support of QL features including windows,
graphics, and screen handling.
) Compatible with Acornsoft Lisp for the
BBC micro.
) lnterpreter.
) Structure editor allows alteration of data
structures.

) Pret$printer displays programs in structured
format.

) Tracer to aid in debugging.
) Carbage collector automatically recovers
spare memory space.

> 28-bit integers and 25O-character names.

THE SCREEN EDITOR
) Full screen editor within a user defined
window.
) Edits any ASCllfile including SuperBASlC

source.

) Comprehensive range of commands.
The Development Kits are available nor

from HMV, Menzies and other leading

retailers, or direct from Metacomco.
QL, QDOs, and SuperBASlC are the trade marks of Sindak Researd Limited

tlErH[Uffi[U
26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ.

Tel: Bristol (O27D 428781

Bristol BS2 8RZ. Please send me:

- 

copies of the QL Assembler
Development Kit

- 

copies of the QL BCPL

Development Kit

- 
copies of the QL Lisp I

Development Kit at f59.95 each. 
I

I enclose a cheque tor + r
or please debit my ACCESSA/EA I
Account No. Iml
Card expiry date

I

r-! =-f,

t
TEL NO

Price includes VAT, postage ahd packing UK

mainland only, Delivery allow 28 days.

=.1
--rI
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QLffiII;;
Simply plugs into the'serl'port of the OL and any CENTRONICS
compatible printer (e.9. Epson, Kaga, OKl, Seikosha, Juki,
Canon, Mainsmann, etc). Requires no special software.

JOYSTICK ADAPTOR f5.90 INC.

Enables any Atari compatible joystick (e.9. Kempston, Ouickshot
112, etcl to be used with the OL joystick ports.

Joystick adaptors f3.00 each when ordered with the printer
i nterface.

All products come complete with instructions and a 12 month
guarantee.

Make cheques/POs payable to Sigma Research. All prices
include VAT and P&P within UK.

Please note our new address:

Sigma Research

-\\ 
231 Coldhams Lane

// Cambridse

ff cB13HY

AL is a registered trademark of Sinclair Research Ltd

OL PERIPHERAL BARGAINS
Prices include lnterface/Cable, VAT and carriage

MICROVITEC CUB MONITOR - ONLY f259* 14 inch i 85 column * Black OL matching case* 18MHz a 0.43 pitch * 653(H) x 58b(W) p"ixels

DOT.MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother M1009 50 cps friction 9x9 dot............. ........... f 199
Taxan KP810160cps-draft 27 cps- N1O..................................,.......... f349
Ma nnesman n Ta I ly MT80 80 cps f riction and tractor............................ f 249
Shinwa CPA80 100 cps (NEW)... ........ f268
Seikosha GP700A Colour. ..................f365
Epson RX8OFT 100 cps......"......, ......... f309

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
9mith Corona TP-1 12 cps underline, etc .............,,..... f239
Daisy step 2000 18 cps underline bold shadow, etc..............................f299
Brother HRl 20 cps max........ ............. t315

PRINTER INTERFACE/CABLE
OL Parallel interface.................. f39 OL Serial cab1e.................. f 12

STRONG COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Bryn Cottage, Peniel, Carmarthen, Dyfed SA32 7DJ

Telephone 0267 231246 for furtherinformation

* O.L. GAMES *
SPECTRE INTERCEPTOR: Deploy your ghost busters to trap
the ghoul (a game of strategy with four skill levels and a

cunning comment generator)
CHIEFTAIN COMBAT: Scour the battlefield in your quad

vector tank and out manouevre the enemy
(REAL TIME ARCADE ACTION)

COPTER BESCUE: Avoid the mountainous terrain in your
attempts to save the stranded paratroopers

(REAL TIME ARCADE ACTION}

Each game f4
SPECIAL OFFER: f 10 FOR ALL THREE GAMES

(Add f5 to total or send own cartridge)
*SNOWSOFT*

6 Bousfield Crescent, Newton Aycliffe
Co. Durham. Tel: 032b 912417
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ffir"""' j

ALL ORDERS t]ESPAICI..IEI] $,AMI DAY

$ELL|NG rjffitruTnRS $ti'{eF 1SEO !

SHCWROOtu] LrFEN -qilo a-':c 6.Cj irr DAiLY.g.OC an io 1.CO pm SATURDAY
t-rELlvEFY Plil,lTEBSi irf oi.i l0iis sF0t.lFtcoRPl f1fi.r..,o Other f1.00

FFiEfi With rl! Printers. &L Users Frimter Guide ffi lff
Getting the fiest frorn your pr;nter is NOT easy !

We supply a FnEE bockiet with ali printers which explains how to rbtain ali the features
a':aiiable on your printer. Without this you cculd waste rlianv houi's. Buy elserrrhere anci

you'il pay far more and get far less i

Prirterland, Unt 27, Esrate Aurl.l,ngs, BeilvJa! 5iieet, ilucclefsfieid H:i 1JP
l-elephone Hlcidefsf ield 51 4"i C5 /6A7 A1 5

>icgeerm fr&efs
At only $199.99, the styiish Qtr 14,

finished in matt black and ineluding a
detachable anti-glare glass fr*nt, ensures
that you get the best fram your QL.

So for a clearer pictwe simply speak to
your local dealer.

After all, lt's not only the iniage on
your QL that's at stake.

TECE{NiCAT, SP AC IFNCATTO]VS

Priswr S{ieroproducts timited
Prism House, 18129 Mora Stl'eet
City Roari, London trCl8ET
Telephone: 01-25:l 2?77

Ql, lJser/Detember 19E4,l39



The 3D chessboard - far the best display around, for games of this type

The set-up and comrrtand screen where ntoues can be checked and analysed.
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Pslon Ghess
One of the first high quality games to emerge for the QL had to be

Chess - Dauid Creasey checks it out.

Signs that the QL is at last
coming of age lie in the
software that's starting to
appear. QL Chess is one such
arrival, and significant
because it.is an example of
superb programming that
sets a very high standard for
the market. It works so well
that the user (player?)
quickly becomes totally
absorbed in the business of
playing or analysing the
game of chess.

Psion's QL Chess package
consists of a single master
microdrive cassette and a
straightforward instruction
leaflet: The instructions
explain only the program's
many features, they don't'
cover the basic moves and
rules ofchess. The
information on the
instruction leaflet is also
summarised on three help
screens which can be called
up at any time when playing
the game.' Psion recommend that the
master cassette be backed up
immediately and that the
copy is used when running
Chess. However, as the back-
up copy won't run on its own
- it needs the Master tape
resident in drive two - it
seems there's little point in
making a back-up in the first
place!

The Third
Dimension
QL Chess has'two main
playingscteens-atwo-
dimensional plan type board
and a striking, three-
dimensional graphics board.

The 2-D chess board is
displayed on the right hand
side ofthe screen when the
program is booted. The
various feature options are
shown in a panel menu at
the top ofthe scteen, and
information about the state
of the game (such as whose
turn it is), at the bottom.
T\uo columns on the left
hand side display the moves,
in standard chess notation,
as they're made on the 2-D
board.

On booting, the board is
set for a new game. You can
start playing immediately,
load an earlier game, or set
up the board for problem
solving or to simulate game
positions frorn books.

During a game you can
save a position, start a new
game (in which case the
pieces on the screen board
are automatically reset and
the clocks zeroed) or choose
to intermpt a game and alter
piece positions.

Moving pieces is simple.
Using either the cursor
arrow keys, or ajoystick,
move the flat-line cursor on
the 2-D board to cover the
relevant chess piece. Press
Enter (or the spacebar or fire
button), move the cur'sor to
the target square and press
enter. If it is a legal move it
is carried out instantly on
the screen board. At the
same time the move is
recorded under the Player
column on the left of the
screen.

Other features allow you
to change level (this
determines the length of
time the program takes to
calculate its own move), to
take back an unlimited
nurnber of 'moves (either
your own or the program's)
or to replay a game from the
beginning (in which case you
can also interrupt the replay
to resume it as a'live'game).

If stuck for a good move,
press H for hint. The
computer flashes a
recommended move on the
screen board. You can also
force the program to make a
move or else to take back its
latest move and, using the
ilowerful Analyse option, get
a taste ofhow the program is
'thinking ahead'.

When Analysis is selected
the program displays a line
of information atthe bottom
ofthe screen. The first figure
indicates the computer's
current advantage in the
game judged by material and
positional strengths, in
terms of pawn values (eg,
+3). Next is a record of the
latest move made, followed

by the program's prediction
ofthe next moves ahead (up
to seven).

It's interesting watching
the computer play itself in
demonstration rhode;
although the game moves so
quickly that you have to
pause it (using the Wait
option) for proper study.
Selecting the 2-player option
allows two'people' to play
each other, using the QL
screen as a board while the
program records the moves
and offers analysis.

You don't ever need to
leave this 2-D mode. It
incorporates everything
necessary to keep chess
lovers (beginners included)
totally addicted and in itself
2-D QL Chess would be a
prime contender for the best
chess program available on
any computer. However,
Psion have also included a
striking three dimensional
'animated' colour display of
the board and the game
pieces currently in play. It is
a pleasure playing in this
mode. To move or set up
pieces use either the cursor
control arrows or ajoystick
to select the piece to be
moved and its destination
square. In this case the on-
screen cursor consists ofthe
corners ofa square - it does
not obliterate the piece it
covers. If it is a legal move,
the piece glides into position
very quickly. You can also
alter piece positions during a
3-D game using the Set Up
<iption (which generates a
set-up cursor consisting of
two small squares).

Modes And Options
Most of the QL Chess
features available in 2-D
mode (including hints for
next best move) can be used
in 3-D - although no
messages are printed on-
screen so you have to toggle
back to 2-D mode (key F2) for
analysis or a list ofthe
moves made so far.

Also useful if you want to
study games and improve
your play are the printing

options. Switch the printer
on at the beginning ofa
game and each move will be
printed out as it's made. A
simpler solution is to wait
until the end of a game,
switch on the printer and
then select the Replay
option. CTRT,.P produces a
print out ofthe 2-D board but
with no graphics (the pieces
are represented by letters eg,
K, Q, K, B etc).

Playing The Game
Psion claim that top club
players will find the chess
challenging and also point to
the intriguing possibilities
with the top levels ofplay. In
level 12 the program takes
approximately the same
average time per move as its
opponent while level 13 -
infinite - leaves the program
continuously caleulating its
best possible move until you,
the poor opponent, forces it
to play with the Move-now
command (the chess
algorithms, incidentally,
were developed by Richard
Lang).

At the bottom end of the
playing scale, Easy novice
level, the program only
'thinks'when'it is its turn to
do so (not while you are
considering your own move)
and, ifit decides it is
winning, it will start playing
its second best possible move
each turn, to give the
beginner a chance to catch
upl

In all there are 14
ordinary playing levels, 14
easy and eight problem
modes (to solve problems up
to Mate in eight moves).

You can learn a lot
watching a demonstration
game - you can'cheat a lot'
by going back rnoves (to the
beginning if necessary), by
forcing the computer to play
your turn or by adding and
removing pieces at random.

QL Chess will succeed
because it is very easy to use,
a pleasure to play and
because ofthe powerful
control it gives anyone over
the play of a game.
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Adam Denning concludes his
nouel introduction to

S inclair's extended B ASIC,
with a round-up of

le s s e r- k no w n -o p er ato r s

andfeatures.

Most versions of BASIC include a
group of symbols called 'logical
operators'. SuperBasic has two
varieties ofeach item in this group,
known as the logical and the bit-
wise form. The logical form is the
most used as it allows the forma-
tion of expressions which yield a
logical value depending on certain
conditions. A logical expression
has one of two values - true or
false. The QL and most other
machines treat zero as being false
and any other value as being true.

A relational expression is one
which compares two or more items
and returns a logical value depend-
ing on the result of the comparison.
For example, if we had a variable
called a and wanted to know if it
was equal to or above a certain
limit, we would use a' relational
expression:

If a ): limitTHEN. . .

The a >: limit part is the
expression, and this yields a value
which the IF acts on. If a is greater
than or equal to limit then the
statement(s) after the THEN are
executed.

Often we need to decide whether
a number of items are true, such as
deciding whether a certain charac-
ter is an ASCII digit or not:

IF char ): '0'AND char (: '9'
THEN. . .

In this example the statement(s)
after THEN are executed only if
char is greater than or equal to
ASCII0 AND less than or equal to
ASCII 9; in other words, if it is an
ASCII digit. Conversely we could
test for the opposite condition, that
is, if the character is NOT a valid
digit. One way would be to write:
IF NOT (char >: '0'AND char (:

'9') THEN. . .

Here the NOT inverts the value
of the earlier conditional express-
ion, giving us false if the character
is a digit and true if it is not. This
isn't particularly elegant, so we
would normally use another logical
operator to form the expression
thus:

IF char < '0'OR char ) '9'
THEN.. .

Here we test for the character
being less than ASCII 0 or greater
than ASCII 9. If either of these
conditions is satisfied then the
character is not a digit.

The final logical operator pro-
Vided by SuperBasic is XOR, which
stands for 'exclusive or'. This is
very rarely used in BASIC, but it is
occasionally valuable. For exam-
ple, if we needed to do something if

erB

one of two values was true, but not
if both were true:

eg, IF char < '0'XOR char <
cHR$(32) THEN. . .

Here we do the THEN part if the
character is less than ASCII zero
but greater than ASCII space (32).
This circumstance is obviously
rare, but it is there if we need it.

From these four logical operators
(NOT, AND, OR and XOR) we can
write what are known as truth
tables which tell us what value to
expect as a result, depending on
the'inputs' (see below).

The bitwise versions of these
operations seem to have very
different actions, but in fact they
are closely linked. First ofall, they
can only have integer parameters
between -32768 and 32767. They
treat each number as being a
binary string of ls and 0s, taking 1
as true and 0 as false. The
aforementioned truth tables are
then applied to each pair of bits
arrd the resulting value is put into
the corresponding bit position of
the result. For example, if we take
two numbers, say 34 and 123, and
perform a bitwise operation on
them, we get the following results:

34 && 123 :34 (bitwise AND)
34 !! 123 : 123 (bitwise OR)

NOT

Output

lnput: FALSE TRUE

TRUE FALSE

NOT simply reverses its input

ry
lnput 2 Output

nput 1: FALSE FALSE FALSE
TRUE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE FALSE
TRUE TRUE TRUE

AND will only give true if BOTH its inputs are true.
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aslc)

) !ciaf

34^^ t23: 89 (bitwise XOR)
What is happening here? Well,

let's take a look at the binary
representations of34 and 123. 34 :
0100010 in binary, and L23 :
1111011. Now, if we take each bit
in turn from each number and
apply the truth tables to them, we
get the following results:

0100010 && l-111011 : 0100010
(: 34 in decimal)

0100010 !! 1111011 : 1111011
(= 123 in decimal)

0100010 ^^ 1111011 : 1011001
(: 89 in decimal)

It's obvious now, isn:t it! The
final logical bitwise operator is -'
(NOT), which like its counterpart
only works on one operand. It takes
a number, negates it and subtracts
one, so *123 is -124 and --34 is
-35. Why does it do that? An
integer never occupies more than
16 bits on the QL, as that is the
defined SuperBasic integer size.
Bitwise NOT takes each number as
a binary string of 16 digits, so that
34 is 0000000000100010 and 123 is
0000000001111011, and inverts
each bit. 34 then becomes
1111111111011101 and t23 be-
comes 1111111110000100. Con-
verting these into decimal we get
the results we've already shown.

This is called two's complement
form, and is really only used in
machine code.

The bitwise forms of the logical
operators are useful in BASIC
when we want to'mask out'certain
parts of numbers. For example we
iould convert a number into hex by
isolating four bits (a nybble) of the
number at a time and converting
that into a hex digit, like so:

10000 DEFine FuNction
HEX$(number)

10010 LOCaI a,b,num,an$
10020 nrlm : numb'er:an$ : "
10030FORa:lTO4
10040b: num&& 15:num:

numDIV 16
10050 an$'

'0123456789A8CDEF',
(b+1) & an$

10060 END FOR. a
10070 RETurn an$
10080 END DEFine
This function takes a number

between --32V68 and 32767 and
converts it into a hexadecimal
string by isolating the lowest nyb-
ble and converting it into the
corresponding digit. The number is
then divided by 16 and the opera-
tion repeats for all four digits.

Integer mathematics is in fact
quite useful on the QL, although it

is limited by the fact that to fit into
a SuperBasic integer variable, or to
be operated on by an integer oper:
ator, a value must lie between
-32768 and'32767. The 68000 has
a data size twice as wide as this,
which means that in theory QL
integer arithmetic could have been
written to use numbers between
-2147483648 and 2147483647.
The integer operators provided by
SuperBasic are:

DIV this divides one number by
another to give a whole number
result.

MOD this divides one number by
another and gives the whole num-
ber remainder.--bitwise NOT

&& bitwise AND
!!bitwise OR
^^bitwise XOR

Ofcourse ali the other operators
such as multiplication and raising
to the power may be used on
integers, but the result is not
guaranteed to be integral. If the
result of an integer expression is
too large to fit into an integer or if
an operand of an integer operator
is too large, the error message
'Overflow'occurs and the program
stops.

Notice that the INT function,

OR

lnput 2 Output

lnput 1: FALSE FALSE FALSE
TRUE FALSE TRUE
FALSE TRUE TRUE
TRUE TRUE TRUE

OR gives true if either or both of its inputs is true

xoR

Input 2 Output

lnput 1: FALSE FALSE FALSE
TRUE FALSE TRUE
FALSE TRUE TRUE
TRUE TRUE FALSE

XOR gives true if either of its inputs are true
but not if they both are
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which returns the whole part of a
number, is not one of the integer
mathematics range as it can work
on much larger numbers. Machines
normally supply integer operations
because an integer requires less
space in memory than a floating
point number (and the operations
are generally faster). This is not
always the case with the QL's
SuperBasic intepreter, unfortu-
nately!

Many people have complained
that although a large range of
numbers can be held in the QL
f16p lfl_ors to 1061b, they are not
held very accurately. Each floating
point number is stored in the QL in
six bytes, the first two forming the
exponent and the next four holding
the mantissa. The number that
these six bytes represents is calcu-
Iated from the following formula:
number: mantissa * (2l(exponent

2079))
The exponent, in fact, only uses

the bottom three nybbles of the two
bytes allocated to it. If we look at a
number held in this format, we'll
see why they aren't held that
accurately. To make things easier
to read we'll show the number's
internal representation in hexa-
decimal:

803 1000 0000
Applying our formula to this, we

find that this number is equal to 1,
and so are

802 2000 0000
and

801 4000 0000
and so on. All these representa-
tions equate to exactly one, but the
smallest alteration that we can
make to any of them is to increase
the mantissa by one:

803 1000 0001
802 2000 0001
801 4000 0001

By doing this we get the numbers
1.000000004
1.000000002
1.000000001

Obviously, as the final value
shows the smallest change, it must
be the most accurate. So, that is the
way in which we'd choose to repre-
sent a number - with the lowest
exponent and therefore the highest
mantissa. But it also shows-that
the smallest change we can make
to a floating point number is one
ten-millionth of a percent. This
may seem terribly close to as accu-
rate as we need, but some would
say that it isn't close enough for
scientific or accounting purposes;
especially as the relative inaccur-

acy is compounded by each opera-
tion carried out on a number. -

In much the same way that
certain fractions cannot be accu-
rately represented in decimal (a
third, for instance), many numbers
cannot be accurately expressed in
this binary notation. Mbst of the
time this is of no consequence to us,
and certainly most programmers
would choose to ignore it.

Las.l mont.h.'s _'Adding Lo SuperBasic' got
rather garbled d_uring-printing, and mos7 of
lh,e machine code program wa7 out ofplace'!
We apologise to l-hosi who typed it'in and
found that nothing went rig6t. The correc-
tions are as follows:

Page 55: The comment in the code startinp
'A procedure to initialise the ...' is in th"e
right place, but the code isn't. The cod,e that
should_be here is on page 56 starting at lhe
SETABLE label, doinlo EXIT-TAb. This
should^immediately be folloued by the sec-
lLon ol code on pdge 57 starling with the
comment'A procedure to show ihe cunent
. . .' down to the SPACE label on the same
p!_gj. _Below this comes the code fromDIGITS on page 55 down to the comment
slarting 'Buffer for long integer to ...' on
poge D6.

Next comes the code starting at STRING
on page 57 down to BUFFER on the same
p:tgs._followed by the code from LINE_
FEED to the RTS after NAMEpT on page
56.
_44 pry pagg 58 is correct except that
BURJEN ofter INPBI]F a! the'bottom
should be BUFJEN rPheut!t.- 

This modular communications package gives your QL more
versatility and potential than probably any other add-on.

Using expansion connectors, the units stack on top of each
other to provide a universal communications facility for VT100
emulation, telex, electronic mail, home banking and teleshopping,
user-to-user communication, rapid data and word processor
transfer between sites, downloadable software and access to the
international PSS network and databases such as Prestel and
Micronet 800.

The modules can be purchased individually, startingwith
the Q CON for interfacing, micro-based I/O control, and
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TXSpectrum and QL
Microdrive
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But before you leap at the likely cost of all
this, just take a look at the price details in the
order coupon. Because in the same way that the
QL gives you so much for so little, the cost of
communicating nowtakes adownward jump of
the imagination._

Storage Box Es.gs
*HOLDS 20 CARTRIDGES *DESIGNED TO MATCH
* FULLY INTERLOCKING SPECTRUM AND QL
*CENTRE SECTION FOR

INDEX CARDS

Transform Ltd has now produced a smad new Storage Box
for the ZX Spectrum and QL

The Transform Microdrive Storage Box is attractively
designed to match both the Spectrum and QL

It will hold 20 Microdrive cartridges (enough to store 1.6
megabytes of data!)

The Microdrive Storage Box is fully interlocking and will allow
you to expand your system with all the new programmes on
microdrive as well as enhance the 'smart' efficient look ot
your office/study.

Simply write or telephone:

nications.

Q MOD
V23 modem. Direct telephone line connection,
1200/75 baud fullduplex operation for Prestel
and other database access,1200/1200 baud
half-duplex operation for user-to-user
communication.

Q CALL
Auto dial/answer unit for attended or
unattended operation.

Q CON
Asynchron ous multi-speed interface, single
chip micro based with software on microdrive
cartridge. Operates at 9600, 4800, 2400,
1200, 300 and 75 baud. lndependent Tx and

Rx rates. 25-way D-type, SER 2, power and

expansion connectors. Provides W100
emulation and software support for Q MOD and

Q CALL. Can be used with any modem.

/-/ .fri"* Quantity Module Price. Value '

! n 

-QCON 

s7ss5
f ! 

-QMOD 

f79.95

/
/

Total order value-
n I enclose a cheque/PO.t made payable to 0.E. Ltd.

n Please charge my Visa,/Accesst card
CardNo.ffi

O.E. Ltd, North Point, Gilwilly lndustrialEstate, Penrith,
Cumbria CAll 9BN. Tel: 0768 667 48 Telex: 64157

'lnc. VAT and P&R Please allow 28 days for delivery tPlease delete as appropriate.



Thefirst QL adventures
fTqnTALENT!

{*Lsstr i&qd*' oPzwL_
Explore the ancient dwelling-place of

the Dwarves - where the Wizard guards
the last precious secret.

A classic and complex text adventure
with hundreds of locations and a huge
vocabulary. Set in real-time with traps,
tasks, puzzles and mazes - and a special
note-pad feature to aid you.

"the quality of the game is superb"
MicroAdventurer

WEST
You are on the track.of a notorious gang

ol bank robbers who have gone to ground
nearan abandoned mining town deep in
lndian territory. Your task - to outwit and
outgun the robbers, collect as much loot as
possible and piece together clues on how to
escape.

A demanding and exciting text adventure
forthe experienced games-playeri using over
200words and as many phrases. There are
over 130 locations to search - not all of them
easytofind. Events happen in real-time
outside your control- lndians charge,
rattle-snakes slither past and rqbbers appear
and shoot atyou. How long can you survive?

PRICE

919.95
+ Ntp postage a nd packl n g

PRICE

CC]MPUTEFISYSTEMS
CURRAN BUILDING, 101 ST JAMES ROAD, GLASGOW G4 ONS

24 HOU R CREDIT CARD HOT-LIN E 041-552 2128

glg,,g5
+ 50p postage a nd packi ng
(Alsos CBM64, BBC &Etec-trmJ

#tlEi{T



Buying games software

Games of Ghancefor the Sinclair QL
is currently a risky

business; but then the
intrepid William John

Games programmers' first reaction
to the QL's 128K RAM and 68008
processor has been to revert back to
the standards of the unexnanded
ZXSI.In short, games softwlareTor
the-Ql, is scarce and (often) pretty
awful.

First there's an outfit called
Quantum Soft, which supplies a
microdrive cartridge containing
one game for f,9.95 or two for f14.
Since the games are called Hang-
man and Mastercode (a Master-
mind spin-of0, and since neither
stretches to more than 200 lines of
BASIC, you'll see why Quantum
Soft's products irresistably recall
the days of membrane keyboards
lptqs_ qa change!) and wobbling
RAM packs. They're outrageously
over-priced and suit the QL like a
nodding dog suits a Lamborghini
(unfair to nodding dogs! EdI. We
suspect that Quantum Soft, is run
by an eager adolescent from his
back-bedroom otherwise our
reaction would be indignation
rather than sympathetic -embar-

rassment. To be avoided like the
plague.

Rodent Software is another com-
pany supplying 4K games for a
128K machine, but their selection
is reasonably big and reasonably
priced. A cartridge of seven pro-
grams costs f,8.50, or you can have
them copied onto your own car-
tridge for f3.50.

It's pretty traditional stuff, and
(again) bears all the signs of a
programmer who's graduated to
the QL from a more modest Sin-
clair computer.

Fruit Mochine is a respectable
one-arm-bandit simulator, with a
couple of interesting extra fea-
tures. At this level of software
quality it's probably futile to start
wondering if there's any point in
entirely random computef games.
So we won't.

Mushroomaze is awful, Bqsic
Chess and Eliza, are (on our coov)
bug-ridden, but Mars Land.ir',
Laserace and Orbiter are mildly
diverting. All the Rodent material
is of the elementary kind you
might come across in books of
PASIq -listings called something
like 'Fifty Games for your ZXSI'.
However, if f3.50 seems a small
price for keeping the kids quiet for
an hour or two, Rodent are iontact-
able at 3 Brook End Drive, Henley,
Warwickshire.

Apart from the splendid Psion

Chess (of which more elsewhere in
this issue), the only decent QL
games we've come across are a
couple of adventures soon to be
released by Talent Computer Sys-
tems. Their Zkul and Vfesf are
text-only adventures, full of cross-
roads, assorbed scattered objects
and lots of sudden death - great
fun if, like us. vou care for that sort
of thing.

I{esf places you exactly where
you'd expect, surrounded by vul-
tures, tumbleweed and 'injuns'.
Such a locale has great advantages
in a text-only adventure, since we
all carry in our heads a much more
comprehensive library of images
for cowboy country than for any
sword and sorcery setting.

The basics of the adventure are
well-regulated. The objects are
scattered before every new game,
but - if you're killed - sensibly left
by the body where your reincar-
nated self can find them again. The
locations are numerous and subject
to random visitations from tumble-
weed, rattlers, bad-tempered bank
robbers and your trusty but fickle
steed.

Our pre-production version of
the game was innocent of all docu-
mentation, so our ramble amongst
the clap-board buildings and track-
less deserts was aimless if highly
entertaining. However, if reviewer
addiction is anything to go by (and
it should be) then Wesf will please,
not just adventure addicts, but
anyone who ever frowned into a
puzzle ofany sort.

From the same company comes
the more traditionally-set Zhul,
which sends you out into a land-
scape of wizards, dungeons and
axe-wielding dwarves in pursuit of
hidden treasure.

Zkul has a bewildering number
of settings, some vexing logic tests,
a full cast, and an entirely satisfac-
tory store of treasures. It also
boasts (in our pre-production ver-
sion) a fair number of bugs, though
we trust that these latter features
will be removed by the time the
program hits the streets.

West and ZkuI cost f19.95 each,
are due for release in December,
and can be ordered from Talent
Computer Systems on 041-552
2t28.

ry,
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M O N ITO R/PRI NTER PACKAG ES
FOR

SINCLAIR OL
O NO INTERFACING PROBLEMS. JUST PLUG IN AND GO!

O AtL SYSTEMS FACTORY.TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH TO YOU!

MONITOR

Microvitec
14" colour
1451D03

PACKAGE DEALS

with Printer

Brother HRs +
mains adaptor

Epson RX80 F/T
Epson FX80
Epson FXl00
Epson DX100
Brother HR15
Canon PW1080A NL0
Epson JX80 colour
Canon PJ1080A colour

Package
Price

f425

f585
f725
f869
f745
f71 5
f649
f895
f835

Epson parallel printers supplied with RS232C l/F
fitted Canon printers supplied with Miracle Systems
l/F. All monitor and printer leads included.
Prices are inclusive of VAT. Add fl2 for delivery.

(lllustrated: ALwith Microvitec 1451DQ3 and
Epson RX8)F/T)

PRINTERS
Dot matrix:
Epson RX80

RXsOF/T
FXSO

FXl OO

101500
JX80 colour

Canon PWl080A NL0'
PJ1080A colour

Daisy Wheel:
Epson DXl00
Brother HRl

HR1 5

HR25

HR35

f260
f290
f425
f620

f 1,125
f625
f375
f529

f495
f675
f450
f795
f995

ACCESSORIES
Tractor feeders:
FXSO

101500
DXlOO
HR1

HRl 5
HR25/3s
Cut-sheet feeders:
DXlOO

HRl 5
HR25/35
Keyboards:
DXl()O

HR1 5

RS232C l/F
RS232C 2K buffer

MONITORS
Colour:
Microvitec
1431 Std. res.
1431 MZ Spectrum
1451 Med. res.
1451 D0. 0L
1441 High res.
1431 PAUAudio
1451 PAUAudio
Monochrome:
Philips
BM7502 green
BMl522 amber
Sanyo
DM2112
DM8112
Novex 121800

f35
f60
f90
f95
f90
f99

f1 99
f235
f299
f275
f506
f259
f375f250

f250
f250

f1 70
f 't70

f30
f65

f92
f92

f90
fI25
fl 20

Prices are inclusive of VAT
For Printers/Monitors add fl0 for express delivery and for Accessories add f5 for express delivery

ZEALMARKETING LIMITED
VANGUARD TRADING ESTATE, STORFORTH LANE, CHESTERFIELD S4O2TZ

Tel: 0246 208555 Telex: 541697
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Have Funwith

The QL provides some excellent
graphic facilities via the normal
SuperBasic input, but there may be
times when it is preferable to draw
directly onto the screen by an
alternative method.

The QL manual provides details
of the computer's memory map and
some guide to applying the screen.RAM which provides for direct
access to the screen.

Let's examine how it works:
The screen picture is controlled

by 32768 bytes of memory stored
between addresses LBl072 (20000
hex) and 163847 (28000 hex). This
consists of 256 picture lines con-
sisting of 128 bytes of data each.
The bytes are used in pairs, and
each pair controls four screen
pixels. The first two bytes at ad-
dresses t31072 and 131073 control
the first four pixels at the top
left hand corner of the screen and
the next two bytes the next four
pixels to the right, etc (not right to
left as your user manual tells you!).
The 128 bytes controlling the top
line, therefore, provide \tZgtD*4

lfi) REMark To print an 'airplane' sprite directly onto the screen
110 cl,s
120 RESTORE
130 FOR n:0 TO 15
140 READ a,b,c,d
150 POKE (147500*(n*128)),a : POKE (1 +(14Zb0O+(n* 128))),b
160 POKE (2+(147500+(n* 128))),c : POKE (B+(14?b00+(n*128))),d
170 READ e,f,g,h
180 POKE (4+(147500+(n* I28))),e: POKE (b+(r4?b00+(n* 128))),f
190 POKE (6+(147500+(n*128))),g: POKE (Z+(142800+(n*128))),h
200 NEXTn
210 DATA 0,L7 0,0,169,0,42,0,170,0,170,0,160,0,10,0,1?0,0,1?0,0,129,0,2,a,L7O
220 DATA 0,170,0,0,0,0,0,170,0,169,0,0,0,0,0,42,0,160,0,0,0,0,0,10,0,12g,0,160,0
230 DATA 10,0,2,0,10,0,160,0,10,0,160,0,1?0,0,160,0,10,0,170
240 DATA 0,170,0,169,0,42,0,170,0,1?0,0,16g,0,42,0,1?0,0,170,0,160,0,r0,0,170
250 DATA 0,170,0,L29,0,2,O,170,0,1?0,0,9,0,64,0,170,0,169,0,40,0,40,0,42

from each address controls the
second pixel, the third two control
the third pixel and so on. I have
tried to illustrate this more clearly
in the diagram below-:

In the diagram the top fow
represents the eight bits ofthe first
byte and the bottom row the eight
bits of the second byte. The first
two bits of the first byte determine
whether the first pixel contains
green and whether or not it is
flashing. The first two bits of the
second byte determine whether the
pixel contains red or blue. In each
case, if the digit is one, then the
factor wiil be present, if the digit is
zero then that factor will be absent
from the pixel. If all of the four
dlgits are zero, the pixel will be
black (no colour) and iTthey are all
one, the colour will be white and
the flash turned on.

The second pixel is controlled in
the same way by the third and
fourth bit in each byte, the third
pixel by the fifth and sixth bits and
so on. Once the control process is
understood it is easy to control the
screen. Try colouring the screen
with the following routine:
r1O CLS
110 INPUT'Entertwo

numbers, each between 0
and 255'rarb

120 FOR n:0 TO 32768 STEP 2
130 POKE 131072*n,a: POKE

131073 *n,b
r40 END FORn

Some good combinations of num-
bers are 170,0 or 0,170 or 0,85 or
0,255 or L70,170 or 170,85" Ex-
perimenting with other pairs can
produce some more fancy effects.

To conclude here's a little pro-
gram which will draw a black
'airplane' sprite against the normal
red background, roughly at the
centre of the screen. By poking thisin with SuperBasic we have a
system that would be rather slow
for many games - machine-code
entry would be preferable but it
may give some ideas on how to
extend personal programming as it
can be moved bv deletion- with
'0,170's and repriirted with incre-
mented addresses (1's for hori-
zontal, 1 28's for vertical).

which equals 256 pixels across the
screen. The next 128 bytes control
the next line down in the same wav
until the bottom right-hand corne-r
of the screen is reached. This
enables any particular point on the
screen to be readily located from
the memory.

The pair of bytes controlling
particular sets of four pixels con--
trol not only the location of the
pixels but also their colour and
whether or not they are flashing.

Experimenting can produce
some fancy effects.

To understand how this happens it
is necessary to consider the num-
bers stor:ed at a pair ofaddresses in
their binary state: each of the two
numbers will consist of a set of
eight binary digits, the first two
digits from each of the pair of
addresses is used to control t-he first
pixel. The second two binary digits

GREEN\

FIRSTBYTE
(sAY,131072)

FLASH

G F G F G F G F
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The first of a two-part
eualuation of interfaces and

for the QL.

There are basically two methods of
sending .information to or from a
computer. The bits that make up a
character or byte may be sent
simultaneously down a parallel set
of eight wires or they may be sent
serially, one after another down a
single wire. The former affords
faster rates of transfer but is more
susceptible to corruption over long
distances. The latter, though slow-
er, is more reliable arrd cheaper to
implement.

The QL has two RS-232C serial
ports, but no Centronics-compati-
ble parallel porb. Most low cost (dot
matrix) printers, however, make
use of the latter. So if you want
hard copy at a reasonable price,
you'll need sorne form of interface
to convert information transmitted
serially into being receiyed in par-
allel. Such devices go under a
variety of names, depending upon
where they plug in and what capa-
bilities they have. However, their
number is stead.ily growing.

Cheap And
Cheerful

At the bottom of the price scale are
the'plug-in=and-go' interfaces from
Sigma Research and Miracle sys-
tems. Requiring no special soft-
ware, these' are unsophisticated
devices that are easy to use.

Aside from differing appear-
ances, there is little to distiifuistr
them externally. Both adopt the
same configuration, with a lengthy
serial cable at one end and a short
ribbon cable at the other. The
interface is located between these
like a sort ofjunction box.

On the technical side, both units
are also very similar. They convert
information transmitted at the
QL's default rate of 9600 baud.
Also, presumably in the interests
of cost and simplicity, neither per-
mits this rate to be varied. Fur-
thermore, both use the QL as a

power source.
. Overall, Sigma's interface,
though marginally cheaper,
appeared to be the better finished;
The Centronics connector is metal
as opposed to plastic. The UART
specifically designed for inputting
serial data and the PCB incorpo,
rates a ceramic resonator giving

Ges
more accurate clock frequencies.
Also the use of CMOS ICs ihrough-
out gives a very low current con-
sumption.

Fixed Or Vari*le?
To get around the problem of fixed
Baud rates, Care Electronics have

Mirarle Sy stems parallel interface

Micro Control Systems' Super Spooler
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m
recently released a'serial to paral-
lel converter'. Similar in design to
the plug-in-and-go interfacei, it
incorporates a switch that allows
operation at 75,300, 600, 1200,
2400, 4800 and 9600 baud. Com-
petitively priced at under f,38 it
would appear to be very good
value.

The facility to vary Baud rates is
standard on the more expensive
'intelligent' serial interfaces, avail-
able from printer manufacturers
themselves as well as independent
suppliers. Using an RX-80FT prin-
ter to test such products, we looked
at one of Epson's standard inter-
faces and one specifically designed
for the QL from Micro Control
Systems.

Installing either system requires
that the printer be partially dis-
mantled so that an additional cir-
cuit board can be fi.xed onto the
PCB. Also DIP switches on the
Epson and jumpers on MCS's board
(determining such things as
Baud rate, parity and hand-
shaking) have to be set. Somewhat
fiddly, users would be advised
to leave installation to the retailer.
However, failing this, Epson do
provide a comprehensive manual
covering each step of the proce-
dure. MCS for their part have
indicated that they will be dis-

pensing with jumpers and hard
wiring the options.

With the cable being an integral
part of connecting the MCS, all
that's left is to plug into the SER1
slot. To connect up the Epson, the
lead supplied with the QL sufficed.
However, if you do not have one of
these then a BT/25way D-type lead
will cost a further f,12.

With the circuit boards in place,
DIP switches or jumpers set at the
QL's default rate and cables con-
nected, the interfaces are as easy to
operate as those previously ex-
amined. Their performance,
however, is considerably better
thanks to a device known as a
buffer incorporated on the board.

The buffer acts as a reservoir,
supplying a steady stream of
characters to the printer, yet at
the same time permitting the com-
puter to transmit them at a much
faster rate. When fuII, the printer
signals to the computer to pause
until the buffer is emptied. Then
the process repeats itself.

Buffering output, occasionally
known as'spooling', has the effect
of reducing the amount of time that
a computer is 'printer bound'. The
bigger the buffer, the quicker a
computer can divest itself of all the
characters to be printed and move
onto another task leaving the prin-

ter to continue on its own. To get
some idea of the savings involved,
printing out 16K of text (four
foolscap pages) would take nearly
five minutes on an FX-80. With a
16K buffer this is reduced to 32
seconds.

An alternative to the external,
buffered interface is provided by
CST, who have neatly sidestepped
the problems associated with the
QL's serial ports by not using them
at all. Instead, their Q-PI board fits
into the expansion bus slot on the
left hand edge of the QL, adding a
further two inches of matching
ribbed black plastic.

In effect, CST's device adds a
Centronics compatible port to the
QL's existing complement. A 2K
ROM on the PCB supplies QDOS
with the necessary drivers. This
arrangement has certain advan-
tages. First, it can harness the QL's
own RAM to act as a print buffer;
though, admittedly at the expense
of memory in which programs may
run. Secondly, transmission rates
are limited only to the speed at
which the printer is capable of
digesting information.

The major drawback with Q-PI is
that the slot it occupies is the one
designated for RAM extensions
and disk drives. However, expan-
sion modules are currently being
produced which allow the slot to
accommodate more than one de-
vice. Additionally, whilst Q-PI,
with its own drivers does require
some additional commands for it to
run, they are consistent with those
governing serial ports and as such
the user need not worry about such
things as baud rate, parity and
handshaking. For example, to open
a channel for printing you n-eed
only write "open #3,par". More
interesting, to print out the con-
tents of a Microdrive, simply enter
the command "copy mdvl_
filename to par-5000".

Miracle Systems, Auondale
Workshops, Woodland Way, Kings-
wood, Bristol BS15 lQL [,3.95
_ Sigmg, Research, 95 Vinery
Road, Cambridge CB 1 SDW f,39

Care Electronics, Unit 74, Peer-
glow Industrial Estate, Old's
Approach, Tolpits Lane, Watford,
HertsWDl SS.R &t8
- A>f,ine Computer Systems, 1
Church Lane, Willoughtty, Water-
leys, Liecs LE9 ?UD f,61 (2K) to
{]73 (64K)The curiously-narned Q-PI plug-in module
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MaklngtheMost
of Multltasklng

Multi-tasking - the ability to run
more than one program concur-
rently - has never been so readily
available on a micro as cheap as
the QL, but somehow the technique
of writing programs to multi-task
has gained a false reputation for
being difficult.

Of course, multi-tasked pro-
grams don't actually run at the
same time, as a simple serial pro-
cessor like the 68000 is not capable
of that, but the illusion is very
realistic. What happens is that
each program, known as a job, is
allocated a slice of the processor's
time. By choosing a suitable length
of time for each slice,.it is easy to
make each job seem to be con-
tinually running. A compromise
must be made between the amount
of time spent allocating the time
slices and the length of each slice,
otherwise nothing will ever get
done!

On Schedule
The program controlling the time
slice allocation is known as the
scheduler. It runs in the 68000's
supervisor mode, continually stop-
ping and starting each job. These
generally run in user mode, as
stepping into supervisor mode
stops the multi-tasking. When a
job does enter supervisor mode it is
generally through a QDOS routine
which will at some point return to
user mode.

A job can be in one of three well
defined states. It can be actiue - it
will, in time, be allocated its time
slices - inactiue - thejob is present
in mernory but will never get an
allocation of time - and suspended
- the job is active but can't run
(although it would dearly love to),
because it is waiting for some other

Inthe dark days before the

QL, multi-tasking was the
dornain of the mini and
mainframe. That has all

Denning is quick to point out.

process to finish.
For example, a job talking to a

printer will find itself suspended
quite often as printers are very
slow devices and cause the port to
which they are connected to be
periodically inactive. This in turn
causes the job to be suspended. A
job may also want to get some
input from the keyboard, but is
unable to at the moment because
anotherjob is using it.

A suspended job will eventually
be released, and will then get its
share of the time slices. A job
awaiting input/output is quite like-
ly to be released outside its time
slice as the VO subsystem is gener-
ally independent of the jobs.

High Pfiority
A programmer can decide how
often a job is going to get a time
slice by setting the job's priority.
This varies between 0 and. l27i
with 127 being the highest poss-
ible. In theory, a job with a priority
of 127 will be allocated time slices
127 times as ofben as a job with
priority 1. A priority of zero is a
special case. It means that a job
will never get a time slice, but it
doesn't necessarily mean that a job
is technically inactive. A job may
have been started at one point and
then had its priority set to zero
some time later.

There is also the concept ofajob
hierarchy, with one job owning
another so that a job tree is cre-
ated. All jobs created from BASIC
(for example, using the EXEC or
EXEC-W commands) are owned
by the SuperBasic interpreter,
which is the highest job and cannot
be killed (removed). The Super-
Basic interpreter itselfhas a prior-
ity of32 until changed, and alljobs
created by the interpreter are also
given priorities of 32. When a job is
killed, all jobs in the same tree
below that job are also killed. The
process ofkilling ajob also releases
any channels it may have open and
any RAM it may have adopted
from the system. It is, however,
good practice to explicitly close a
job's channels before killing the job
(well, I think so anyway!).

Job ownership implies that it
must be possible to uniquely ident-
ify a given job, and this is done by
QDOS producing job IDs when jobs
are created. In the current imple-
mentation the job ID is a long word
(four bytes), consisting of a job
number in the lower word andatag
in the higher word. The job number
is related to the number of jobs
currently in the machine. The
BASIC interpreter is job number 0,
and the next job created will be job
number 1. Another job created will
be given job number 2. Now, if we
killed job number 1 and created a
new job, it would be given job
number 1.

The tag is rather different. It
relates to the number ofjobs which
have been created since the system
was last reset. Thejob created afber
the BASIC interpreter wiII be
given tag 0, the next tag 1 and so
on. Killing one of these jobs and
creating another one will give it
the next tag number; not the tag
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corresponding to one of the killed
jobs.

For example when a machine is
first switched on, the only job
present is job number 0, tag 0. This
iq the SuperBasic interpreter. If we
loaded another two jobs they would
be given numbers 1 and 2 with tags
0 and 1. Killing the first job and
creating another will cause the
new job to be given a job number of
1 but with atagof 2.

The techniques for writing jobs
involve taking account of two
things: jobs are stopped and started
automatically by the scheduler at
undefined points in time, and
QDOS creates a job in an arbitrarv
location in memory. So our code

must be re-entrant and position-
independent, neither of which is
exactly hard to ensure.

Clocking On
The programs presented here dem-
onstrate the techniques we have
discussed, without being deviously
difficult to understand. The first is
a clock program which displays the
current time and day at the top left
hand corner of the screen. The
source code is shown in the format
required by the GST assembler,
although as most assemblers follow
the same general conventions the
only words that may need chang-
ing are the INCLUDE and DATA

directives (the Metacomco assem-
bler uses the words GET and SIZE
instead).

The first part of the program is
known as the 'standard format
code'. This declares that a word
starting at byte 6 of the job must be
$4AFB, and this is followed by the
name of the job. The code proper
starts at the C-START label. The
first thing we do is set the priority
of the clock to 1 so that it doesn't
noticeably slow BASIC down. We
then use the UT-SCR utility to
open a screen window at the pos-
itions specified in PBLOCK.

Next enter a loop in which MT-
MODE is called to check which
screen mode the QL is in. This

r Ere(ut.bl! clork proort. lor th€ !L

| 8f Adil 0?niin! 22nd SeltEiber l98l
r Copyright lC) 1901 Adi. 0Eniinq

157 0 000000r{ 76FF

158 0 00000046 4Erl
159 0 0000004s ?F08

160

l0t
162

163

16{ 0 000000tA 7013

165 0 000000tc {Eil
t66 0 0000001t 20sF

167 0 00000050 ?Fol

168

169

170

l7l
tl7
l7l
171

175 0 00000052 43Ec00J2

l16 0 00000056 347900€c

t77 0 00000054 {t92
t7t
179

180

l8t
t82

tgl
1S{ 0 0000005c I}scE

ls5 0 00000058 3r7€00D0

185 0 000000a2 4E92

tgl
ls8
lg9

t90
l9l
192 0 0000006{ 7005

r9J 0 00000066 7220

t9{ 0 00000069 76FF

195 0 0000006( 4Etl
196

t97

t9s
199

200

201 0 0000006c 2?1F

20? 0 00000068 {3Ec00t2
201 0 00000072 3478009E

201 0 00000076 4E92

206

201

?08

209 0 0000007€ DlcE

2t0 0 00000074 I17s0000

2il 0 0000007E 4E92

2t2
2lJ 0 00000080 5042

21l'

i0vE! t-r rI}3
IRAP I]
ll0t,E.L A0r-(A7)

tEA.L 50tA4t,Al
it}!t,r ct{-0ATE,A2

tJSfi (42)

ll0vE.L {47)+,Dt

LEA.L 50{At),Al
ilovE.ll cil-DAY,A2

JSR iA2)

A00A.L A6!Al

i{}vE.T ur_rr€rr,A2
JSR (42)

SRN.s RE EilTNY

ln{inite tiieoui
AIter rindor
S.ve ch.nnel lI}

9t
95 00000100

96r
91 r
98r
99r

100

lot 0 00000000 6010

t0? 0 00000002 00000000

r03 0 00000006 tAFt
l0l 0 00000008 0007

l0r 0 0000000A llsFt3{ctFt3

IIICLIIDE'dyl-h?.drr-ail'

0ATA 236 Ass..blEr dirF.tivr rhi.h srts
th. job,e drt. iltE. to Hte

Eirr rpE(i{ied in bytle. Th.
only ellect ie thit this rrlue
ert! ltved in tiE {ilE he.d.r

BRA.S C-START lgno.e rtindrrd lort.t (odr
0c,t 0

DC,l IIAFB Strrdrrd torftt idrnti{icrtion
D[.f 7 Pro!1r n1e
I}C,S 'A_Ct0ct('!0

lltT-PRI0f,,0o Set priority
l-l,l)l o{ thir job

11,02 to I
tl

I IiT-RCLC( reidg the retl ti.e cloc[, It i9 pigsEd no prr.rEtErg but
r returns thE lon! inteqer ti$ in Dl .id co/rupts D2 rnd A0

llovEo |tlT-f,Clct(!00 RE.d the rloct into 01.1
TRAP II
|!ol/E.L (A7)+rt0 R.trievr rh.nnet I0
l.l(}VE,i l}l,-{n7) giy! the reid tiNe

r ll.ke Al point to I euittbls strrk addr?s3 rel.tiye to A6 tien crll
I the yrctored utility Cil_0ATE, $ich convertr the looq iiteger tire ir
I Dl to r Etrirg on th! lttqk pointed to by A1, It prEs.rvrr ill
r reqirtErE etcept Al thici not points t! the rtirt o{ the string. Ihe
t roltine requirer '.t least 22 byt$' of ll Bt.ck

ill 0 00000012 700t c-START it]\,E!
lr2 0 0000001t 72FF [0vE0
llJ 0 00000016 t40l lt0vEe

ilr 0 000000t8 lErl TRAP

106

107

108

l0t
ll0

il5
ll6
ll7
lls
ll9
120

l2l 0 0000001A 347800cs

122 0 00000018 a3FA0062

123 0 00000022 tE92

t2a
125

t26
t27

tzg
129

130

lJr 0 0000002{ 2F0r
l3? 0 00000026 7010

l3I 0 00000029 72FF

l3t 0 0000002t llot
r35 0 0000002c tEll
136 0 0000002E 285t
137

tJ8

139

lt0
l4l 0 000000t0 43Ft00:a

lt? 0 0000003{ 328c0095

l{3 0 00000038 1A0l

llt 0 0000003a 6102

lt5 0 000000tc E30l

1t5

t11
l{s
lt9
150

t!l
It2

t iT-Pnl0R r.tE the prio.ity o{ thE job rho5E lD iB hEld in I)l t0 th€I vrluE held in 02. lt prr5.rv!! tll rEligt€rE Etr.gt A0 HhiEi Erdr up
r ioldin! th. brge rddrrsi o{ thr job control trer for tiii jot

Put ruit.!l€ gtick tdd.es5 in Al
Al hold5 otleet frot A6 of Eta.t
oi dat. r.ei; convert d.tE to ASCII

netrieve clocl tiiE
9!it.bl. !tatk rddre5E in Al

Convert to ASCII d.y strinE

r UT-SCR iE. v.Etored utility dirh opens. sr,een devirp {SCR_} using
I the pir...trr! suppliEd in the delinition bloct poiited to by Al. lt
I returrs rith the l0 o{ tie opened chtnn.t ii A0, 00 - l)J ind AI - Al
I ar. totrllf corrupted

I irkr th. Al ettrl pointer rb5oiute by iddinq A6 to it, ind thrn !5E
I the UT_iIErT routinE t0 print th. string. UT_iTEIT rEquire5 the II)
| 0t thE cirnnel to riici thE ltriig is to bE printEd to be ir A0.id ll
r iust point to the b.ge o{ thr striig. !0 - DJ rnd Al - AJ .rE rlined

AD0A.L AitAl lT-iTElT n.edE A1 pointinq to
llol./E.l UT-llTEIt,A2 an rb!olut. rddrerE, not A6

ISR {42) retitive. p.int strin!

r I0_SBYTE sEidr the byte held in Dl to the chrnret rhoee l0 is held in
| 40, 13.ust hqld tie tirtout.nd on returi rll regilters etc.pt DorDl
I and AI rre preBErved

mVEe |I0_SBYTE,D0 Send . spacr
ItovEo r' ,Dl
l0vt0 l-lrDl ln{injt€ ti.eolt
TRAP 13

r Cil_DAY i3 identical to Cll-I)AIE exc€pt that it ronverts the long rntEqEr
I tim in !l to i day o{ the &ek $. 5trinq on thE Al st.rk. lt only
t rpquirei 'rt l..st 3 byteE' on thr Al rtlck

llllvt,r uT_scn,A2

tEA,t Pt!0cKrAl
JSR (A2)

0pan gcr€€n rindor
Usiig th. de{inition5 in PILoC(

I llT-Dil)0E ErtE or re.ds the displry mdE drpridirq on thr kEys 5ent ts
I bytr valueE i[ 0l .nd l]2. -l in Dl rfidr thr mdE, 0 Eets thE $de to
I 0 rnd I Eitr the rcde tD 8. -l in 02 retdr ti. diiplty type, 0 s.tE it
I t0 aonito..odpr I s.t! it to t.l.virion.ode. lh. routjne rEturnr rith
r tie displry rode ir Dl, thr diEplry type i0 D? ird it corrllts A4

RE_EI{TRY llllvt.L Al!-(47) prerErv? At
l0l/E0 lllT-Dl(}oE,lo nlrd rcd€
i0vE0 t-l,01
It0vE.E lt,ll2
TNAP II
tl0!E.L (A7)r,A1 netri.r€ At

{ Tii5 sEEtion erl5 th. rindil ridth held in DEFBt0Cfi to either 130 0r
| 300 dep.idiog o0 the lcrEpn .gder tioie vilue is .{rr€nily in 0l

LEA.I I)EFIt0CKIAI ie.dy to rltrr rindor
tlllvf.l 1150, (All 150 {or .ode 0

TSt.t !l
tE0. s nlllil llln
LSt,l (Al) 300 {or .od€ I

r llor tlt€r th. rindot..cordingly uiiig SD-lD€t, ThiB trap requires Al
I to goint to i p.rrftter blocl.oittining lolr rord5 !- thE tindot
r ridth, it5 hligitr I orilin rid Y origin. A0 hold! tie I[ ol the
r thrnn€l b.ing eltrred, l)l holdr tie ti.Eout, 0l,l holdr ths bord€r
t colour rnd D2,l holde tie borde. ridth, All regl5tE.5 Ercspt Dl rnd Al
| 8rE praEervrd

r As tor Ctl-oATE etriiq p.intinq, rake Al .bEolute ind then !EE UT-fiTEtT
I rs b€lore to print th€ day of th. rEek to the rrreen

l5l 0 000000tE 7000 i0illloR t0'JE0 ts0-t0EFJ00
155 0 00000010 7200 t!0vE0 ro,lr
156 0 000000t2 2{01 i0vE,L l)t,t2

llo bordrr colooa
No border ridth

[hinqe {ron A6 rel io ab9!lute
Frint d.y

Loop il ichEduler pernit5

llo border
Stippled red/blacl p.perr rhite ink
tlindor {idth
liidor heiqht
lindor I porition
lindor Y porition

221

222 it{0

Note: The nachine code loader for these programs will appear next
month,

215 0 0000008? 0000 Ptt0[( m.t 0

216 0 0000008{ 1207 0c.t fl?oi
2t7 0 000000s6 0096 DEFB|.00( 0[.t 150

218 0 00000088 0004 Dc,t 10

219 0 0000008A 002r Dc.r 36

??0 0 0000009c 0005 0c.t :
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information is used to alter the size
of the window so that it is just big
enough to hold the date informa-
tion: 1984 Oct 27 15:34:15 Sat.
Notice that register ,{4 is saved
while we're doing this. This is
because when a job is first acti-
vated registers A4, A5 and A6 are
set up so that A6 holds the address
of the start of the job, (A6,A4.L)
points to the start of the job's data
area and (A6,A5.L) points to the
end of the job. MT-RCLCK reads
the current time as a long integer
into D1, and CN-DATE converts
this into the string: 1984 Oct 27
L5:34:15. CN-DATE needs A1 to
point to a suitable stack area to put
the time and date string, and A1

must be relative to A6 (in other
words (A6,A1.L) points to the abso-
lute address of the stack). UT-
MTEXT is used to print this string
to our window, followed by IO-
SBYTE to send a space.

Finally, CN-DAY converts the
time into the day of the week and
UT-MTEXT prints this. The pro-
gram then branches back to RE-
ENTRY to do it all over again.

Sounding The
AIawn

The next program demonstrates
how to create subsidiary jobs - it's
still a clock, but this time it looks

for the third program - an alarm -
and loads it as a job if it finds it.
Things are written in such a way
that the second clock proipam will
run quite normally as a clock if it
can't find the alarm, and the alarm
can be loaded and run by itself
usingthe EXEC command.

Most of the code in the second
clock program is very similar to the
first version, but it is preceded by a
block of code from just after C-
START to NO-AJOB. Here we try
to open the file containing the
alarm program using IO-OPEN.
The value in D3 here specifies
which mode of access to use.
OPEN-INS means 'Open for
shared input', which means that it

r Erecutrble rlock and .lirr proqr.. {or the 0L

I [opyriqht (l) 1984 Ad!r Dennin!

IHCLlJOE

DATA

HDN tIil EOIJ

'adv: 
_heeder-rBn

150

[.STARI

0

t4AF8

1

'a_cL0c(',0

rhT-PRI0R! D0

r-t,!1
t1,02
il

ALARi_J08iA0

r-l rDl
t0PE11-tlrstDS

il0-0PEN! 00

12

DO

NO-AJt)I

ill0f,_LEr{JD2

r-l,!3
D_SPACE !Al
lFs_HtADF !00
t3

40, - {47 )

D_SFACE,41

{Al)jD2
6{At),Di
l- 1,01

t0rAl
{r{r_cJ08JD0

il
DO

AJ0!_0t(
(A7)+!A0

rr0-c$sE,D0
t2
{0_AJ0t

40, Al

1A7) +,A0

Dt,-(47)
*FS_t0AD,00

t- l, Dl
tl
il0-ct0sE,00
*2

{47) +,D1

11,02

r0,0l
{t1I_ACTIV,00

tl

llT-9CR,A2

PBL0Ci(,A1

(42)

44, - {47 )

$1T_Dl10DE,D0

r-l 1Dt

01,02
t1

{47) i tA4

DEF8L0€l(,Ar

il50,lAt )

01

il0NtT0R
(41 )

tsD_ilDEF, D0

t0, Dl

!1,02
l-1,03
t3
A0r- (A7)

thT_Rc$(,00
t1
(47)+!40

!l r- (47)

50{44),Al
cti-DATETA?

(42)

45, Al

!T_ilIEri,A2
(A2)

il0_sBYrErD0

t' ',Dl
*-l,03
*3

(A7 )+,01

5Q (Ari 
! A1

l]N-DAY rA2
(A?)

46, Al

ui-r{ItxTtA2
tA2 )

RE €ilINY

u

,1 20t
150

l0
lb

laxiilur herdEr length

Iqror. rtandrrd +oroit .odr

Stend.rd {ordet ideiti+icatioi
Progrtr n!aa

SPt priority
ol this job

tol

open slaEen rindo*
Ustng the d€{iijtiois in PB!0Ck

155

116 0 0000007E 2F0c RE_tNrRy i0vt.t
157 0 00000080 7010 ilo\iEo

158 0 00000082 72FF llovEe

159 0 00000081 t40l i(]!E.B
160 0 00000086 4E41 TRAP

161 0 00000088 ?85F t10vE.t

162

163 0 0000008A 43FA0tr66 LEA.L

lr4 0 0000008E l?8c0096 t1!vE.|
165 0 00000092 4A0r Tsr.t
166 0 00000094 670? 880.5
167 0 00000096 E3Dl lsL.l,l
168

l6t 0 00000099 7000 ilt)iltT0R t0vEa
170 0 0000009A 7200 r10vE0

171 0 0000009c 2401 r10v€,t

17? 0 0000009t i6FF i0vE0
l7J 0 000000a0 4E4t TRAP

174 0 000000A2 2F08 t0vE.L

176 0 000000A4 7013 l{0\/E0

177 0 000000A6 tE4l TRAP

179 0 00r)00048 205F r10vE.L

179 0 000000AA 2f0l il0vt.L
180

Pregerve A4

Read.odr

netrieve A4

Ready to alter rindo*
150 {or oodE 0

300 for rode I

No bordpr colour
lllo border ridth
In{inite tiirout
AltFr rindor
Srve chBin€l II

Rerd the clocli iito 01.1

Fetrieve chaniel ID

Srve the reld tire

Put 5uitable et.rk addrEss if Al

A4 hold5 oflset {ror A6 o{ rt.ri
o{ diti irFai ronveri ditr to ASCII

Ul-lT€Il need6 A1 pointiig to
an ebrolute addres5r iot A6

relitive, Print ttrinq

Send a !pa.e

In{inite ti6eout

Fetrieve clock troE

Suit.ble iteck iddreiB in Ai

Convart to ASill day st.ii9

Chanqe {ron A6 rei to absolutF

Fr!ni d.y

Loop rs ichedulBr perolt!

No bordPr
Siippled red/black prperr uhite inl
l,lindos udth
!jndor heighl
lrrndor I poijtioi
liiidor Y po!ition

Strrt oi job dat. rpirE

93

94 00000095

95

96 0000000F

91

9€ 0 00000000 60t0
99 0 00000002 0000000i

100 0 00000006 4AFB

101 0 00000008 0007

102 0 00000004 115F134C4Ftl

103

Bf,A.S

u[.1
DC.U

DC.ld

il0vE0

t{0vE0

tl0vE!
TRAP

Lm.i
t0vE0

ll0vE0

rtivt0
INAP

TST.L

BilE,S

l0{ 0 00000012 700t c_sTARr

t05 0 00000014 72rr
106 0 000000t6 7401

107 0 00000018 4E{1

t08

!09 0 00000014 41F400c0

110 0 0000001E 7?FF

lll 0 00000020 7601

112 0 00000022 7001

ll] 0 00000024 {E42

114 0 00000026 4480

115 0 00000028 66{A

r16

117 ( 00000024 740F

il8 0 0000002[ ?6FF

119 0 000000?E 43FA00[A

l?0 0 00000032 7047

121 0 00000034 4E43

122

123 0 00000036 2F0g

124 0 00000038 43F400c0

125 0 00000031 2411

t26 0 0000003E ?6290006

r27 0 00000042 72FF

128 0 000000{4 ?27c00000000

t29 0 00000044 7001

130 0 0000001c 4€41

I31 0 0000001E 4A80

tJ2 0 00000050 670!

lJ3 0 00000012 ?05F

lt4 0 00000054 7002

1i5 0 00000016 {E42

l3a 0 0000005s 60ll
137

138 0 00000054 2?48

139 0 0000005c 205F
140 0 0000005E 2F01

141 0 00000060 7048

112 0 000000&2 76FF

143 0 00000061 4€43

l{{ 0 00000066 7002

t45 0 00000068 4E42

146 0 0000006A 22tF
t47 0 0000006c 7401

r{8 o 000l)006€ 7600

119 0 00000070 700A

l:0 0 00000072 4E4r

112 0 00000074 347800c!

153 0 00000079 r3FA00i1
154 0 0000007c 4E92

i0vE0

i0vE0

tEA.t
110v!0

TRAP

ti0vE. t
LEA. t
llovE.L

t10\/E,t

t{0vt0
ilt]'lE,L
H0'tE0

TRAP

TST.L

tEo,s

It0vE. L

t10\/E0

rRAP

rnA.s

181 0 000000ac 43Ec0032

182 0 000000t0 J{7800tc
l€3 0 00000084 4E9?

t8t
185 0 00000086 D5[E

186 0 00000088 34780000

It7 0 0000008c 4€92

t88

189 0 0000008€ 700:

190 0 000000c0 7??0

r91 0 000000c2 76tF

192 0 000000c4 4E4l

193

194 0 000000c6 22lF
195 0 000000c8 438c0032

t96 0 000000cc J478008E

197 0 00000000 4Et2

198

t99 0 00000002 03cE

200 0 00000004 t4780000

201 0 00000008 4E92

?t2

LEA, t
IIOV!.14

JSR

ADOA,L

t10vt. t{

JSR

fi0!E0

t10\/t0

tl0vE0
rRAF

r,1!vt. I
LIA. L

t!0vE. I
J5R

ADOA. L

!r0vE, lr

JSR

?03 0 0000000A 60A? 8RA,s

20t

AJ0t-0l( lt0vt.t
ilI]!t,L
novE,L

110v€0

t0vE0
TRAP

lt0vE0

iRAP

tl0|/E.t
il0vE0

t0!E0
t0vE0

TNAP

N0-AJ0B il(]vE. I
LEA.I
JSn

205 0 000000!1 00iF AlARil-Jo8 DC.l'l It
206 0 0(,00000E AD54763l5F6l DC.l rdvl_alarn_erec ,0

208 0 000000EE 0000 P8L00K Dc.[
?09 0 000000F0 1207 Dc.0

210 0 000000F2 0096 DtFBLou( oc.t{
2ll 0 000000F4 000A Dc.t
212 0 000000F6 0024 0c.lrl

2l] 0 000000F8 0005 0c.|
2\4

215

?16

2t1
rl{il ToTAL ERR0nS 0 (line (r)

rT}I Tt]TAL IARl{Il,165 O (IiiE OI

nenory uleqe I kbytee

000000FA D_slAlt Eoll

ENI
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will open the file for reading and
leave it in such a state that bther
programs can read the same file at
the same time. The name of the file
is held as a QDOS string (l-word
length; the rest the characters of the
string) at ALARM-JOB. Here
we've called it mdvl-alarm-
exec, but any name will do. If this
open fails, then DO will not be zero
after IO-OPEN, so we jump
straight to the main part of the
clock program. Otherwise we read
the alarm job's file header into
memory. This header contains two
pieces of important information -
the length ofthejob and the length
of its data space. We load these
values into D2 and D3 and use

MT-CJOB to create the job. ?IIIS
DOES NOT ACTMTE IT. The
ID of the newly created job is
returned in D1 and the address at
which it is to be loaded in A0. We
use FS-LOAD to load the file into
the allocated area and then close
the file as it is no longer needed.

Finally, activate the job with a
priority of 1. Notice that we put 0
in D3 before calling MT-ACTIV,
as we want the clock to continue
runnirrg once the alarm has been
startetl. If -1 was used instead, the
effect would have been similar to
EXEC-W - the clock wouldn't
start until the alarm had finished.
After that the clock program is the
same as we used before.

The alarm program opens a con-
sole device and prompts for an
alarm time. This should be in the
form 15:00:00 or whatever time
you want. It now uses MT-RCLCK
to continually read the time until
the real time is equal to the alarm
time. When this happens the pro-
gram sends a command to the 8049
co-processor to tell it to make a
disgusting racket. The routine to
send a command is MT-IPCOM,
and the command for sound is
shown in I-SOUND. The program
then continually scans the
keyboard until F1 is pressed, when
it sends another command to the
IPC telling it to shut-up. Finally,
the job kills itself.

I A ,rogrr. to d.ionrtr.tE (o.tutir.tion tith the g0l9 to-lror.Eslr
r A.!lti-t.Fliiq.lrr.!
t ly Adi. lrmiig 15/10/81 Copyright {C} lgga Adrt l)eining

OATA I5O

IIiCLIJI)E'.dvl_he.drr-.rr

r5t 0 0000007{.03Fc000d00!c

155 0 0000007n 3$c00089s00
156 0 00000080 4IFA005E .

157 0 00000084 9lCE ,

159 0 00000086 347s00t6

159 0 00000084 7003

t60 0 0000008c 1t9?

t6l 0 0000008E lt80
162 0 00000090 650t

t6J

l6t 0 00000092 70ll
t6t 0 0000009t r7fA003E

t56 0 00000098 tE{l
t67

t68 0 00000094 70il U{(-Rt)t
169 0 0000009c 17FA00|A

r70 0 00000040 {€4r

172 0 000000A2 02010002

173 o 00000046 6iF?
l7t
r75 0 000000n8 70ll
176 0 00000044 l7fA00l8
177 0 000000tE tt|l

ADl)A,t

It0vt.l
LEA,t

sljEt,r
iovE.r
i0v[!
J9R

T5I,L

lE's
i0v$
LEN.I

TRAP

il}vEe

tEA,I
rRAP

il2,4'l fi.l. Al poiot to tire in.Btri;!
lTIliE_Ltt{r0{A6rAl.Ll tlil. tr.! !tiln9 ti.E only
BUF-PoSIAo Point to eltrt tir st'lng

95

96 000000t2 sTAcl(

97 00000008 ili!_LEll
9[
99 0 00000000 601A

t00 0 00000002 00000000

10t 0 00000006 4AFB

t02 0 00000008 0005

t0t 0 0000000A 414ct1521000

50

s

A.START

0

,{AFB

'At ARt',,0

illT-PRI0Rr00

t-t,01
il,02
t1

iovt! tro_cLosE,!0
lnAP t2

llrl-Rttcr(,00
It
STAC((Ail,At

$r_DAIE,A2
(42)

S.tP llt(e {or lttrk
l.ngth o{ ti.r ltrirg

Ignore strndird tor.tt rod!

St.ndrrd {or..t ID mrd
Job naaa

|lo bordet

ll.rk piper riti rhit. iil
Iindor ridth
lindor hright
lindor I origin
lindor I origin

Set priority
o{ thi: job

!ol

0per rreEilied soniEle devi!.

LaaYe il €aror

Print 'Alir. titel ' to conrole

Fetch e 5tring {ro. th. conrole

ilrvs enorlh chlractrrr b!€n
collrrtrd?
{o; priit'livilid ti.!1' to
conrolr rnd try tgiin

nliove tErrinrtlrq line {ald
Storr string lenlth.t stirt
o{ itriiq bt{lrr

Clos€ coorola rhtnntl

nE.d the clocl

Pul sifE sttcl iddrctr in fl
Conv.rt tir to lslll

46,40
|JT_cstR,a2

t3,t0
tAzt

DO

cH(-iliE

iltl_tPc0i,l}0
I_5I)U|D,AJ

il

iltT_lPIBiJD0
(!YRl}t_0rA3

l1

12r01

cH|(_n0t

iltr-tPc0i,00
x-st)utl),Al
It

tt{T-Ff,J0t,l)0

t-t,Dl
ll

t2
lAlerr tir.! '

l4
'lnvrlid ti..l',10

Co4lrE th! t*o rtrings

Eq$rl?
l{oi t.y rgiin

gend i cor.rnd to 9049 IPC

'Start tound' pt.atter blocl

SEnd r rou$d to 80{9 IPC

'Retd kEror 0' prrlt.tEr blocl

l! Fl being p.rsr8d?

Send r.o0tnd to 8019 IPC

'(ill round' parttlt$ blocl

lor kill th. Job

Initiite lound colrnd
Eight p.rrfttlE
All I p{r.et.r5 ..E I bit!
Pitch I
Pit!h 2

literv.l bltr..n it4r
lnlinit. duratiqn -
Ft.p oI li rril o{ I
no randomeg! or {ulzinas!
no r!!ly
round to avln addrlgs

lill 5ouid
|lo par.a!ter!
no.eply
rolnd tg rvio rddress

lerd leybo.rd ror co.&id
ont ptraaat*.
lo[5t fou. bitr only
ror 0

nrply o{ I bit!

E0u

€0u

BNA.S

l}C,L

DC.r

0c,t
0c. B

t0r
105

106

107 0 00000010 0000

l0g 0 00000012 0007

109 0 00000014 0t?c
lt0 0 00000016 00ll
tll 0 00000018 0021

lt2 0 0000001A 000t
113

I The d?tilitior blo(k {or I rongole dlvir. to b. oplned rith ill-Co{

P8L0Cr( DC.t 0

oc,t 1

0t,t 300

DC.t 20

0c,t t6
m,t l5

A[0t.8
Btc.s

It0|,$
r-EA.!
TRAP

ll{ 0 0000001c 700t A-sIAnr i0vEc
ll5 0 00000018 7?Ff i0v€!
lt6 0 000000?0 7401 t0vE!
u7 0 00000022 4Ert rfiAP
It8
ll9 0 00000024 43FAFFEA

120 0 000000?8 ]t7800c6

'21 
0 000000?t 4E92

l?2 0 0000002E 66000080

l?t 0 00000032 t3FA0082 0iT-llttE
125 0 00000016 317s0000

126 0 0000001A {E9?

r28 0 0000001c t3FA0081

129 0 00000010 7{09
ll0 0 000000t2 76FF

131 0 000000fi 7002

132 0 00000016 ril3
1J3

134 0 000000t8 0il10009
135 0 0000001c 670c

t36 0 000000tt |JFA007{
137 0 000000:? 3r7800D0

iss 0 00000056 tte2
1J9 0 00000058 60Dg

lt0

tEA,t PBLoCK,AI

iovE. I tJT_C0il,A2

JSR (A2}

lllt ALAni_Elt!

LtA,t T_fiSS,Al
l10vE,t lJl-tJIEIT,A2

JSR (A2}

LEA.L IIIFFER,AI

i0v€0 finlE_t-Elt+l r!2
It0vEc t-l,ll3
t0vE0 ilo_tuNE,00
TNAP IJ

cnpr,r irnr-lrtt+r,lr
t!c.s vAt-TIiE
lEA,r ERR_ttESS,Al

i0vE.t uT-ttIElT,A2
JSR (A2I

tRA.3 8Er_lliE

17,
Lt9

r80 0 00000080 7005 ALART_III) i0VEe

lst 0 000000r? 72FF t!0vE!
l8? 0 000000il 4ilr ]RAP

183

I)C.t

0c.8

DC,r

!c,B

DC,t

!c,t
.I}C. t
0c.9
m.r
DC,t

llc.t
DC,t
0c.t
0c.B

0c.B

D[, I
!c. B

DC,8

DC,t

m,l
0c.t
tc.t
0t.t

DC,r

EOU

ENO

181 0 000000t6 000c r-rEsg
lst 0 000000ss {6c61726020

186

187 0 000000c4 000E ERn-;tss
l8s 0 000000c6 {96E76616c69

189

190 0 0000000{ 0A l-s0t]t0
l9t 0 00000005 08

t92 0 000000t16 0000AAAA

lr3 o 000000DA 00

t9l 0 0000001i8 32

l9r 0 0000000c ?000

195 0 000000!! 0000

197 0 000000E0 il
l9B 0 000000fl 00

199 0 000000E? 0l
200 Q 000000E3 00

201

202 0 000000E{ 0s (-st)ull0

?03 0 000000t5 00

20t 0 000000i6 01

205 0 000000E1 00

206

207 0 000000E8 09 t(Etn0t_0
?08 0 000000!9 0l
209 0 000000E4 00000000

210 0 000000EE 00

2ll 0 000000EF 0?

213 0 000000F0 0000 tut-Pos
zt4 000000F2 trJfFEn

214

ilxr. T0'lA! Enn0RS 0 {lim 0'
r{r T0TAL lAnIlilES 0 tlinr 0J

.!.ort uraq! 12 kbyt.r

t{l 0 0000005A 53{t vat_ilit sure,r tlt0t
142 0 0000005c t3FA009? tEA.t 8UF-p0S,Al
r43 0 00000060 3281 rlovE,t !t,{il)
l{t
115 0 00000062 7002

116 0 00000064 rtl2
147

IA

I
ITAAA

0

t2000

0

lll
0

I
0

J8

0

I
0

9

I
0

0
I

I
tr48 0 00000066 70lt cHK_Tllt! tr0vEg

149 0 00000068 {E{l lf,AP
150 0 0000006A 4:Ec00l2 LtA,t
l5l 0 0000006E J17800Et tlovE,t
152 0 00000072 4E92 JSn
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This is the place to looh for readers' QL prograrns. So, if you'ue got a contputational
masterpiece, why not send it in for eualuation. The address is'The Progs', QL User,
Scriptor Court, 155 Farringd,on Road, EC lR SAD . We pay for euerything published.

character graphics is stored
Iike this with four pixels per
byte. Px = 1 means ink and
Px=0meanspaper.

For each ofthe three
primary colours the program
has one offour options,
depending on the paper (P)
and ink (I) colours. This is
summarised in the truth
table below.
(D (P) BINARY
NO NO AAAAAAAAz
NO YES PoAPrAPzAPe0z
YES NO PoAPfiPzAPs0z
YES YES I A1 A1 Al Az

The colours for (I) and (P)
are Green, then Red, then
Blue in ttrrn. For instance, if
we want a Black character
on White paper: for the
Green pixels we have no
colour in (I), but colour in
(P); which is line 2 of the
truth table. Hence we
require (PoOPr0Pz0Ps0)2.

MAIN LOOP :

MOVEO 23,D1

MOVEO 2,DO

-BSR 
40

I nsl DG,8

I MOVE D6,D7

I rrnoveo 1.Do
F-BSR g2

I ruove.e oo,oz

i *ou.o o,Do

114,23

112,2
97,40
225:,70
62,6

112,1
97,32
30,6

112,O
97,26
226,70
2,70,O,85
222,70

50,19S
42,138
1,1
102,4
210,252.O,124
45,201,255,216

78,117

Jo,..*

]-."

],,.,.ADD D6,D7

MOVE D7,(A1l+
ADDQ.L 1,A2
BTST DO,DI

rBNE +4
I noon #124.A1|-DBCS --40,D1

RTS

i-- BSR 26I nsn 1.D6i AND| $s5.D6

PLOT ON SCREEN

NEXT ROW

(Main routine as called ouer page).

Graphic Characters
For a machine as powerful as
the QL, it's surprising that
there is no facility for user-
defined character graphics.
This program fills that gap
in two ways: firstly, a
machine code routine which
plots character graphics
quicker than would be
possible in SuperBasic; and
secondly, a SuperBasic
prograin to generate those
character graphics initially.

The SuperBasic program
calls the machine code
routine so that characters
generated can be displayed
at their normal size. The
screen starts at memory
location $2AAAA and ends at
$28A0A (decimal 131072 to
163840). $2AAA0 is the top
left hand corner ofthe screen
and successive locations run
left to right across the
screen, then down to the next
line and so on. In Mode 8
(Low Resolution mode), a
16-bit word controls four
pixels; the three primaries
(R, G & B) and'flash'. To set
pixel N to white is a simple
matter:

Gw: RN: BN: 1
The mixture of Red, Green

and Blue used to give a pixel
any particular colour is
tabulated in the QL manual,
(concepts section) under
'Colour' (the flash bits, Fx,
are not used in this
program).

To maintain versatility,
the machine code routine
plots the required character
at any screen position in any
ofthe eight paper and ink
colours (the codes for the
colours are the same as those
used by SuperBasic). This
makes the routine more
complex than would be
necessary if, for instance, the
paper colour was kept as
black.

The nature ofthe screen
mapping readily falls into a
pattern offour pixels (Po 0 Pr
0 Pz 0 Ps 0)2. The data for the

*******r;s**********s
* GRAPHICS PROfjRAII *
ss**********s*******

1010 start=REgFR (IOOO) : FIOOE B : f'APER 4 : INK 7
1O?O PAFER *O,O : INK *O,7: CLs: r:Ls*O: l"tCODE: OII'I i:!F(1?.9)
1 O:-rO LEYTES .odv1_char, :hlr-16
10+c) AT :f.o: FEINT " SFALE:"\" El'ranlles'\" Eolour"\\" tuRs|fR"\" fEd/blue"
1(l3O FRINT \" ESC: "\" escape'\\" SAVE: "\" 5tore5"\" graPhicg"
1()€.O I:5IIE 3. 1 : AT 1, 19 : FRINT ..ERAPHICS. : CSIEE !, O : OF:AITIPIC

t()7O REPeat character
1()BO PEPeat mug_trap
1()"() FEEP 50()(),5
11OO r:LS *(): iNPUT *O.\ (" r-l.raracter to be changled-i ");m!F
lIlO IF mlg="SAVE DR m$='EavE": EHIT character
11?O mE=n:5 g " : m$=m:S (1 IIJ 2)
1130 tF ms(l) INSTR "u1?:_1456789" =O : NEF:T murl_traF
1140 IF mlt (:l) INSTR "()1:';1456789 "=O : NEXT nus trap
f15O CLS *O : n=m!S : lF n>ZQ : n=?O
11EO PRINT *O"\' CHARAI:fER "in : g=261616+n*24 : gE=s : cl'rar=n
1170 FrlR F-.1 Tg 12 : STEING:c!5 (F,1 Ttr 4) =a!S : STRING:c5 (F,5 TD E) =a!3
l IBO OI+AWPIC : r{=4 : y=6 : ox=r< : oy=y
1190 EEPeat movemeni
llCrO IIALL start, I,y+l,x+Y.:,2 : IF c$ (y,x) ="H" : tl:ALL start,1.y+1,x+9,1, I
1f1C) FOR n=1 fr.l 5: [:$=INKEY:$
1::O k$=INKEY:! (-l) : IF k$=CHRE (1O) tlE k:S=tlHR5 (27) : EI{IT movemerrt
1?i]O <=l:+ (y<'d AND klt=rlHRl$ {2OO) I - (x>l AND k$=CHR$ (1?2) )

1:4O y=y+ (yc1l AND k!5=CHE!t (216) ) - (y>1 AND k!5=CHR:5 (?OE) )
L:5O troloLJr=? : IF clt(oy,ox)="H" : trolour=O
1:t,O IF rr<)oH uR y€>oy : I-ALL etart,l,oy+1,oF+g,colour,cslour : oE:x:oy=y
1270 1l: k!$=L:HRsE(32) ANU clt(y,x)= X" : BEEP 2OO,O : c!5(y.x)='_' : k:F="'
lfEO iF k:'=L:Hkrt (32, AND tr5 (y,x) ='- : BEEP ?OO,O : {!t (y,x) ="X"
L!9o END REPeat movement
13OO EEEP 1OOO,4: UL-q *(J : PRINT *O-\,-LEFT/EIGHT Eymmetry? (Y/N)"i
1:r1O F|JR n= I Tfi :lO : k$= INKEYS
1:l2O k$= I NKEYT' (- 1t : BEEF 1()oO, ? : r::Ls*O
1:l3O IF k!f= Y uP kr;="y"
1340 FOk m=l TD 12
1 :r5O FDR n= I -f O 4 : crF (m, 9-n) =cg (m, n)
1:-ibo NEIiT m

1 :170 END I F
1-rgo DUI'!P: DRAUIPIU
l:r!(J ENO REPeat €]aaracter
14C,O ELs: TSIZE 3,1 : AT 5,5: FRINT -SAVING" : BEEP 1OOOO,3
141(J OELETE mdvl_claar
14:O SEYTES mdvl_char, 26161€" 5OO
l4:1O CSIZE 2,O: LLS: BEEP IOOOO,2: CLSSo: PEINT *O,\,"OK l"
144O EEHark +++++++i++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
1445 REHark +++++++ii++++++++++++++++i+++++++++++++++++++++++++r++++++++++
145() BEFine FFOCedure STRINE
1460 Lr:l:a l b$. d, n
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This is obtained by reading
the graphics character
information
(PoQPrQPzQPrO )2. inverting
to (Po1PrlPzLPs1)2, then
ANDing with 0.A1,ALAfi)2.

The first section ofthe
machine code routine sets up
Address Register Ar to be the
starting location of the
screen printing position, and
Address Register Az to be the
start ofthe graphics look-up
table for the character
selected. Ar is a function of
the start ofthe screen RAM
and the row/column co-

ordinates selected. Az is a
function ofthe start ofthe
graphics characters and the
actual character selected.

The main loop of the
routine is run 24 times by
Data Register Dr. Do tells
the subroutine which colour
is being selected. Each pass
through the loop generates a
16-bit pattern in Dz for a line
offour pixels. The character
is eight pixels across and 12
pixels down, which produces
a square. Green pixels go
into the Most Significant
Byte of Dz, Red pixels into

the Least Significant. BIue
pixels have to be shifted one
place to the right before
adding into the Least
Significant Byte. This is
facilitate interlacing with
the Red pixels.

The subroutine sorts out
the necessary coding of
graphics information in
accordance with the truth
table given. Do is loaded with
the graphics pattern and the
modified value of this is
returned to the main loop.

The SuperBasic program
enables up to 21 characters

to be defined and displayed.
The displays of enlaiged
characters are not square
since they are composed of
one square per pixel - the
graphics characters are eight
pixels across and 12 pixels
down.

Before the program is run
for the first time, line 1420
must be executed. This saves
5O0 bytes of graphics
characters on mdv1. If this is
not done, the program will
drop out at line 1030 where
it looks for the graphics
information. Subsequently,

MACHINE CODE ROUTINE

FORMAT: CALL, START, CHARACTER, ROW, COLUMN, PAPER, tNK
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

MOVEA #$020304,A1 U,124,0.2,3,4,
MOVEA #$03FDF0,A2 36,124,0,3,253,240
ADDA D3,A1 I Zro,rgsADDA D3.A1 I 210.195

iBBA B3;il !ls|Er' Zl3:133MOVE #$6oo,D3 [rrAHr 54,60,6,0suBA D3,A1 I r+o.tgs
r+ADDA D3,A1 ) 21l.1gs

-P_B^99_ J.D? \ 85,202,255,252

91"""^t 
r':in 

\o"o"",", tort. f!6uf5!ro'
r--49D4 D3,AZ frrAhr 212.19s' DBCS 4,D1 ) e',io1,21s,z\2

I
I

SUBROUTINE :

MOVEO 0,D6 124,0
MOVE,B (A2),D6 28,'18
BTST DO,Ds 1,5
BNE +16 102,16
BTST DO,D4 1,4BNE +4 _ 102,4
MovEo o,D6 f No colouR tN EITHER 124,0
RTS J rNK OR PAPER 78,..t:7

Nor D6 I 7o,7oAND| $00AA,D6 )COLOUR tS pApER 2,iO,0,170RTS I telfi)
BTST DO,D4 1,4BEO +2 103,2
MOVEO $AA,D6 COLOUR IN INK AND PAPER 124,170RTS COLOUR rS l.NK 78,'t17

1470 a$="' : d=17O eB PEEKte) : 6=67;
14ErO FltR n=l -fo 4
14tO brF="- : IF d l'tut f=1 : E,$=..H..
l:OO a!F=E $ B a$ : o= 1p 1 167 U,
1510 NEHT n
1:;:O .f =s+ 1

1 530 END DEFine
1 54O EEI"tAT K HX:'THXHXXX}.:HXITHXKH:,{XHXXHiiHXXX}:X3!:H]{IIHHTiFiHI';I-iI{Hi(i{HHF:H11}1:.i:{H:N:"::4:4HITH
1 550
lst'O LBrlal E,r,inE
157() Fr:rE r=1 TO 12
l5SO FrlR c=l TO 3
159O inc=7 : IF .:5 (r,E) ="I,i" : inc=O
1€.OO IIALL start,O!r+1!E+t, in-, inc
1E10 NEHT tr

DEFine FR8f,edure DRAITFIC

these random characters can
be replaced by the user
generated versions.

Program flow is easy to
follow. Array Cg (row,
column) contains the pattern
of the graphics character
being changed.'X'
corresponds to ink and'.'
corresponds to paper. Line
1010 reserves 1000 bytes for
the machine code routine
and the graphics characters.
'Start' is the beginning ofthe
machine code routine. On
line 1020, MCODE calls the
procedure ofthat name
which writes the machine
code routine into RAM,
ready for execution.

STRING generates a four
character string, a$, derived
from the stored graphics
information. However, Iine
1470 is unusual. What d :
170 && PEEKIgtmeans is
make d the decimal value of
the bitwise AND of binary
forms, PEEK(g) and 17010
(ie,17010 = 101010102). This
masks out every other bit
from address g.

DRAWPIC simply draws
the enlarged character being
changed, with all 21
characters printed
underneath.

DUMP places the finished
character back into machine
code form using procedure
WRITE (WRITE performs
the opposite function to
STRING).

Operating the program
couldn't be simpler. To
change the colour ofa pixel,
move the cursor over it and
press the space bar. The
colour ofthe cursor reflects

1€,?O NE:{T r
1{,3O FL-|R n=O TD :O : L:ALL 5tart,n,l' + 16 p69 2) ,n+4,7.O
1640

169() FOR n=1 -fE 12 : NF.IIE trrF (rr, 1 TD 4) : WRITE cr5 (n.5 Trt B)
! 700

END OEFine
1 t'5o REI'lark *****+t******f+*+i*++***+++***+******+++t**+********+**+t*+*+{
16€,0
1b7O Ltlttlal n. t
lrJSO t=qc

DEFirre PROCedure DU|IP

END DEF1ne
L/ 1 o REFIa r k $:s!5!t!t!F5!g!5$!5!F55$$5it!F!F!t5$tF$!c$s$rs:F!tiF$$$!r$!$!FiF!r$:F$$!s!s!t!$!$:g!sts!si$1$:$r$lsrsit
I 72() DEFine PROCedure WRITE (d:g)
I 730 Lt:tca I a:5, b, n
174() b=O : a!F=d$
175O FOR n=1 fO 4 : t,=4*b : IF a:S (n) =.,:{.. :b=b+1
1TttO b=h*i : P,JKE t,b: f,=1a1
l77O END DEFine178fi REI'fark tz7:7-7-lzlzzilzlz7.'tz)Lzilzz)/-zy-y-zzzz):27-zzzzzT-zzzzzzzy-zzzzz/-y-7:ztzzz,:tz.
1 /80 REI'lark )12:/-7-27:,7-/-Z7v.Zi/.'ll7-7-7J/-1174'/.:Z7:ZZZZZT-ZZ'tZ7:27-7-|/-tZZZ77:/-Zt?:7:7:i,::i,ZtZZ-t/:Z7Z
|]'Jo DEFine FEDCedure MCD0E1t()O Lu{-al a,n
lE1O EESTI]EE 1B3O
1E2O FOE h=Etart frl Etart{lfl : READ a: F|IKE n.a
1E3O DATA -14. 1:4, O, :, -,t, 4, 36. 1!4
1S4O DATA O, tf , z5J, 

=4O,:1O, 1:{S,2tO, 195
1*5O trATA ?1o, 195, ?1.0, 195, 54, EO, 6, O
lEbO OATA 146, 195,310,195. 85..1O2,255.?5?
1E7O DATA 54. F-O. O, 24, t48, r95,?1:,195
lriEO DATA 85,2C)1,255,252,114, :3,11r, ?
ts9o DATA -17, 4(), ?25. 70, E2_ s,, 11r, 1
19OO DA lA 97, :12, 30. 6, 112, O_ ._17, 16
1'llo DATA 'rzE_ 7(J.. :i, 70, (), 85,:2!, 70
1?:O DATA 50.199= a:j,1JB, 1. 1,tO:. 4
11r:ro OATA :10,352. Q,124, A5,201,?55,216
1t4() DATA ?8, 1 17. 1:4,
1?50 DATA 10?, 1.a. I,
1?60 0ATA 7E,Ll7, 7U.,
197(J DATA 7A, 1 t7, 1,
lTEO OATA 78, LT'7

o, :s, rF, 1, 5
4,10:, 4,124, O

70, 2. 70, o, I 7f)
4, 1c'3, ?_ 1?4,170

l't90 END DEFj ne:OOO kEl"lark <<<<{<{<{{€c{(<{<<<<<<{{<{<<<(<<<(<<<<<<i<<<<{<<i<a<qi<rii{ii<
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the true state ofthe block
underneath.

When a character is
completed, pressing ESC
gives the user the cboice of
LEFT/RIGHT symrgptry.
When asked for the next
character, you can enter
"SAVE", which updates the
machine code file mdvl-char
containing the graphics
data.

Once you've typed in the
whole program, save it onto
two separate microdrive
cartridges before attempting
to run it. The SuperBasic
part should be easy to debug
since error messages will
appear. The machine code,
on the other hand, will
probably crash the machine
ifthere is any slight error. If
bpth the rnachine code and
SuperBasic parts are bug
ridden, you can eliminate
the machine code bugs by
using 1830 DATA 112,0,78,
717, A, A, A, 0. This makes
the machine code routine do
nothing except return
immediately. Hence the
SuperBasic section can be
debugged.

Characters printed'below'
the screen (ie, into memory
locations after $28A00)
crash the QL. It is easy tp do
this by exceeding the
limits of the row/column
co-ordinates. No provision
has been made in the
machine code routine to trap
such errors. Columns go up
to 31 before they wrap
around, and rows can go up
to 20 (note that on row 20 the
maximum column size is 23).

ln And Out The
Window
C Harker
As the QL is aimed at the
serious end of the market,
there is a need for a set of
versatile input and output
routines which will accept
and print data at particular
positions inside any window
within a defined format.

This set ofroutines are
designed to work in any
SuperBasic program. They
are selfcontained and
accessed via a number of
parameters.

All the routines need to
know the window, and the
row and column where
printing must finish.

The first routine is a

function called GET-
FIGURE which allows you
to accept numbers:

ie,X: GET-FIGURE
(a,b,c,d,e)

wherea=thewindow,b:
the row where the number is
to be input, c : the column
where the number is to be
input,d:themaximum
length ofthe integer part
ande:themaximum
number of decimal plabes.

The value input is
returned in X.
eg, x = geLfigure (2,5,10,4,2)

This inputs a number at
5,10 in window 2 with the
format 9999.99. During
input ofthe number you can
delete data already input by
using the l,eft Arrow key.
Only valid numbers can be
entered (and a decimal point
if applicable). The routine is
especially useful for

inputting data from a table,
since if you set the values'd'
and'e'correctly it is
impossible for the user to
cormpt your table.

The second routine is
similar to the first except it
inputs text.

ie, X$ : GET-TEXT$
(a,b,c,d,e)

where a,b,c : the same as for
GET-FIGURE,d:thesize
of the frame which shows the
test and e : the maximum
length ofthe string oftext.

This routine inputs a
string oftext up to a
maximum length defined by
'e'. Not all the text is shown;
only a small frame is shown,
dictated by the'd' parameter.
The portion ofthe text
displayed scrolls across the
frame as you enter or delete
(Left Arrow) text. The
routine is useful for entering
a long string (ie, an address)
where you only have a small
area on the screen in which
to accept the data.

The third routine prints
out numbers in a format as
follows:

PFORMAT a,b,c,d,e
wherea:thewindow,b:
the y co-ordinate ofthe last
decimal place, c = the x
co-ordinate ofthe last
decimal place, d : the value
to be printed and e : the
number of decimal places.

For instance, pformat
2,5,10,fred,2 will print at
5,10 in window 2 72.25 (if
fred,: 12.2476). Because the
routine does not use strings
it is only accurate to 6
significant figures.

Incidentally, the line with
test$ in it, is only needed
because of a bug (AH
version) on my QL. It seems
that ifyou find
len(int(string)) before
len(int(number)) you're OK.
This bug only occurs when
the machine is first turned
on and has been fixed on the
latest'JM'ROM.

The last routine, PTEXT,
is simple and has only been
included to complete the set.

PTEXT a,b,c,d,e,f
where a,b,c : as before, d :
the text or string to be
printed, g : position in text
where printing to start and
f: length oftext portion to
be shown.

ie, ptext 2,2,2,fred$,6,12
will print 6789012 (if fred :
'1234567890L2',).

5:OO6
326O5
32OtO
326L5
32O2s
32O25
32O36
3203'
326LO
32s4'
3245O
32s5'
32O6O

_1ehcrh. dF1&cee )

PRINTillndoi nunbera

1nt_tenerh) oR (NoT st1ll_1nt AND

32O65
32O7O
32O7 

'32O8O
32O45
32090
32095
32AOO
32165

,.?zt\6
32rL5
3?!2a
3?125
g?130
32135
32L4O
32r45
32L50
32r55
32t6O
32r65
32t7O
32L75
32r8O

END IF

.7o
lF culrent len = 0

AND 5t111_1Nt AND
hunbert & r. I

s

ELSE

END IF

IF current,len > o
1F nunbeag(current len) = r. ! | st111 1nt = 1
nunberl = nunbert (1 To current_Ien 1)
ATft1ndo. row. colunn - rax_tensth
PRfNTtul ndo: FTI La( ",nar len;rh)

atlll_Int = 1
END IF

END REPeat eet_dlslt
32185 END DEFlne Eet-?isure
32L9O ,
32195 DEFtne Fu{ct1on aet-texti(wlndo,row,col,6pdce,dsx }e4stb)
322OO
32205
322rO
322rt
32220
3222'
32230
3223'
322LO
32245
3225O

3226@
32265
3227O
32275
3228@

LOC6I back. flonr , L I6arkeya

ATfflndo; row,col-sp6.e+1 : PRINTfrlndo: FILLT(r 
"5psce)back=1: front=1

REPeat text loop
keyl-INKEYa ( -1 )
key = coDE(key3)
IF ?ront<nax_feneth+1

sElect oN key
=32 TO L27

textt=text$&keya
front=?ront+1
IF ?ront > space I baek = ?rort - spece
ATftlrdo:row, col (f.ont back)+1
PRINThlndoi text9(back to ?ront 1)

END SELECT
END IF

32245 IF key=192 AND rront > 1

32296 text$ = texttcl To ?ront 2)
3229, back = back (back > 1)
323oo ?ront = ?ront - (frobt > 1)
32305 IF front=1 : texta="
323LO AT&Indor row,col-sDace+1 : PRINTlwlndo: FILLi(' r.gpace)
323I, AT&1ndoirow,col-(front-back)+1
32320 IF froni > 1 : PRINTftlndo; text6(baek ao ?ront 1)
32325 END IF
3233O IF cODE(key$) = 1o : EXIT text loop
32335 END REPeet text_loop
32340 RETurn texts
32345 END DEF1ne
323td I

32355 DEFlhe PRocedu;e p?olnat (wtndo,row,co1.value,dp)
32360 testa=lyesn I

32365 powe!=10^dp
3237o foaft v61ue = ABs(INT( (value*porer)+,5)/power)
3237, lnt,value = INT(forLvatue)
32380 d9-va1ue = INT(((forn-value 1nt varue )*power)*.5)
32345 IF d9>O TffEN ATtrwlndo,ror,col-dp-1 : PRINThlndo:r'O.i';FILLa(rO'.dD)
32390 IF (varue >= 1) oR (value <= -1) oR (vafue=o)
32395 ATftlndo,row,cor-LEN(tnt_velue)-((dp+1)*(dp>o))+1
324oo PRM&1ndo i lnt,va1ue;
32Lo, IF dp > o THEN PRINT#wlndo t '.';dp_ve1ue
324aO ELSE
3241U AT&1ndo,.ow,co1-LEN(dp_value)+1
32L2O PRINTtulndo ; dp_value
3?L25 END IF
32L3O IF value < o
32435 aT&1ndorrowr.61 (LEN(1nt_value) (dp*1)*(dp>o))
32!40 PRINTtulndo;I-t
324!5 ENO IF
32450 END DEFlhe
32L55 |

32!6O DEFlhe PROCedure pteat({lndo,row.col,textg,6tart.rensrb)
32!65 ATfwlndo: roe,col leneth+1
3247o. PRINTS1ndo: terta(start To Bt6rt+leneth 1)
32475 END DEFtne
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"'I em certain thol these books
will odd enormously to the

enjoyment ond practicdl vse which
QL users will get from

their computers."
NIGEL SEARLE

Monoging Directoq Sincloir Reseqrch Limited

Q bo_oks to help you get fhe mros? $rsm
?he QL, whethbr you-are stillwoiting
Gr trre lucky enough c!necdy to hqv?
y8$rs.

Fn?roducing the Sinclsir &L explcins
how the QL wo*s ond whot you con do with it.

Emfroduction to SuperS&,S*€ crE fhe
&L exploins SuperBASlC ond introduces its
speciolfeotures ond quolities enobling you to
moster progromming quickly.

Adwsnced Progromming wlf$r f**e
5**ne !cir Q L is oriessentiol reFerence work
for users who reolly wont to get to grips with
the SinclairQL. The book includes such topics
os progrom logic representotion,lypes of
commerciol progrom, progromming
techniques qnd document design.

Sesk-fCIp €onrptrtlng with the
Sine N{xir QL shows iustwhot con be
ochieved in business computing using the
SincloirQLond howto getthe bestoutof the
fou r QL softwore pockoges: word processin g,
spreodsheels" dslabase mo nqgement ond
business grophics.

Word Processing wifk ffue $ime$cf;r
QL hos been written to exploin both the
concepts behind the uses of word processing
ond howthe QLword processing pockoge -
operotes ond what it con do.

and his leonn of quthors reeeived the
help cnd co-operction from bofh Sincl<rir
ond Psion Scftwore-creqtors of the
QL softwqre * to ensure thcl these
books reclly ore lhe ultinrste
hcndbooks for QL users.

Ordor now -youwon'lhove to woiilong foryourbooks! -ludfill
in the orderform ond refurn illo us with youicheque or money
order- You con eren chorge your Access or Bor.loy.ord occo'unl.
We will send you your books POST FREE wifhin 28 doys.

ORBER To: TBS,38 Hockerill Skeet, Qt
FORtrl Bishop'sStortford.Her*ordshire.

Pleose send me,

. ".... copier o{ lntrodudng the Sinrlclr QL,,, l$.95 ec",!

" . .. .. copres o{ lntrodudion lo SuperBA5l[ on lhe QL ,,' 16.95 errL

. . ". . . copres o'i Advonted Progronming wilh the Sinrlair eL u ic 95 eorl-

... ".. copies oil trhsk-top fomputing with the Sinrlqir QL ", i6,?5 ecc.

. ".... copies oil l{ord Proressing wilh lhe Sincloir QL ", 16.95 .rot

I enclose my chequre/rnoney order mode payoble to TBS ior
t
Pleose chorge my Borc
oppropriole) nurnber

loycord./Access occounl idelele os

My nome ond odciress is _

SiEned \r

&ex'xersr! Hdlf*r"
Rsbin SrEdbeer

&.

Deoler enquiriesto:
Doug Fox, Hutchinson, I 7-2 I Conwoy Street, London W I
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The full potential of the QL can
now be realised: Quest's QL
Executive Series of qualiff
peripherals and software enables
the QL eftortlessly to bridge the
gap between the home and
professional computer.

By providing industry standard
operating systems and storage
devices, Quest have opened up
the way for the adoption of the
QL by not only the serious home
user but also by the business
user.

Memory Expansion Boards
The QL's standard 1ZBK RAM is impressive, but
because of the possibilities the machine offers, the
programs used will frequently require additional
capacity. Consequently, Quest has designed and
produced a range of memory expansion cards to
suit any requirement.
o Based on the latest 64K D RAM Modules
o Fully buffered
o Automatic refresh
o 150ns access to RAM contents
o Fit the standard QL and Quest's Expansion Console

The 64K unit can easily be powered by the QL's
internal power source: larger units may need
external power and provision for this has been
made in their design.

64K RAM E1 15.00 256K RAM C349.00
1zBKRAMf;1B5.OO 512KRAMf;579.OO

cPlM - 68K
The Easy Route to Industry-Standard
Applications Packages

Quest has the exclusive rights, worldwide, to CPlM 6BK
for the QL and has converted this industry standard
operating system to run on the machine. The world's
most widely used operating system, CPIM offers a
proven and familiar environment in which to develop
a ppl ications softwa re.

o Co-resides with QDOS
o Users can switch between Operating Systems
o Includes Assembler and C Compiler
o Supplied on microdrive cartridges or floppy disk
o Supports 3','31/z',' 51/a" and B" floppy disks
N.B. CPIM requires either an Executive Series floppy disk
system or an OScard to be present.

CPIM on Floppy Disk f;59.50
CPIM on Microdrive f;99.50

OScard
To enable microdrive or floppy disk versions to be used without the
QL Executive Series floppy disk controller, this circuit board
provides the necessary memory switch and RAM capacity. A full
years warranty. OScard t49.50
Power Supply Unit
Specially designed to power Quest's memory expansion cards and
the Expansion Console, this plug-in, stand-alone unit is covered by
a fullyear's warranty.
Power Supply Unit 664.50

I
t1

I

QL Executive Series

Memory Expansion Boards

OScard



Tally
Business Accounts Software
Double Integration is the key to Tally, for the accounts modules
contained in it link not only with each other but also with the
four Psion packages - Quill, Archive, Easel and Abacus -
supplied with the QL.
Tally l, comprises Sales Invoicing, Sales Ledger and Stock
Control and Tally II consists of Purchase and Nominal Ledgers.
These Quest programs enable the user to integrate, for
example, Sales Ledger and Quill to produce standard letters
without re-entering any data, or to use Easel to display in
graphic form the data entered under Tally's Stock Control
module.

Tally 1f;115.00
Tally IIf;59.50

Expansion Console

Disk Drives
With years of experience in disk drive
have been able to harness their
commercial purchasing power to offer
capacity and reliability of disk storage
prices.

Complete with disk interface controller
unit, power supply and cables - no hidc
attractively styled and using state-of-
the Executive Series of disk drives brir
professional mass storage to the QL.
o Latest half-height technology
o All necessary equipment included
o Operate under CPIM and QDOS
o Fullyear's warranty cover

200K Floppy Drivex 6295
400K Floppy Drive 6419
B00K Floppy Drive 6499
2 x ZOOKFloppy Drives f;469
2x 4OOK Floppy Drives f;579
2 x B00K Floppy Drives f;695
*Full height technology

The Professional Desk Top System
Your QL and extra expansion cards can be
stylishiy housed in the QL Executive Expa
also serves as an ergonomically designed
wrist-rest. Made of durable and attractive
the console is available simply as the housi
module ready to take cards and including

Expansion Console €139
Monitor Stand./Handrest €69.50

Firefly QL
The Firefly QL Wnchester disk ofters a full
7.5 mb of data and program storage with
extremely fast access times. Ideal for
large databases such as stock and
customer lists, these products
represent true value for money -
larger capacities coming.

Firefly 61149.00

J

Firefly



Executive Extras
As the mqjor source of all QL related products, Quest is
pleased to present a quality range from some of the
world's leadinq manufacturers.

The Sinclair QL
Superb value for money, with 12Bk of user memory,
32 bit processor chip and 4 software packages (Word
Processing, Spreadsheet, Graphics and Data base)
included in the purchase price.
6399

Prism 14QL

Monitors
Microvitec 14511DQ3
O 14i'medium resolution colour

monitor specifically designed for
the QL

O 85 column text and outstanding
graphics

o RCB TTL input
8274

Prism 14QL
I Portable, 85 column display
O Detachable anti-glare tinted glass
o Full44 width on Quill
o Standard resolution for Easel

graphics
8235

w'Wii:!

Printers
Brother HR-5
o Full 80 column printing
o Uses plain or thermal paper
o Compact and lightweight
6189

Brother HR-15
o Versatile daisy wheel printing
O Text re-printing
o Prints red and black
a Attachable cut sheet feeder
fl519
Brother M-1009
o Dot matrix printing at 50 cps
o Bi-directional, logic seeking

printing
o Excellent value for business or

home use
EzZ4

Epson RX-80 F/T
o B0 column printing at 100 cps
o Six user selectable graphics

modes
o Six different densities
o Text and graphics on the same

line
8334

o High speed (160 cps) matrix
printer

o 136 column capability
o Bi-directional, logic seeking

printinq
8664

Brother HR 5

sffi-
EEtrm.l

Brother M-1009

Consumables
A full range of consumables is available for Vour
business and personal use, from microdrive cartridges
and floppy disks through line printers and
personalised stationery to desks and chairs. Please
phone for our 48 page catalogue.

TELEPHONE SALES DESK 04215 66488
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE
AND PACKING

CPlM is a registered trademark of Digital Research
QL is a registered trademark of Sinclair Research

A Quest Automation plc Group Company
School Lane, Chandler's Ford, Hants. SO5 3YY
Tel:04275 66321 Telex: 47326

Microvitec 1451/DQ3

Brother HR-.15

Epson RX-80 F/T

Epson FX-.100
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Please send me: 

- 
(qty) Qt Memory E:qgansion Unit(s) at 5198.00 (inc. VAT, Post and Packing) I enclose Cheque,/postai Order for !

Name:

I yea warrilit-v included. Please aii:=a ?8 days for delivery

Payment by ACCESS or BARC;"Iye.epS ghone 0I-S?S ?S3l


